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“Power tends to corrupt and absolute power 
corrupts absolutely.”

– John Dalberg-Acton
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PREFACE

A Tale of  Two Speeches

On March 16, 2020, I rose to address my colleagues in the California 
State Assembly.

“Today,” I began, “I am supporting our Governor. I call on every 
legislator and every Californian, regardless of political preference, to 
trust in Governor Newsom’s leadership and listen to his guidance.”

I spoke from my desk on the far-left side of the Assembly. The 
Chamber is a grand, magnificent space, modeled after Britain’s House 
of Commons. I’ve always enjoyed hosting classes on field trips and 
seeing the students look around in awe. Above the dais hangs a 
portrait of Abraham Lincoln holding the Emancipation Proclamation. 
Sometimes I imagine an animated Honest Abe, like a painting in Harry 
Potter, musing at the proceedings below as the People’s representatives 
pass legislation to designate an official state sport (surfing), state 
dinosaur (Augustynolophus morrisi), and even a state nut (almond, 
pecan, walnut and pistachio—as it turns out, all technically seeds).

But frivolity is not usually the reason I imagine our 16th President 
to be shaking his painted head. More commonly, it’s something much 
worse: corruption. Lincoln must have encountered his share of it as an 
Illinois state representative in the 1830s. But there is no comparison, 
past or present, to what happens underneath the dome of the California 
State Capitol.
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When I rise to give a speech in the Assembly, it is usually to oppose 
some corrupt scheme that Special Interests have cooked up, to be rubber 
stamped by their legislative enablers. Sometimes I succeed in killing 
such legislation, but more often what is said on the Assembly Floor 
doesn’t matter. The outcome is preordained; debate is nonexistent or 
farcical. Whenever I speak, the Majority Leader is on guard to try to 
find ways to cut me off. Every year, new methods are devised to stifle 
discussion and public participation.

The contrast could not be greater between the grandeur of the 
Assembly Chamber and the tawdriness of its proceedings. Observers 
are often taken aback by the absence of any apparent sense of 
responsibility or public mindedness in this room where 80 men and 
women are trusted with matters of profound importance to 40 million 
people. Yet on this day, March 16, I hoped it would be different. I tried 
to summon a sense of our collective responsibility as we faced an 
impending crisis.

“I rise today at a moment without precedent in any of our experience,” 
I said. “For nearly 40 million Californians, 330 million Americans, and 
people around the world, this is a surreal time, a sharp and sudden 
break from all normalcy. It’s a moment of crisis in every sense—social 
paralysis, economic upheaval, and mortal peril. The partisan rituals of 
ordinary politics have no place in these extraordinary times.”

Now, even at this moment, I was no fan of Gavin Newsom. In his 
first year in office, I watched him hand over the keys to the Governor’s 
Office to Special Interests that spent millions electing him. He signed 
one of the most corrupt laws ever passed in the United States, Assembly 
Bill 5, which put tens of thousands of independent contractors out of 
work. He viciously went after our poorest kids by seeking to close the 
public schools that serve them best. He’d proven the very embodiment 
of our Capitol’s corruption. And unlike his predecessor Jerry Brown, 
who made an effort to build relationships with legislators, Newsom 
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seemed to find it beneath him. Even favorable media outlets gave his 
first year poor reviews.

But none of that mattered to me on March 16. Our state faced a 
novel threat, and Newsom was our Governor. We needed to work 
together. From my desk in the Assembly I called on our state’s elected 
leaders to put aside any differences.

“A relationship of trust, openness, dialogue, and accessibility 
between Californians and their elected representatives has never been 
more important,” I said. “We’re in this together, and the only way we can 
meet these challenges is together—with ingenuity and resourcefulness, 
with goodwill and compassion, with strength and solidarity. Social 
distance need not mean societal dissonance, or spiritual discord. In 
a way, the very interconnectedness that made this virus so quick to 
spread also gives us the capacity to defeat it.”

The essence of political leadership, in my view, is bringing people 
together for a shared purpose. Beyond the griminess and sharp edges, 
the practice of politics can appeal to the better angels of our nature 
(in Lincoln’s memorable words) as we pursue something larger than 
ourselves. This is what I hoped our Governor would do at this uncertain 
moment in our state’s history.

My own background was not a political one. I had worked as a high 
school teacher in inner-city Los Angeles and later as a prosecutor. I 
left behind a promising career in the private sector to run for office 
because I saw the corruption of our state’s politics causing its steady 
and seemingly irreversible decline. I sensed this was linked to the 
erosion of government by the people and the toxicity of our political 
culture. As of this day in March, I had spent three years fighting for 
change at the Capitol—an uphill battle if there ever was one. But I 
thought perhaps the common threat posed by the novel coronavirus 
would allow us to see ourselves as one people again, to reclaim a 
distinctive state spirit that was drifting away.
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“We have another advantage,” I said, “a can-do sense of possibility 
that is distinctly Californian—an unmatched ability to take our 
circumstances and make the best of them. That’s what we must do, 
now more than ever. Whether we can rise to the occasion in the days 
and weeks ahead will determine the fate of untold lives and will shape 
what our state looks like on the other side.”

I could not have imagined that almost a year later, the other side 
would still be out of sight. Nor could I have known that for most of the 
year, Abraham Lincoln would have the Assembly Chamber to himself. 
The Legislature decided to simply stop working, while at the other end 
of the Capitol, in a ring of offices known as the Horseshoe, Governor 
Gavin Newsom was all-too present.

* * *

Nearly nine months after that speech, on December 7, 2020, I 
addressed the State Assembly again. This was the one and only day 
the Legislature was in session over a span of four and a half months. 
We met not in the august Assembly Chamber but, for social distancing 
reasons, down the street at the Golden One basketball arena—home of 
a Sacramento Kings team I’ve been cursed with rooting for my whole 
life. It was, to put it mildly, a very different setting for a very different 
speech.

“When I addressed this Assembly on March 16, I said the partisan 
rituals of ordinary politics have no place in these extraordinary times. I 
called on every legislator and every Californian, regardless of political 
preference, to trust in Governor Newsom’s leadership and listen to his 
guidance.

“Gavin Newsom made a mockery of that trust. Within weeks, he 
hid from the Legislature a $1 billion no-bid deal with a political ally, 
outsourced the most important decisions to powerful Special Interests, 
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and started talking about using the coronavirus as an opportunity for 
a ‘new progressive era.’

“But the outcomes have been anything but progressive. Our 
economy is doing about the worst in the country, our kids in poor 
communities are faring worst of all, our public health performance is 
middling. With the basic pillars of a liberal democracy dismantled, our 
citizenry is disenfranchised and divided.

“The fact is this Governor has lost all credibility with the public. 
Whatever the shortcomings of this Legislature, in this moment we 
have one inherent advantage: we are not Gavin Newsom.”

* * *

This book covers the fateful months between those two speeches, 
as California suffered through the worst COVID-19 response in the 
country and perhaps the larger Western world.

I tried in every way I could to get Gavin Newsom to govern in 
the public interest. But instead, he used this moment of utmost 
vulnerability to promote his own political ambitions and reward his 
Special Interest benefactors, putting every perversity of California 
politics on steroids. As Californians rose to the occasion heroically, 
their Governor let them down repeatedly. “When history called, he 
flopped,” wrote Jerry Brown’s Press Secretary, Gil Duran.

Whoever wins a Recall election will certainly have shortcomings, 
as anyone does. But that person will have the same advantage I told 
our Legislature we have. He or she will not be Gavin Newsom.
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INTRODUCTION

We the People

If you are looking for a book arguing that COVID-19 is a hoax, this is 
not it. If you are looking for a comprehensive case against lockdowns 
in general, that is not its purpose. If you are looking for a broadside 
against liberal policies, there are plenty of other such books available.

This is a book about the distinctive failures of Governor Gavin 
Newsom, who has mismanaged the COVID crisis in a way that 
embodies the endemic corruption of California state government. In 
the process, he’s taken that corruption to new depths—with devastating 
consequences for millions of people.

I am a Republican, and my political views are readily available 
elsewhere in the public domain. But this book is not red meat for 
partisans. It is meant for liberal Democrats just as much as conservative 
Republicans. In these pages, I do not advocate for any particular 
policies; I simply oppose those which result from corruption. That is 
because I do not believe that political disagreement over policies or 
values is enough for a recall. We hash out those differences in regularly 
scheduled elections. In fact, I was skeptical of the 2003 Gray Davis 
Recall, even though I was no supporter of Davis himself.

That’s one reason I am writing this book: I am generally recall 
reluctant. I also believe that recalls, as a tool for throwing out 
politicians, should not be led by politicians themselves. They should 
be citizens’ movements. When I first met the Lead Proponent of the 
Newsom Recall, Orrin Heatlie, it was February 2020. Over coffee at 
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Bill’s Donuts in Granite Bay, I told him I wished him luck and admired 
his efforts to mobilize Californians seeking change, but that I could not 
lend my support to the Recall at that time—as much as I would have 
liked to see Governor Newsom out of office.

While our Constitution allows a recall to be initiated for any reason, 
for me to support one three criteria must be met. First, a recall should 
respond to a betrayal of the public trust—the use of power vested in 
the officeholder for purposes other than the solemn duties of the office. 
Second, a recall should respond to a need for fundamental change. 
Finally, a recall should be a last resort.

At the time of this writing in January 2021, I believe all three criteria 
have been abundantly met. And Orrin Heatlie along with countless 
others have built what is truly a citizens’ movement in every sense. 
I am writing this book to promote their efforts, in a supporting role. 
They are the lead actors.

A BetrAyAl of the PuBlic trust

Even standard corruption like that on display during Newsom’s 
first year—or every day in our Legislature—would not be grounds 
for me to actively support a recall. What is exceptional about Gavin 
Newsom’s COVID era performance is the pernicious combination 
of corruption and lawlessness. He has compromised our institutions 
of self-government—the rule of law, checks and balances, separation 
of powers, representative democracy, and the Constitution itself—to 
promote himself and the cash-flush Special Interests that put him in 
office. It is Newsom’s abuse of extraordinary emergency powers for 
personal political gain, with a totalizing impact on California life, that 
makes this the most meritorious recall in our state’s history.

In the pages that follow, I will discuss how Governor Newsom has 
betrayed the public trust in ways without equal in the United States 
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today or in the history of California. In particular, Part II identifies 
the eight defining characteristics of Newsom’s worst-in-the-nation 
COVID response.

Self-promotional: Soon after declaring a State of Emergency, 
Newsom began making far-reaching decisions based more on what 
would garner him press coverage than what would protect Californians. 
As he made the rounds on daytime and late-night talk shows, he pursued 
increasingly dishonest, damaging, and desperate ploys to compete 
with New York Governor Andrew Cuomo for national attention. To 
many observers, Newsom treated the arrival of the coronavirus on our 
shores as the launch of his 2024 presidential campaign.

Lawless: To get his name in the headlines as quickly as possible, 
Newsom fashioned himself in the mold of an ancient Roman dictator, 
falsely claiming the emergency “centralized the State’s powers” in 
his hands. He changed over 400 laws by fiat, created entirely new 
law unrelated to public health, and left Californians without a voice 
in their own government. He repeatedly clashed with lawmakers of 
both parties as he refused to stop acting unilaterally. I prosecuted 
the legal case against the Governor along with my fellow legislator 
James Gallagher, and in a seminal decision, a California Superior Court 
ruled the Governor had abused his emergency powers and repeatedly 
violated the California Constitution.

Corrupt: Newsom has used the State of Emergency to richly reward 
the Special Interests that spent millions electing him and whose favor 
he would need to run for higher office. He appointed the nation’s 
single largest partisan donor, vanity presidential candidate Tom Steyer, 
to head California’s economic recovery. At the behest of his biggest 
benefactor, the California Teachers Association, he kept schools closed 
as long as any state, doing incalculable harm to millions of kids. He 
devoted scarce budget dollars to enforce AB 5 in order to increase 
profits for massive union conglomerates. He became so ensnared with 
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lobbyists that he was forced to appoint a “Chief Ethics Advisor.”
Unscientific: Because it was driven by politics and self-interest, the 

Governor’s COVID response has been denounced by health experts 
as unscientific, counterproductive, and not based on data. Newsom 
repeatedly refused to provide evidence for his shutdown orders, and 
multiple courts found there to be none. He haphazardly changed 
the rules time and again without a coherent explanation. Unlike 
any governor, he imposed lockdowns for non-health reasons, such 
as “equity.” He enforced bans on activities such as outdoor dining, 
bowling, youth sports, and playgrounds that virtually no other state 
did. Newsom even put up barriers to a vaccine in order to make a 
political statement.

Partisan: From the beginning, Newsom celebrated COVID-19 as 
the dawning of a “new progressive era,” as “an opportunity to reshape 
the way we do business and how we govern.” Already America’s most 
partisan governor, Newsom took his divisiveness to perverse levels 
when he released a spurious chart purporting to rank “red” and “blue” 
states by COVID cases. Even as our state’s problems mounted, he spent 
his time trolling United States Senators, comparing the leader of the 
Senate to a “jellyfish, coral, slug, snail, or octopus,” and posting a fake 
news video about a U.S. Supreme Court nominee that he was forced 
to delete.

Hypocritical: Newsom will always be remembered for sitting at 
a crowded table, without a mask, to fete a lobbyist at a meal with a 
$12,000 wine bill at a time he was forcing Californians to stay home 
and failing to deliver the modest unemployment checks they were 
owed. But the French Laundry scandal only scratched the surface of 
Newsom’s hypocrisy. He sent his own children to private school for in-
person instruction even as he forced millions of less fortunate kids to 
learn from home. He repeatedly blamed the people of California for the 
spread of the virus even as he asked them to make pointless sacrifices 
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not linked to public health. He spoke of equity and inclusiveness while 
taking actions that were an assault on those values.

Incompetent: Newsom oversaw the country’s worst and most 
Orwellian unemployment office, which has kept millions of deserving 
Californians waiting for benefits as billions flew out the door to 
prisoners posing as claimants. Newsom used agency personnel to 
harass small business owners with audits and required independent 
contractors to name names of business partners who could be harassed 
with audits of their own. Newsom also neglected basic preparations 
for California’s data systems, leading to a major data “glitch,” after 
which he disappeared for a week before accepting the resignation 
of his public health director. To avoid accountability, the Governor 
repeatedly directed self-investigations of his own Administration and 
denied information to the public.

Neglectful: Amid Newsom’s publicity-seeking and political-
calculating, he neglected the basics of a public health response. 
California was among the slowest states in the country to ramp up 
testing. Newsom refused to allow testing at pharmacies and failed 
to sufficiently develop contact tracing tools. He did not do what was 
needed to protect vulnerable populations, and despite the urgent 
warnings of a Democratic lawmaker, presided over the “worst prison 
health screw up in state history.” He kept in place Special Interest-
backed barriers to working on the healthcare front lines and, amid a 
record surge in cases, did not utilize 99.979 percent of workers who 
had signed up for the California Health Corps.

The results of these betrayals of the public trust speak for themselves. 
While California had imposed the nation’s strictest lockdown and 
most sweeping school closures, at the time of this writing it had 
the most new COVID cases per capita in the country in addition to 
nearly the worst unemployment rate. It is difficult to imagine a more 
consequential failure of political leadership.
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A Need for fuNdAmeNtAl chANge

California’s problems were boiling over before COVID-19. Despite 
boasting the world’s fifth largest economy, we have up to half the 
nation’s homeless. We also have the highest rate of poverty, nearly 
the worst income inequality, the highest housing prices, among the 
worst roads and bridges, and the worst education for poor students in 
the continental United States. A recent survey showed a staggering 53 
percent of residents were thinking of leaving. When over half of your 
people want out, that’s called a failed state.

Consider a few headlines from eclectic news sources in the months 
leading up to COVID: California Is Becoming Unlivable (The Atlantic). 
Why Would Anyone Live in California? (Washington Times). It’s 
the End of California as We Know it (New York Times). How Does 
California Ever Survive? (CalMatters). As Victor Davis Hanson put 
it, “Our resolute ancestors took a century to turn a wilderness into 
California. Our irresolute generation in just a decade or two has been 
turning California into a wilderness.”

Gavin Newsom’s mishandling of COVID-19 has dramatically 
accelerated these trends. Sustained double digit unemployment has 
deepened poverty and inequality. The achievement gaps in our schools, 
already disgraceful, have grown considerably. And Californians now 
sense that the American dream is dead: In a recent poll, nearly two-
thirds say kids growing up in California today will be worse off than 
their parents. Adding further clarity to this picture, data released in 
December shows California just had its worst population growth in a 
century, losing a net 135,600 people to other states. Mark Baldassare 
with the nonpartisan Public Policy Institute of California called the 
numbers “really startling,” saying, “This isn’t the Golden State of 
the past,” where people came from all over “to find their way to the 
California dream.”
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Our state’s inherent beauty and countless wonders, our population’s 
peerless aptitude and esprits de corps, are being overwhelmed by the 
failure of our politics. And that failure has a specific cause: the capture 
of our State Capitol.

California’s Capitol is not truly run by elected representatives, but 
by what’s known as the “Third House.” That’s the term for a corps 
of Special Interest lobbyists, with offices encircling the Capitol, that 
accounts for the vast majority of political funding in California. It’s 
called the Third House because these lobbyists control the first two 
houses, the Assembly and Senate. And they certainly control the 
Governor. Gavin Newsom’s 2022 reelection account has over $19 
million, with primary funding from unions, associations, and major 
corporations with registered lobbyists. Several of these benefactors 
were around the table at his infamous French Laundry dinner. In fact, 
the lobbyist being feted that night apparently used his influence to 
help secure an exemption from Newsom’s lockdowns for Hollywood. 
This is why Newsom’s one-man rule has worked out so well for Special 
Interests.

But it’s the same for legislators. The Chair of the Assembly 
Appropriations Committee raised around $1 million this last election, 
and just about all of it came from Special Interests. Exactly nine 
contributions came from actual people; not a single contribution was 
under $100. Every legislator gets hundreds of thousands of dollars 
from the Third House. It’s easy money, and all other funding pales in 
comparison. But if you cross the biggest players, they’ll spend millions 
against you in your next election. So they always get their way at 
the Capitol. That’s how Sacramento works—and it’s why our state is 
crumbling. It’s also why I refuse all funding from the Third House and 
am the only 100 percent citizen-backed legislator.

As Special Interests have taken over the State Capitol, what we’ve 
lost is our institutions and traditions of self-government—a trend that 
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has also reached a breaking point during the COVID response. While 
for years the architecture of self-government has been dismantled, 
brick by brick, in 2020 the entire edifice came crashing down, leaving 
the people of California trapped in the rubble. For years, local 
communities have lost ever more power to Sacramento; last year, 
they lost everything to a single person. For years, public access to 
policymaking has diminished; last year, it disappeared altogether. For 
years, state bureaucracies have grown larger and more controlling; last 
year, they all but took over our lives.

The Recall is thus about something more fundamental than placing 
a new occupant in the Governor’s office. It’s about repudiating 
everything the current occupant stands for. That means restoring 
government by the people, so Californians are no longer subjects of 
state power but once again authors of our own political destiny. It 
means repairing our broken political institutions, so they are capable 
of reversing our state’s decline and saving the California Dream before 
it’s too late.

This kind of fundamental change requires an extraordinary act of 
popular sovereignty—an emphatic rejection of the status quo by the 
people of California. That’s the only remedy for the corruption at the 
core of our politics. It’s what Bruce Ackerman, in his work We the 
People, refers to as “higher lawmaking,” where citizens take action 
“with a seriousness that they do not normally accord to politics.” What 
results is a kind of “supreme law in the name of the People.” Because 
such acts of higher lawmaking only come from a highly engaged public, 
they can have lasting significance, setting the terms and defining the 
political realities for years or even generations to come.

At this moment, the California public has never been more 
attentive to and dissatisfied with our state government. That creates 
an opportunity for a transformational act of popular sovereignty. Such 
a political disruption coming directly from the people could redound 
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far into the future, reshuffling the stacked deck of our political system. 
And a recall election is well-suited to this form of higher lawmaking: 
by its nature, it is a clean yes-or-no referendum on the status quo. In 
fact, the recall procedure was added to the State Constitution in 1911 
as a tool to “unlock the special interest grip” on state politics. For a 
state in need of a fundamental course correction, a recall is the ideal 
vehicle.

But even a successful recall doesn’t bring fundamental change 
automatically. The reason the Gray Davis Recall failed to fundamentally 
change our politics is because it was not driven by the fundamental 
failures of our politics. It was simply about an uncompelling politician 
who was doing his job poorly. He was replaced by a much more 
compelling politician, but it was merely a personnel change; it did not 
shift the tectonic plates of our political system.

In the same vein, opposing Gavin Newsom for reelection in 2022 
would not be the same as a recall. For one thing, Newsom would have 
another two years to abuse the public trust and hasten our state’s 
decline. For another, in a normal election Special Interests are more 
adapted to blocking change; indeed, every California governor since 
1942 has won a new term. But finally, even a Newsom defeat would 
signal an ordinary transfer of political power, not the extraordinary 
act of popular sovereignty that this moment demands.

A lAst resort

A recall is not a remedy I turn to lightly. It is far from the first 
intervention I have pursued. In my speech on March 16, I asked 
all legislators and all Californians to trust in Governor Newsom’s 
leadership. In the early days of the crisis, I went out of my way to 
applaud actions I agreed with and encourage him wherever I could. 
Even as I implored the Governor to change course in a number of 
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areas, I withheld public criticism as much as possible and was generally 
supportive.

But as days turned to weeks, it became impossible to hold back 
criticism consistent with my own responsibilities to the public. There 
was less and less to applaud, more and more to be alarmed by. The 
Governor started not merely responding to the public health emergency 
but ruling the state by decree in ways unrelated to any pandemic. In 
early May, Assemblyman Gallagher and I tried to engage the Governor 
in a dialogue about the scope of his emergency powers. His response 
was to deputize his Legislative Affairs Secretary to falsely accuse us of 
trying to “to prematurely declare an end to this ongoing crisis that has 
killed nearly 100,000 Americans.” He has repeatedly resorted to these 
kinds of demagogic statements, all the while falsely claiming that a 
State of Emergency turns California into an autocracy until he says 
otherwise.

Since Newsom refused to cooperate or acknowledge any limits 
on his powers, we took him to court. After we defeated him once, I 
publicly proposed conditions for “a more constructive and cooperative 
relationship” between our two branches of government, which 
included the Governor involving the Legislature in the enactment of 
further Executive Orders and acknowledging that there were limits 
to his emergency powers. Instead of engaging with this proposal, he 
had the judge who ruled against him removed from our case. After we 
defeated him again at the trial, his response was to rush to the Court 
of Appeal to seek an “extraordinary writ.”

As another example, before the Governor issued his school closure 
order in July, I strongly urged him to follow the science and let schools 
stay open. Just days earlier that had been his position, too. But then his 
top campaign benefactor weighed in and Newsom did a 180, ignoring 
my advice and ordering almost all schools in the state closed. I have 
since highlighted every new piece of evidence showing that keeping 
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schools open is the right thing for students and the right thing for 
public health. Yet to this day, Newsom is keeping millions of kids out 
of school against the overwhelming advice of public health authorities, 
including Dr. Anthony Fauci.

Similarly, Newsom has for months ignored our calls to take a more 
science-based approach to the virus, and California now leads the 
nation in new cases. Newsom also refused to address the concerns 
of dozens of lawmakers about mismanagement at the Employment 
Development Department, leaving millions of Californians without 
timely unemployment benefits. Most dishonorably, after I presented 
him with hundreds of testimonials from people unable to work because 
of the double whammy of AB 5 and the lockdown orders—including 
nurses and other healthcare professionals—the Governor not only 
ignored the cries for help of these desperate Californians but spent 
millions enforcing the law against them.

It is not just me Newsom has ignored. He has dismissed the 
entire Legislature. From nearly the beginning, lawmakers in both 
parties have publicly criticized the Governor for announcing major 
decisions on television shows without consulting with the Legislature 
or even informing us beforehand. Senator Holly Mitchell (D-Los 
Angeles), Chair of the Joint Budget Committee, said, “The Legislature 
has repeatedly called for the Executive Branch to collaborate on 
COVID-19 response. But time and again, the Legislature has been put 
in the position of simply giving a yes or no answer to the Governor’s 
priorities.” Assemblyman Phil Ting (D-San Francisco) decried the 
Governor’s “huge overreach of authority” and “disdain to properly 
communicate with the Legislature,” observing that “the governor does 
not have complete authority to do whatever he wants.”

Even prior supporters of the Governor have been alarmed by his 
refusal to change his ways. In August, the California Opinion Editor for 
The Sacramento Bee, a paper that endorsed Newsom, wrote, “There’s 
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no way to undo the failure, confusion and death of the last few months. 
But if Newsom can stop thinking like a politician and start acting like 
a leader, there may be some hope for California yet.” By November, 
the Bee’s Editorial Board did not see improvement: “Two years into 
his first term, and nine months into the COVID-19 pandemic, Newsom 
still can’t get his act together. If Newsom can’t get his head into the 
game, perhaps he should make this governor thing a one-term affair 
and leave the job open for someone with a desire to lead.”

Many of us have tried, in every way possible, to get the Governor 
to change his self-promotional, lawless, corrupt, unscientific, partisan, 
incompetent, hypocritical, neglectful COVID-19 response. Yet for 10 
months, he has refused, causing grievous and lasting damage to our 
state.

* * *

If we are to have a true recovery, not only from the nightmare of 
this past year but from decades of decay, it must rest on a foundation 
of honesty and decency. That means eschewing partisanship, bringing 
people together, and returning power to local communities. It means, 
above all, trusting and respecting the people of California.

The specific policies for a post-Newsom era are not the subject of 
this book. But Part III touches on the fundamental changes needed 
to respond to the underlying reasons for the Recall—the institutional 
repair that will allow us to restore checks and balances, revive self-
government, root out corruption, and resume the basic functions of 
good government.

This past year has brought unimaginable hardship. But the months 
ahead can produce an epochal moment in our state’s history. While 
a recall is an inherently confrontational event, by breaking free of 
the nation’s most divisive governor, I believe we can come together 
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again as a state. California can once again start leading the nation in 
the right ways and reclaim what we’ve always stood for: opportunity, 
innovation, derring-do, and the singular power of a free people to 
make tomorrow better than today.



PART I

PRELUDE TO COVID
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CHAPTER ONE

The Mario Kart Governor

“The blunders came by wanting press hits so badly to show that 
he’s leading on the national stage.” – Top Legislative Staffer, on 
Newsom’s first year as Governor

In December of 2019, Governor Gavin Newsom was looking for a way 
to memorialize his first year in office. The self-tribute he decided on 
was a Mario-Kart style animation produced with his own campaign 
funds and then pinned to the top of his Twitter profile for days.

“You don’t need me to tell you that 2019 has been a difficult year 
for our country,” a Newsom voiceover begins, as we see a caricature 
of President Donald Trump wearing a bright red tie and driving a red 
go-kart. Newsom narrates that Trump “continued on his horrifying 
course of attacking our institutions and our fellow Americans” as the 
cartoon President drives over a copy of the Constitution and wreaks 
havoc on pedestrians. Trump’s “feckless allies in Congress cheered 
him on,” Newsom continues, with caricatures of Mitch McConnell and 
Paul Ryan cheering like NASCAR fans as the President does a wheelie.

The cartoon President then pulls his go-kart up to the starting line, 
where he is met by a cartoon Gavin Newsom, wearing a bold blue tie 
in a blue go-kart. The artist took the liberty of making the President’s 
face implausibly round and droopy while making the Governor’s 
implausibly angular and square-jawed. “In California,” Newsom 
narrates, “We’re not letting Trump slow down our progress.” The race 
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begins and Newsom gets a jumpstart as the President is busy laughing 
villainously.

The race proceeds, with Newsom’s voiceover describing his various 
accomplishments as associated obstacles appear on the racetrack. As 
he hails a bill changing school start times, his avatar’s go-kart passes 
a bus of sleepy students, who light up at the sight of their hero while 
the bus blocks the President’s path. As Newsom boasts of building the 
first statewide early warning earthquake system, a fault line opens up 
on the racetrack, which the President crashes into after the Governor 
sails over it.

Then the animation gets darker. As the voiceover describes legislation 
giving greater rights to student-athletes, a bald curmudgeonly man 
driving an NCAA go-kart—and wearing the same red tie as Trump, 
McConnell, and Ryan—side swipes the kart of a young basketball 
player. Luckily, Newsom saves the day, firing a shell from behind to 
blow the older man off the track. Having vanquished this foe, Newsom 
then grabs a basketball from the athlete and throws it at the President’s 
kart, causing him to crash too. The conquering hero wheels along as 
other fawning constituents salute him. When the voiceover mentions 
gun reform, the cartoon Newsom throws a bucket of blue paint on two 
NRA officials, both wearing red ties.

As the race nears its end, Newsom easily clears a gap in the track 
that’s parallel to the Golden Gate bridge. The President doesn’t make it, 
becoming suspended in midair and then falling to what would surely 
be a violent death in the water below. But somehow he reappears, 
only to lose control again when he is pelted by a newspaper hailing 
Newsom’s moratorium on the death penalty.

Yet the two men are still neck-and-neck as the race nears its end. 
To finish the President off, Newsom throws a banana peel in his path, 
causing yet another violent crash that dislodges a tire. As his cartoon 
likeness crosses the finish line in triumph, Newsom narrates: “So 
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what’s ahead as we race into 2020? Well we’re not taking our foot 
off the gas, especially when the stakes are this high. Our country is 
looking to California, and we’ll continue leading the way.”

* * *

The animation flopped. It got little social media traction and received 
only one brief mention in news reports. While you might wonder how 
any elected official could produce something like this and expect to be 
taken seriously, for Newsom it was par for the course. It was a final, 
desperate look-at-me gambit to cast what most agreed was a mediocre 
first year as somehow deserving of the national spotlight. In this 
way, the animation ironically succeeded in conveying the essence of 
Newsom’s 2019 performance—focused more on getting attention than 
getting results—and foreshadowed much of what would go so wrong 
with his COVID-19 response.

In an in-depth article published at the end of 2019, the Los Angeles 
Times spoke with a number of the Governor’s “allies,” who “asked for 
anonymity to speak freely about the governor, fearing repercussions 
should they be named.” The Times reported that “Newsom has 
struggled with what some critics believe is an undisciplined and 
impatient governing style.” A top legislative staffer said, “For a year 
in, it still has a chaotic, ‘the left hand doesn’t know what the right 
hand is doing’ kind of feel to it.” In a similar piece, a top staffer told 
Politico “the Brown administration would be so embarrassed to be 
off-message” in the way Newsom was. Another Capitol aide said, “I 
think the feeling right now is you can’t trust anything that they say,” 
referring to Newsom and his advisors. All of this led a New York Times 
columnist to observe that even with a booming economy, “[t]rust and 
communication between the governor and the Legislature[] frayed.”

Some of the Governor’s allies went on the record with their criticism. 
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Kathryn Phillips, director of Sierra Club California, said, “I expected 
sort of a steadier, more methodical governor. I found the decisions 
he made, the statements he made, more erratic than expected.” She 
continued: “I think he ended up the year looking like a rank amateur.”

White house dreAms

The LA Times year-in-review story quotes a top Capitol staffer 
bluntly identifying the cause of Newsom’s problems: “The blunders 
came by wanting press hits so badly to show that he’s leading on the 
national stage.”

The story lists several examples of Newsom “over hyping 
announcements,” such as “inaccurately” claiming that “his raising of 
the LGBTQ Pride flag above the Capitol” was a state first or announcing 
he was moving into the historic Governor’s mansion downtown when 
he had already bought a “six-acre, $3.7-million Fair Oaks compound.” 
Lawmakers also complained that Newsom kept the press more in 
the loop than them, with one saying of his decision to weaken her 
proposal to lower taxes on diapers and feminine hygiene products: 
“I learned about it from the media. It seemed odd.” A Politico story 
likewise emphasized Newsom’s tendency for “getting publicly ahead 
of closed-door realities.”

The Sacramento Bee Editorial Board, which had endorsed Newsom 
for governor, gave him a nickname just over a month into his term. 
After Newsom made a high-profile announcement in his State of 
the State Address about scaling back the high-speed rail project, and 
then backtracked, the paper dubbed him “Gov. gaslight.” The editorial 
provided a definition of “gaslighting” so that no one would miss the 
point: “a tactic in which a person or entity, in order to gain more power, 
makes a victim question their reality,” with signs including “[l]ying 
and denying what’s been said, even in the face of clear evidence,” “[s]
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aying one thing while actually doing another,” “[u]sing confusion as a 
tool to manipulate perception,” and “[a]ccusing everyone else of lying.”

In the same vein, Newsom was quick to take credit for others’ 
achievements if it meant claiming a headline. The NCAA bill featured 
in the animation—which was good legislation that I supported—had 
very little to do with Newsom. It was an idea that Democrat Senator 
Nancy Skinner made happen through tireless effort. All Newsom did 
was sign the bill, and it wasn’t even clear until the last moment that he 
would do that. Yet in the animation, we see Newsom himself heroically 
take out the NCAA head honcho. In real life, his approval of the 
legislation was “orchestrated to attract national buzz,” as CalMatters 
described it, with Newsom signing the bill on an HBO show alongside 
LeBron James. He was rewarded when James tweeted, “You the man 
Governor Gav!”

These news reports reflect an impression shared by lawmakers on 
both sides of the aisle after Newsom’s first year: His main constituency 
was not the 40 million Californians he was entrusted to lead, but a 
national press corps he hoped would introduce him to a broader 
audience. The endgame was no mystery. Capitol insiders believed 
Newsom’s habit of overhyping announcements “was motivated by an 
unspoken desire to pad the governor’s resume for a future presidential 
campaign.” USA Today reported that “[m]any California political 
observers consider Newsom’s presidential ambition to be one of the 
state’s worst-kept secrets.” The Governor had a bust of John F. Kennedy 
sitting on his desk.

In order to “foster a national profile,” Newsom repeatedly used 
the Mario Kart tactic, poking sticks in the eye of the President and 
offering himself as a virtuous alternative. The San Francisco Chronicle 
noted Newsom “turned his attention frequently to the national stage, 
charging into battle against President Trump.” While he was certainly 
not alone in doing so, he stood out for the “countless times” in his 
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first year that he “used his platform to criticize or make fun of” the 
President—in contrast to Jerry Brown, who “engaged in fewer of the 
political tit-for-tats that Newsom seems to relish.” More broadly, the 
Governor went out of his way to fan partisan flames, as reflected in the 
Mario Kart animation’s Manichean division between “red” and “blue” 
characters.

Yet, as USA Today noted in its end-of-year interview with Newsom, 
“Leading th[e] resistance has been time consuming.” And California’s 
own problems were growing.

While rome BurNed

In its December 2019 story, USA Today noted there was an 
impression that “the governor’s first year in office has been diluted 
by” his attention to national politics, “resulting in a lack of progress 
on huge issues—a mushrooming homeless population, astronomical 
housing prices, a dangerous electrical grid—that have led pundits to 
write eulogies for the age-old California dream.”

Newsom himself appeared to recognize he lacked tangible 
achievements, telling the Associated Press, “I think it’s a mistake to 
look to the first year and draw a lot of big conclusions.” Yet his failure 
to acknowledge, much less address, the state’s deteriorating conditions 
was conspicuously at odds with his rhetoric. USA Today summarized 
the disconnect, noting that while Newsom had “campaigned on the 
enduring attraction of the mythic and potent California dream…
that postcard image has taken a hit.” The article pointed to “soaring” 
homelessness, the appearance of apps “to track human waste on 
sidewalks” in San Francisco, housing costs double the national average, 
and twice as many people leaving the state as just two years earlier, 
concluding: “To Newsom’s constituents, taking on Trump is one task. 
Governing the state is another altogether.”
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Despite promising a “Marshall Plan” to address the housing crisis, 
the LA Times noted that “at the end of his first year, there are few signs 
the state is making the progress Newsom had promised.” While he’d 
pledged to give homelessness “greater attention” with the creation of 
a “Cabinet-level homelessness czar,” that position “never materialized,” 
according to the San Francisco Chronicle. Meanwhile, 1,039 homeless 
died on the streets of Los Angeles County. Only after polling showed 
homelessness to be far and away the highest concern of voters did 
Newsom take the extraordinary step of devoting his entire 2020 State 
of the State Address to the topic.

The list goes on. Schools continued to fail, with math and reading 
scores declining. Nothing was done about the state’s unstable tax 
structure or unsustainable liabilities. And Californians experienced a 
dystopian mix of catastrophic wildfires and frequent power outages. 
As to the latter, Newsom went “along with the plans of PG&E and 
Edison for those outages,” until they were actually carried out, when 
he pronounced them ‘intolerable.’” This, Thomas Elias wrote in the 
Los Angeles Daily News, “established him as even more of a utility 
company ally.”

Despite this alliance with the utilities, Newsom sought to get 
in front of the public’s anger by lambasting PG&E for “corporate 
greed” and “dog-eat-dog capitalism.” But he was compromised by the 
extraordinary amount of funding he had taken from PG&E specifically. 
The Washington Post reported that “over the past two decades, 
Newsom and his wife have accepted more than $700,000” from PG&E, 
its employees, and its foundation. The Post described how PG&E guided 
Newsom’s rise to power in San Francisco, quoting a former County 
Supervisor: “You couldn’t be mayor in San Francisco without having 
the backing of PG&E. They were like the anchor, the one percent—the 
rich and powerful that determine the outcome of elections.”

Altogether, PG&E spent $5.3 million on campaigns in 2017 and 
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2018, “with Newsom receiving more of that money than any other 
single candidate.” Jerry Brown, by contrast, returned contributions 
from PG&E after the utility was convicted of several felonies. 
Personally, I have not kept any contributions from PG&E, and in 2020, 
I introduced legislation to prohibit PG&E from making contributions 
at all, since a utility is a quasi-public entity. The bill was co-authored 
by Democrat Legislator Kansan Chu of San Jose, but the Assembly 
Elections Committee Chair, a Newsom ally, refused to give it a hearing.

These issues—homelessness, housing, education, wildfires, 
blackouts, and the long-term sustainability of California itself—did not 
appear on the Mario Kart racetrack. The image of Nero fiddling while 
Rome burns comes to mind. Yet Newsom somehow saw a different 
Italian city: “This is Florence in its golden age,” he said of California at 
the close of 2019.

A tAste of AutocrAcy

At the end of Newsom’s first year, the Mayor of the Southern 
California City of Huntington Beach told USA Today, “Under him, 
we’re getting a more authoritarian Sacramento.” While words like 
authoritarian, autocrat, and dictator became synonymous with 
Newsom in 2020, 2019 provided more than a glimpse of what was to 
come. As a New York Times columnist noted, “Mr. Newsom has proved 
adept at garnering headlines and, even before the pandemic, favored 
governing by executive order.”

Upon assuming office, Newsom immediately “added more 
than three dozen positions” to his personal staff and “increased his 
office’s total budget to $24.5 million.” Before long he started issuing 
unilateral orders as a favored mode of governance. The LA Times 
reported that “Newsom used executive authority to carry out some 
of his most consequential actions,” including stopping “the approval 
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of new hydraulic fracturing in the state,” consolidating prescription 
drug purchases, and “irk[ing] Trump by pulling many of California’s 
National Guard troops from their duties near the U.S.-Mexico border.” 
He also received criticism for unilaterally diverting revenue from the 
new gas tax away from roads and towards favored transit projects. 
“What the hell were you thinking?” one lawmaker said of the directive, 
adding, “I don’t normally talk like this.”

Newsom’s most noteworthy unilateral action was the one featured 
in the Mario Kart animation, where the unsuspecting President is pelted 
with a newspaper headline reading “Death Penalty Ends in California.” 
Jerry Brown also opposed the death penalty, but recognized he had 
no power to abolish it. Just two years before Newsom was elected, 
voters had approved an initiative to keep capital punishment. During 
his campaign, Newsom promised he would “respect the will of the 
electorate” on the issue. Yet on March 12, 2019, he announced he 
was granting a reprieve to all 737 prisoners on death row. Although 
this had little practical effect—California hadn’t executed anyone 
since 2006—the announcement “was well orchestrated for maximum 
media attention, including videos posted on Twitter and photos of 
San Quentin’s capital punishment chamber being dismantled,” Dan 
Walters wrote in CalMatters. Walters added Newsom again showed 
his fondness for making “grandiloquent, headline-grabbing gestures 
couched in moralistic terms.”

Newsom evinced this same tendency to ignore legal constraints 
for the sake of publicity when he signed a bill to deny presidential 
candidates a spot on California’s ballot unless they release their tax 
returns. The measure was plainly unconstitutional, a reason cited by 
Jerry Brown for vetoing the same proposal two years earlier. Yet on 
July 30, 2019, Newsom signed it, proclaiming in a press release that 
it was a “moral duty.” Within months, the California Supreme Court 
unanimously struck the law down. Chief Justice Tani Cantil-Sakauye 
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wrote that the Constitution is clear “it is the voters who must decide” 
whether a presidential candidate’s refusal “to make such information 
available to the public will have consequences at the ballot box.” In 
a telling moment at oral argument in the case, she had said, “We’ve 
searched the record to determine whether or not the California 
Legislature even considered the California Constitution in the drafting 
of SB 27. We didn’t find anything.”

* * *

Gavin Newsom’s first year began with an unremarkable Inaugural 
Address. I watched the January 7, 2019 speech from inside a tent next 
to the Capitol, where the inauguration was held because of rain. The 
most memorable part was that the new Governor’s adorable three-
year-old son kept running up on the stage, interrupting his father’s 
speech. But the LA Times revealed this was scripted, with Newsom’s 
prepared remarks annotating after one line: “[Newsom’s reference to 
his son Dutch, who was running around the stage].”

Newsom made an attempt at alliteration in the speech: “Our 
government will be progressive, principled and always on the side 
of the people.” But by the end of that first year, it was hard to find 
much in his record reflecting progress or principle. It was harder still 
to defend the last descriptor, as never before had the chasm between 
our government and the people been wider. Never in recent memory 
had the grip of Special Interests on a California governor been more 
ironclad.

Even apart from the singular role of PG&E in Newsom’s rise, 
subservience to powerful Special Interests is more than anything what 
defined his first year as Governor. While not depicted in the Mario 
animation, these interests and their lobbyists are unmistakably fueling 
the kart, controlling the gas and brakes, and effectively turning the 
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wheel. As Newsom’s first year drew to a close, his eagerness to please 
them at all costs would lead to the most destructive action by an 
American governor in a very long time.
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CHAPTER TWO

California’s Cruelest Law

“I am a 61-year-old cancer survivor. AB 5 destroyed my life, taking 
my over-the-phone interpreter job. Who will hire a sick senior 
like me? I was making good money, taking my breaks when I feel 
like it. During my chemotherapy this job was my salvation against 
depression. It made me feel useful, helping people in hospitals, 
pharmacies, hotels, rental companies, immigration agencies, and 
much more. When I was interpreting, I didn’t even think about 
any bad things happening in my life. Since January I live with 
depression. Some days I don’t have strength to get up in the 
morning, I just crawl and cry—because for eight years I’ve been 
waking up to log in and start to work. Sometimes I wish I could die. 
My name is Monica, and this is my AB 5 story.”

In an alternate universe where 2020 never happened, Gavin Newsom 
might not be facing a viable recall. But he would still have earned his 
place in the pantheon of California’s most corrupt governors by virtue 
of signing, celebrating, and ruthlessly enforcing the most corrupt law 
in our state’s history.

Newsom’s own former deputy chief of staff Yoshar Ali called it 
“one of the most destructive pieces of legislation in the past 20 years,” 
adding, “It’s truly horrific how many people are negatively impacted by 
it.” Newsom’s political godfather, Willie Brown, said the law made him 
want to “picket” against the “bastards” at the Capitol and the special 
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interests that “took advantage” of them. Andrew Cuomo rejected a 
similar law in New York, saying he didn’t want to “make the same 
mistake” as California. The liberal Daily Kos likewise warned other 
states, “Don’t make the mistake California’s Gavin Newsom did,” with 
the site’s founder calling the law “disastrous” and “asinine” and its 
supporters “shameful.”

The NAACP assailed it as a “terrible law” and a “gut punch to our 
community.” The CEO of the Black Chamber of Commerce called it 
a “catastrophe” responsible for “enabling, defending, and propagating 
systemic racism.” Two hundred Ph.D. economists, including a Nobel 
Laureate, reported the law is “doing substantial, and avoidable, harm 
to the very people who now have the fewest resources and the worst 
alternatives available to them.” One commentator called it “the most 
malicious and harmful law ever passed in California.”

* * *

As of midnight, on August 20, 2020, Uber and Lyft were set to 
shut down service in California entirely. Assembly Bill 5, signed by 
Gavin Newsom the year before, had banned the operation of these 
companies as we know them. The only reason this didn’t happen was 
a judge issued a temporary emergency stay. If voters had not passed 
Proposition 22 in November, exempting ridesharing providers from 
the law, they would have been forced to leave—putting hundreds of 
thousands of California drivers out of work and depriving millions of 
Californians of their services.

Uber and Lyft drivers are just the tip of the iceberg. AB 5 effectively 
bans independent work of any kind—being your own boss. With a single 
stroke of his pen, Governor Newsom rendered countless Californians, 
spanning hundreds of professions, unable to earn a living in our state. 
These professions range from writers and musicians, to translators and 
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interpreters, to educators and health care professionals. Even the likes 
of birthday magicians and mall Santas have been ensnared by the law. 
If you’re a parent who’s had difficulty hiring a tutor to assist your 
child with distance learning, AB 5 is probably to blame. Many national 
companies now explicitly disclaim on their applications that they can 
no longer work with California freelancers.

While authored by a legislator from San Diego, the bill was actually 
written by the most powerful Special Interest at the California Capitol: 
massive union conglomerates that have taken over what used to be 
genuine worker advocacy associations and turned them into profit 
centers. They use these profits to install politicians whose only 
function is to do their bidding and pass laws that increase their profits 
even more—and round and round we go, as ordinary Californians pay 
the price.

AB 5, in particular, was the biggest windfall for these Special 
Interests in years. The bill’s purpose was to eliminate a large non-
revenue-generating sector of the workforce: independent workers 
whose paychecks aren’t subject to union dues. Lee Ohanian of the 
Hoover Institution called it “an enormous political payoff,” as the 
“new law provides hundreds of thousands of new workers for union 
organizing efforts once these workers become formal employees rather 
than independent contractors.” It’s the same purpose behind Governor 
Newsom’s war on charter schools, which he’s targeted in a way Jerry 
Brown never would. Since unionization at charters is voluntary, not 
automatic, they provide less revenue for the California Teachers 
Association—the largest of the corporate-like union conglomerates 
whose largesse Newsom rode to office.

Just as it didn’t matter to Newsom that charter schools have proven 
to be the best hope for many underprivileged kids, it made no difference 
that the vast majority of independent contractors desire that status—
often because life circumstances like being a single parent or having a 
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disability require flexibility in their work arrangements.

AB 5 stories

The most powerful voices speaking out against AB 5 were the 
law’s victims, countless Californians who had their careers destroyed. 
In early 2020, I compiled a book of their stories and gave a copy to 
Governor Newsom and every California Legislator. Consider just a 
few:

Michelle: “I am a nail technician renting space in a tiny salon in 
Chico. I am a Campfire survivor who lost my home and my hometown, 
and I lost my husband on 4/18/19 to cancer. I am my sole provider and 
this bill will put me out of business.”

Andy: “I work with underserved artists of color. NONE of my career 
as an artist, technician, designer, and producer would’ve been possible 
under AB 5. Artists of color will be less able to create their own work 
in a field that doesn’t favor them”

John: “I am a guest orchestral conductor. Because of this bill, I just 
lost my first scheduled job with an orchestra – $9000 that would have 
put a dent in my student loans, or helped pay my insurance, or paid for 
food and shelter is now gone – all because of AB 5.”

Esther: “I help people who don’t speak English communicate with 
medical providers. I’m a proud senior, independent and self-sufficient. 
AB 5 leaves me out of work, unprotected and isolated. It takes away 
my pride. It was passed without taking people like me into account.”

Sylvia: “I’m the Director of a small nonprofit opera. We’ve 
scrambled to comply with AB 5, but it will cost $10,000. Our nonprofit 
doesn’t have this so I’ll pay. We can’t sustain this and will likely go 
dark. I founded the company 20 years ago so this breaks my heart.”

Jodie: “I worked years to gain my skill as an American Sign 
Language Interpreter. It was my goal since I was 9 years old. After AB 5 
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I lost all 3 of my agencies. The dream I worked for is lost, I can’t provide 
for my family and thousands of CA Deaf won’t be serviced.”

Eddie: “I am disabled and unhirable for a regular job. Yet as an 
independent contractor specializing in unique things I have been able 
to work and survive in LA since 1983. AB 5 has me very, very worried. 
I literally have no clue how much longer I can survive.”

Megan: “I am a nurse practitioner. AB 5 is widening the gap 
in healthcare as small rural practices that can only be staffed with 
contractors shut their doors. Setting my own schedule has allowed me 
to spend time with my children that I will no longer be able to.”

Jean: “I’ve been a tech writer in the medical device industry for 15 
years, for Bay Area companies. I can’t afford to live in the Bay Area 
so I live on the central coast. I’m now unemployed thanks to AB 5. It’s 
devastating. I have no idea how I’ll stay afloat.”

Daniel: “I am a chiropractor in California. I was just terminated from 
my wonderful independent contract, 10 hour/week job. The company 
cited AB 5. I’ve had this job for 10 years. The job allowed me flexibility 
to take care of my 3 special-needs kids. Now it’s gone.”

Connie: “Problems standing/walking limit my ability to find 
employment. I choose to work as an IC because it suits my life best. Now 
my online teaching company stopped working with CA teachers. AB 5 
is taking away my choices and livelihood and I might lose everything.”

Jared: “AB 5 forced me to shut down my business. I went from 
making $80,000/year in home services to a minimum wage employee. 
My family trade is gone. I’ve gone from working 4 days/week to spend 
time with my kids to not knowing if I can make ends meet working 7 
days”

Julia: “Due to mental health issues, I’m unable to work in an office. 
Then I started freelancing – a change that allowed me to work from my 
own home, on my own schedule. I now for the first time feel in control 
of my mental health and livelihood. AB 5 threatens this.”
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Kathi: “I’m begging you to suspend AB 5. I’m a 71-year-old 
transcriber. I raised 6 kids and went to work in my 40’s but I had to 
retire at 62 due to health issues. I depend on my at-home transcription 
pay to survive and pay my bills. For 8 years I did ok, until AB 5.”

Willow: “I’m an independent micro-budget producer. AB 5 shut 
down my series I’d planned to film in Sonoma, and I’ve had to rethink 
films, audio dramas, comic books, motion comics. People I’d planned 
to pay now get nothing. Congrats, you’ve obliterated indie film in CA.”

Barbara: “I’m a proofreader. Competition is fierce and it’s hard to 
get clients, but I did it. I was thrilled to choose jobs I was best suited for 
and to work when I wanted. After AB 5, Californians need not apply. 
Thanks Mr. Newsom for destroying my hard-earned career.”

Lynn: “The ability to work independently provides me as a single 
mother of multiple children with special needs flexibility to earn livable 
wages. I CHOOSE to work independently. AB 5 does not protect the 
working middle class. It severely cripples it!”

These voices came from every walk of life and an astounding 
diversity of professions. Yet after being targeted by our state government, 
they quickly coalesced into a powerful movement the likes of which 
California had never seen. One hub of organizing was the Freelancers 
Against AB 5 Facebook group, which now has over 20,000 members. 
A survey showed this group of opponents was mainly comprised of 
Democrats, even though the law was passed by a Democrat Legislature 
and signed by a Democrat Governor. As it turns out, decent people of 
all political affiliations are against cruelty and corruption.

NeWsom’s sileNce

In the weeks leading up to COVID, it was, as one headline put it, 
“All-AB-5, All-the-Time” at the Capitol. I led an effort to overturn the 
law by introducing Assembly Bill 1928, a full repeal.
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On January 29, I organized a Rally to Repeal AB 5, with hundreds 
of independent contractors traveling to the Capitol from all across 
the state. My goal was not to castigate the Governor but to appeal to 
his conscience. Addressing the crowd, I quoted a letter Newsom had 
recently written to lawmakers, describing a state where millions of 
people come together “in pursuit of their own version of the California 
Dream.” I then spoke to him directly: “Governor Newsom, we are here 
today to tell you that this cannot be reality as long as AB 5 is on the 
books.”

Perhaps never in our history, I said, had “a legislative enactment 
so shattered the lives of so many people, or so shaken the foundations 
of our pluralist society.” I listed off a small sample of the impacted 
professions, saying “hardly an industry or trade is unscathed.” Most 
devastated by AB 5, I continued, “are our most vulnerable: seniors, 
caregivers, students, reformed convicts, single mothers, people with 
disabilities or health issues or mental health needs—all of whom rely 
on independent contracting.”

Newsom and other proponents had absurdly described the law 
as a worker protection measure, even though the vast majority of 
independent contractors opposed these “protections” and industries 
with sufficiently powerful lobbyists were exempted entirely. 
Addressing that pretext, I recognized that “organized labor has played 
a vital role in humanizing the American workplace, grounding our 
economic life in the values of dignity, autonomy, and respect for our 
common humanity.” But, I continued, “Assembly Bill 5 is an affront to 
those values, through and through. When you take your God-given 
talents, nurture them with heart and soul, and offer them to the world, 
that’s not exploitation. That’s self-actualization.”

To conclude, I again appealed directly to the Governor. “Governor 
Newsom, if you are listening—you will have to realize what a failure 
of leadership AB 5 was. But you should also realize what a display of 
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statesmanship it would be to now accept responsibility and correct 
course. Just look to the ultimate statesman, whose portrait graces our 
Assembly Chamber. Abraham Lincoln said, ‘I shall try to correct errors 
when shown to be errors; and I shall adopt new views so fast as they 
shall appear to be true views.’”

After the rally, many of the law’s victims who had come from all 
around the state stayed for a meeting in the Governor’s Office. I had 
asked Newsom to meet with them, but he refused, instead delegating 
the task to his Legislative Affairs Secretary. Then this staffer cancelled 
at the last moment—claiming he was “with the Governor”—and the 
group was left to talk to three low-level staff members who did not 
even seem to have titles.

Over the next month, as I prepared to bring my repeal measure 
to the Assembly Floor for a vote, I continued to focus my attempts at 
persuasion on the Governor. If he came out for repeal the Legislature 
would almost certainly pass it. I pointed out that his State of the State 
Address in February would be a “perfect opportunity to show the 
leadership Californians are looking for and call off the disastrous” law. 
I predicted that whether he supported the repeal “could define the rest 
of his governorship.” After the State of the State, I acknowledged that 
Newsom’s “failure to address the fallout from AB 5 was jarring,” but 
I said “he can still provide the leadership this moment demands by 
supporting” the repeal vote.

Meanwhile, the Special Interests behind AB 5 organized a “lobby 
day” at the Capitol. It is rather unusual to have a lobby day for a bill 
that has already passed. They were making it clear to legislators, and 
presumably Newsom, that there would be consequences for not toeing 
their line. When I asked one legislator to support the repeal, he literally 
shuddered and said, “I’ll get my throat slit.”

Without support from the Governor, the repeal vote failed on 
February 28. As I had said at the rally, that’s what happens when 
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humanist values give way to brute political force.

NeWsom’s deNiAlism

For seven months, Newsom never addressed the devastation caused 
by AB 5. At one live video event on Twitter, he asked people to tweet 
him their questions. Dozens asked about AB 5, far more than any other 
topic. He ignored all of them.

Finally, on April 24, well into the COVID era, Newsom was asked 
at a press conference about all the jobs that had been lost because of 
the law. He responded with one of the most stunning statements in 
California political history. Even though the fallout from the bill was 
one of the biggest stories in California for months—and even though 
I’d placed a book of hundreds of heartbreaking stories on his desk—he 
answered simply: “Respectfully, I’m not sure those jobs were killed.”

It’s worth noting who the question came from. A reporter for LA 
Blade, an LGBT magazine, asked specifically about the law’s harsh 
impacts on the LGBT community. Newsom, of course, had risen to 
prominence as an advocate for same-sex marriage. Yet here he was, 
silencing the voices of LGBT Californians, erasing their suffering. 
Later, when Newsom lauded a Supreme Court decision on LGBT 
workplace protections, I reminded him of this denialism: “When LA 
Blade told him about a loss of work in the LGBT community from 
AB 5, he dismissed their plight. For this Governor, social justice ends 
where the influence of special interests begins.”

To enact a harmful policy is a mistake of judgment, and redeemable. 
But to pretend the people you’ve harmed don’t exist is a matter of 
character and fitness to lead. After months of appealing to the 
Governor’s conscience, this was a moment where I began to think 
there was truly no point to it. In frustration, I tweeted, “‘Respectfully, 
I’m not sure those jobs were killed’ could be the first line of Gavin 
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Newsom’s political obituary.” He has of course added many more lines 
since.

* * *

To this day Newsom has never once so much as acknowledged 
any of AB 5’s many victims, with a single exception: Willie Brown, 
the former San Francisco Mayor and self-described “Ayatollah of the 
Assembly” who had given Newsom his political start.

In September, Politico reported that Brown lost his popular column 
for the San Francisco Chronicle, making him the “latest ensnared by 
California’s new gig-economy law limiting freelancers”—that is, “until 
onetime protege Gov. Gavin Newsom signed a bill.” The Politico story 
continued: “Earlier in the day, some of Brown’s powerful friends in 
politics contacted Newsom in an effort to get him to move quickly on 
the bill to get Brown’s Sunday column back in the paper as soon as 
possible.”

After Newsom complied, creating this “Willie Brown Exception,” he 
texted his former mentor: “I signed the bill, write the damn column!”

* * *

The tragic human costs of AB 5 were heightened by Newsom’s 
COVID-19 lockdowns. This was part and parcel of the corruption, to 
be discussed in Chapter 6, that defined California’s COVID response. 
But one recent detail is worth noting here.

In August, we learned about a sordid scandal connected with AB 
5’s passage. One of the Capitol’s most powerful legislators had an 
extended affair with a homeless domestic worker, which he began by 
impersonating (of all people) another legislator on the “What’s Your 
Price?” dating site. This same woman had testified before the Assembly 
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Labor Committee as a witness in favor of AB 5, claiming the bill would 
help workers like her. At the time, her affair with the lawmaker, who 
coauthored the law, had been going on for years.

She had now gone on the record saying she was “exploited” by 
the lawmaker as well as by the California Labor Federation and other 
Special Interests to advance the bill. Here’s what she said in her own 
words, a quote that should be inscribed on the dome of our State 
Capitol: “These unions controlled my testimonies, got stories out of 
me, and then tossed me out. It was a payday for them, not to help 
domestic workers.” She added she had “never experienced abuse on 
this level” and was used as a “prop” to bolster AB 5.

Having at that point spent two years fighting against AB 5, it came 
as no surprise to me that the same interest groups that abuse workers 
collectively through legislation also abuse workers individually 
through the process of getting bills enacted. They’ll do whatever it 
takes to push their agenda. And many California politicians are only 
too willing to go along, no matter who gets hurt, and no matter that it’s 
ruining our state. When the story about the secret affair broke, it only 
served to confirm the larger scandal that’s played out in plain sight: 
Special Interests hijacking our government and running roughshod 
over anyone who gets in the way.

* * *

Gavin Newsom held the job of lieutenant governor, with essentially 
no responsibilities, for eight years. He had all the time in the world to 
think about what he might do if he became governor. He came into 
office with the backwinds of a strong national economy. There was no 
virus in sight. He could have used his political capital as a first-year 
governor to tackle our state’s intractable problems. If he wasn’t willing 
to do that, he could at least have pursued an agenda embodying some 
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kind of vision or values.
Instead, he used one of the highest and most influential offices 

there is, what he’s called “the best job in the world,” to play a shallow 
and soulless game. He maneuvered to enrich Special Interest groups in 
every way he could. He knowingly inflicted searing harm on the most 
vulnerable in our society and compounded our state’s fundamental 
challenges. That was the prelude to COVID-19.
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CHAPTER THREE

COVID Begins

“We project that roughly 56 percent of our population—25.5 million 
people—will be infected with the virus over an eight week period.” 
– Gavin Newsom, March 18, 2020

Gavin Newsom has been credited with responding quickly to 
COVID-19. Where it is deserved, I have given him credit myself. In the 
early days, I went out of my way to be as glowing as possible in the 
name of a unified and non-politicized state response.

Newsom’s overall promptness, however, is largely a myth. For one 
thing, California had been de-prioritizing pandemic preparedness for 
years and that continued with Newsom’s first two budgets. More to the 
point, as I will discuss in Chapter 11, nearly every facet of California’s 
public health response unrelated to restricting human activity—
building healthcare capacity, ramping up testing supplies, expanding 
testing locations, cutting red tape, developing contact tracing—was 
lagging to the point of neglect.

Even the notion that Newsom provided timely public health 
guidance is exaggerated. As late as March 10, 2020, six days after 
Newsom declared the COVID-19 State of Emergency, his Department 
of Public Health put out a notice that it was “not recommending 
the cancellation of public events,” stating that “the health risk from 
COVID-19 to the general public remains low at this time.” And his 
most celebrated action, issuing the “first” statewide state-at-home 
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order, actually followed in the wake of six Bay Area counties that were 
the first in the nation do so.

Newsom’s State of the State Address, delivered on February 19, 
did not mention the novel coronavirus once, even amid growing 
recognition that this was not going to be just China’s problem. I 
remember this well, as I sat next to a Senator on the Health Committee 
during the State of the State and quizzed him extensively on what 
was being done. Throughout February, Newsom’s very active Twitter 
feed was devoted mostly to attacking the President, only mentioning 
COVID-19 once before the end of the month, and only then for the 
purpose of virtue-signaling (“DON’T be racist.”). His third COVID-
related tweet, on March 3, was to complain about Amazon’s “absurd” 
price for hand sanitizers.

Once the virus did become his focus, Newsom made bewildering 
statements that flew in the face of the evidence—something Californians 
would become familiar with in the ensuing months. On March 18, the 
day before issuing the original stay-at-home order, Newsom wrote a 
one-page letter to President Trump with an extraordinary prediction: 
“We project that roughly 56 percent of our population—25.5 million 
people—will be infected with the virus over an eight week period.” This 
confident assertion, made without qualification or caveat, came with 
no evidence (and bad arithmetic: 25.5 million people was roughly 65 
percent of the population, not 56 percent). In fact, at the time experts 
lacked “the data to make reliable predictions.” Stanford epidemiologist 
John Ioannidis said, “Right now, we are not using science. We are just 
using fear, panic, anecdotal reports.” Dr. Mark Ghaly, Newsom’s Health 
and Human Services Secretary, quickly walked back the Governor’s 
wild claim, but it had already been widely disseminated to the public.

By this point, the Legislature had recessed and would not return 
for seven weeks. Newsom was giving daily press conferences and 
issuing Executive Orders in bunches. The economy was shut down. 
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The concept of an “essential” industry had been invented. Forty million 
Californians were stuck at home, but willing to do their part. The 
COVID era had begun.

* * *

I do not doubt that Gavin Newsom took steps early in the pandemic 
that he believed would advance public health and protect Californians 
from the virus. But it soon became clear this was not his only goal. After 
a year of trying desperately, and mostly failing, to thrust himself into 
the spotlight, suddenly COVID-19 offered a ready-made opportunity 
to become a national figure. This was an opportunity he did not intend 
to waste.



PART II

AMERICA’S WORST COVID RESPONSE
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CHAPTER FOUR

Self-Promotional

“#PresidentNewsom” – hashtag briefly trending on Twitter on 
April 8, 2020

In the early stages of COVID-19, Gavin Newsom’s press conferences 
were must-see TV. Or at least he imagined them to be. Official social 
media posts would breathlessly advertise his briefings, with liberal use 
of all caps (“TUNE IN”). To build anticipation, his media advisories 
would tease a “major announcement,” such as when the initial stay-at-
home order came down.

And Newsom was indeed getting a lot of Californians to tune in. 
After all, he literally had a captive audience and was telling people 
what daily activities were no longer allowed, something of inherent 
interest to the public. Newsom’s pressers in March garnered hundreds 
of thousands of views on social media, in addition to everyone watching 
or listening on TV or radio. Personally, I watched them closely at the 
time; nowadays, most of the public has tuned them out and I just read 
summaries. Our trial against Newsom on October 21 was watched on 
Facebook by several times more people than watched the Governor’s 
press conference that day.

Newsom also became “a fixture on cable TV,” hitting the daytime 
and late-night talk show circuit. David McCuan, a veteran California 
political analyst, said that in the early months of 2020 Newsom was 
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“interested in being on national network shows, on having a national 
profile, on building that sizzle.’’ He appeared on the Daily Show, 
the View, the Ellen Show, ExtraTV, TODAY, Late Night with Seth 
Meyers, the View (again), and Late Night with James Corden. Meyers 
mentioned on the air that when he asked Newsom to appear on the 
show, “you said yes right away.” The Governor could hardly contain 
his delight in getting to partner with celebrities like Shaquille O’Neil, 
Kim Kardashian, and Larry David on Public Service Announcements 
(full disclosure: I enjoyed the David clip). On Late Night with Seth 
Meyers, he giddily explained how he got in touch with Shaq through 
“a friend of a friend.” “It makes me feel good about our celebrities in 
the State of California,” Newsom said.

But it wasn’t all fun and games. During the Seth Meyers appearance, 
Newsom described COVID-19 as an existential threat to the entire state 
that only he could defeat. “I’m trying to save 40 million Californians,” 
he said.

A VirAl cAmPAigN

Newsom should not be blamed for going on television to educate 
the public about a novel virus. But it soon became clear that getting 
publicity was an end in itself that was undermining California’s 
COVID response.

In an April 29 story headlined, “Criticism grows over Gov. Gavin 
Newsom’s management of the coronavirus crisis,” the Los Angeles 
Times noted that “Newsom has revealed new policy initiatives at 
almost all of his daily news conferences.” This “quick pace,” the article 
said, “has led to premature introductions of some of his plans.” For 
instance, on April 22, Newsom had announced California would 
begin to “pull back and lean in” (however that’s possible) to resume 
elective surgeries. In fact, surgeries could not yet resume, as new 
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guidelines did not exist and wouldn’t be issued for several days. This 
created frustration among hospitals over Newsom’s “mixed message,” 
according to the California Hospital Association’s president, Carmela 
Coyle. When new guidelines appeared the following week, Coyle 
acknowledged they’d had to be developed “rapidly” because of the 
Governor’s hasty announcement.

In another splashy announcement, Newsom unveiled a “Californians 
for All” volunteering initiative. CalNonprofits, VolunteerMatch, and 
CalVolunteers, representing nearly 10,000 charitable organizations 
in California, had all offered to partner with the Administration and 
“suggested a better way to roll out the initiative,” but their “advice 
was ignored.” The Director of CalNonprofits said, “The fact is that we 
in the nonprofit community know how to recruit volunteers, so why 
not ask us? Why not use the mechanisms that are in place to already 
do that?” She answered her own question: “They were in a hurry to 
do something, and it doesn’t seem that they gave it the thought that a 
project like that needs.” The LA Times noted that a week after Newsom 
unveiled the initiative, “the state changed course and is now working 
with VolunteerMatch.”

At another press conference, the Governor made news when he 
“touted an executive order” on scope-of-practice reforms for nurse 
practitioners. But, the Times reported, “it was unclear precisely 
what the order would do, and it did not take effect immediately.” It 
wasn’t until two weeks later that any actual policy affecting nurse 
practitioners materialized, “without the scope of practice changes 
advocates had expected.” Similarly, the Associated Press reported that 
Newsom’s “initial claims on plans to house the homeless…haven’t 
matched reality.” Newsom not only quietly revised a promise of 51,000 
hotel rooms down to 15,000, but falsely claimed the state was “in real 
time, quite literally” negotiating with hotels when counties did the 
negotiating. The head of the California Hotel and Lodging Association 
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said he wanted to help but “the ground keeps shifting under us and the 
priorities change on a regular basis.”

In the early days, I gave Newsom the benefit of the doubt. But as 
these episodes piled up, the pattern became clear. The mistakes were 
not an inevitable byproduct of urgent actions. They were an avoidable 
consequence of urgent announcements. Newsom was offering the 
media something new every day to keep himself front and center 
in the news cycle. It was a strategy entirely extraneous to—in fact, 
at odds with—what would help the state respond to COVID-19. 
Newsom’s performance began to feel less like a coordinated pandemic 
response and more like a political campaign, with a different plank of 
the Governor’s “platform” released each day.

An April 19 column in the New York Times—a paper Newsom 
would cater to with the first question at press conferences—noted that 
Newson’s “youthful face and bold pronouncements have become a 
familiar feature on national television.” But, the piece continued, in his 
“flurry of recent news releases, details have been fuzzy and substance 
often fallen short of hype,” citing examples like an overhyped eviction 
moratorium and a “heralded” school district agreement that didn’t do 
what he claimed. The Times column concluded that while Newsom 
had “delivered fanfare,” if he didn’t “follow through” his “national 
stature” would be “fleeting.”

One consequence of Newsom’s rush to make news was he had little 
use for the Legislature. “The problem that my members have is the lack 
of lead time,” Democrat Speaker of the Assembly, Anthony Rendon, 
said in late April. “They feel like they are being told just before the 
public is told, but without enough time to provide any meaningful 
feedback.” After one major announcement, Democrat Assemblyman 
Phil Ting of San Francisco said it “would be great to get a heads-up 
directly from the governor’s office rather than watching it on national 
TV.” I raised similar concerns repeatedly. Yet Newsom dismissed all of 
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us with what the Los Angeles Times called a “familiar defense,” saying, 
“Some are consumed by process, personality, intrigue, who’s up, who’s 
down? We are for actually solving a major, major problem.” He also 
suggested that he couldn’t let collaboration with the Legislature keep 
him away from the cameras, saying on April 21, “I recognize my unique 
responsibility to them but also to you members of the press.”

iN cuomo’s shAdoW

Even as he reveled in this newfound attention, something was 
rankling Newsom. Another governor across the country was getting 
much more of it. While Newsom had a California audience for his 
press conferences, Andrew Cuomo’s routinely got carried live on CNN 
and other national networks. (Cuomo was recently awarded an Emmy 
for these performances.) With the Democratic Presidential Primary in 
disarray, some were even suggesting Cuomo ride in as a White Knight.

The rivalry between Newsom and Cuomo was not subtle. A March 
27 LA Times story described the two as “well-known Democrats with 
presidential ambitions who could someday face each other as rivals.” 
As Newsom wore out the phrase “meet this moment”—using it up to 
20 times in the same press conference—one could sense he feared he 
was missing his own moment, with Cuomo continuing to overshadow 
him. An article in the New York Times noted, “While Mr. Newsom 
has emulated his New York counterpart with daily #Newsomatnoon 
briefings,” he “has yet to achieve the authenticity and gravitas that has 
earned Mr. Cuomo a cultlike following.”

The Newsom operation tried in vain to seed a counter-narrative: 
California had fewer COVID cases at the time than New York, so 
why was Cuomo getting all the attention? In one self-congratulatory 
statement, Newsom’s spokesman proclaimed that “Gov. Newsom has 
moved swiftly to protect human life, and he has taken aggressive and 
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urgent actions to help Californians get through these challenging times. 
Because of those efforts and the actions of millions of Californians 
who are staying home, California has both flattened the curve and 
helped millions of its most vulnerable residents.”

Newsom’s attempts to claim the spotlight became increasingly 
desperate, as his tendency to make premature announcements 
graduated to a penchant for outright fabrications. On April 30, the 
Sacramento Bee published a scathing editorial headlined “Gavin 
Newsom’s half-baked announcements harm credibility, raise troubling 
questions.” The Editorial Board revived its “Gov. Gaslight” moniker 
as it blasted Newsom for a press conference he held with the owner 
of the Sacramento Kings outside the team’s old arena, which was to 
be converted to a COVID treatment facility. Newsom had praised the 
Kings’ “philanthropy,” suggesting he had procured the facility at no 
cost. But the Bee later discovered it was actually costing taxpayers $1.5 
for three months. The editorial invoked Churchill’s aphorism that a “a 
lie gets halfway around the world before the truth has a chance to get 
its pants on.”

The Bee also cited Newsom’s “dramatic” March 23 announcement 
that “Tesla founder Elon Musk was donating over 1,000 ventilators 
to California.” As it turned out, the Bee reported, “not a single unit 
was ever actually delivered to hospitals.” Because Newsom so often 
“hurried to get in front of the TV cameras without worrying about the 
details,” he was giving “reporters a reason to be much more skeptical 
of what he says.” By December, the Bee was still referring to Newsom’s 
“weakness for flashy press announcements that later turn out to be 
flimsy on substance.”

Newsom even managed to offend Capitol reporters, when he 
thanked them “for staying on message.” That’s “not exactly how we’d 
put it, I think” quipped Jeremy White of Politico. Dan Walters, a 
respected reporter of 60 years, said the comment “implies that our job 
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is to help Newsom peddle his message.” He called it “insulting” and 
said Newsom “owes our profession an apology.” For a Governor who 
had consolidated so much power, any suggestion of conscripting the 
press into his service was alarming. Added Walters: “in the political 
world ‘on message’ has a very specific meaning.”

the PresideNt of cAliforNiA

Despite all of these machinations, Newsom’s national presence 
was still a small shadow of Cuomo’s. In an April 2 Los Angeles Times 
column, “Dean of the Capitol” George Skelton wrote that “Andrew 
Cuomo has been drawing lots of speculation about maybe becoming 
an upgraded Democratic presidential nominee, pushing aside bland 
Joe Biden. But there hasn’t been a peep about California Gov. Gavin 
Newsom.” So Newsom tried playing another card: perhaps he could 
assume the status of something more than a governor by making 
California something more than a state. On April 9 a Bloomberg News 
headline read, “Gavin Newsom Declares California a ‘Nation State.’” 
Surely Cuomo couldn’t compete with that.

One supportive column actually likened Newsom’s declaration to 
the outbreak of the Civil War at Fort Sumter and the Civil-Rights-
era defiance of Little Rock and Montgomery. “There is no reason that 
states can’t adopt a racist playbook for other ends,” the columnist 
reasoned. Newsom himself explained the term as a reference not 
just to California’s “scale and scope,” but to a “narrative of punching 
above our weight.” Now, I cherish our state’s uniqueness as much as 
anyone. But California’s large size doesn’t make us a Nation State, 
any more than Jupiter’s makes it a solar system. We can take pride in 
being Californians without diminishing our place as Americans. It is 
our leading role in advancing American ideals, not setting ourselves 
apart from them, that gives California its singular place in U.S. history.
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Newsom used the term Nation State sporadically in March, but it 
truly made its debut on April 7 in a national TV appearance. That night, 
Newsom put all of his chips on the table, hoping for a breakthrough 
moment where he would enter the American consciousness in the 
way Governor Cuomo had. In an extraordinary three-minute segment 
on the Rachel Maddow Show, “Newsom’s political career peaked,” Gil 
Duran would write. Then, the dust settled to reveal one of the biggest 
scandals in California history.

* * *

The Maddow appearance took place during MSNBC’s 6 PM hour 
the night of April 7. Newsom came on the air towards the beginning 
of the show. After briefly describing California’s touch-and-go PPE 
acquisition efforts, Newsom proceeds with an air of high drama.

“We’re not waiting around any longer,” he says. “In the last 48 
hours we have secured through a consortia of non-profits and a 
manufacturer here in the state of California, upwards of 200 million 
masks, on a monthly basis, that we’re confident we can supply the 
needs of the state of California, potentially the needs of other western 
states.” Newsom continues, “We decided, enough’s enough, let’s use 
the purchasing power of the state of California as a Nation State.” 
Moments later he reiterates, “We decided, enough of the small ball, 
let’s use our purchasing power.”

The following morning, one could almost hear the sound of 
champagne corks popping in the Governor’s Office. #PresidentNewsom 
had started trending on Twitter.

* * *

In peeling back the layers of the BYD China scandal, it is hard to 
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know where to start. Perhaps the best place is with the fact that Rachel 
Maddow caught Newsom lying in the moment.

Thirty-four seconds into the appearance, Newsom announces he’s 
secured the 200 million masks through a “manufacturer here in the 
State of California.” A surprised Maddow interpreted this claim the way 
Newsom hoped viewers would: “Those masks will be manufactured 
in California?” Newsom, clearly rattled, concedes: “No they’ll be 
manufactured overseas but we were able to source them through a 
California manufacturer.” What Newsom meant is that the Chinese 
company he signed the contract with, BYD (short for “Build Your 
Dreams), has a California affiliate with a lobbyist in Sacramento. The 
head of that subsidiary, incidentally, contributed $40,000 to Newsom’s 
campaign for Governor. When Newsom mentions the manufacturer 
of the masks a third time in the interview, he still carefully avoids 
saying China, stammering as he alludes to “a large manufacturer with 
appropriate contacts in Asia.”

Maddow’s other on-air comments are also revealing. Twice in this 
brief segment she mentions the newsworthiness of the deal. “You are 
making significant news here Governor,” she reassures him, to which 
Newsom gratefully nods and says “yeah.” She later says, “I think you 
are going to make national news with this.” Newsom’s team had clearly 
gone to great lengths to convince Maddow to have him on the show 
because this had the potential to be a national news story.

It would soon become obvious that getting the TV segment and 
generating that national story was the main impetus for the deal, 
and there’s a hint of this in Newsom’s on-air comments as well. After 
announcing 200 million masks would be coming in and California 
could even become a PPE exporter, Newsom reports that “we just inked 
a number of contracts in the last few days that give me confidence in 
being able to say that.” What we would later learn is that other deals 
for a similar volume of masks were reached and jettisoned. Newsom 
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wired $457 million to “Blue Flame,” a company started by a pair of 
political operatives just three days earlier. A CalMatters investigation 
uncovered that the state had to claw back the money when bankers 
flagged the transaction as “suspicious.” A $800 million contract with 
a company started up by a retired politician and represented by a 
top Sacramento lobbyist was also cancelled, though the timing is less 
clear. Finally, the $1 billion no-bid deal with BYD China—with half of 
the money paid upfront, something unheard of in state contracting—
provided Newsom with the “confidence to be able to say” what he did 
on the Maddow show.

I learned about the BYD deal when California journalists picked 
it up. I was not alone. The Sacramento Bee reported, “Newsom made 
national headlines when he announced the plan on The Rachel 
Maddow Show last week. He also surprised his counterparts in the 
Legislature, most of whom learned of the deal from MSNBC”—even 
though he was supposedly acting pursuant to spending authority we 
as a Legislature had granted him. As Miriam Pawel reported in the New 
York Times: “Lawmakers, informed only minutes before Mr. Newsom’s 
announcement on national TV, were told emergency approval was 
essential because a $495 million check had to be cut within 48 hours. 
They were not given copies of contracts, details about costs and quality 
controls or plans to distribute and allocate the protective gear.”

As we learned incredible details about the deal in the days and 
weeks that followed, Newsom still refused to answer questions 
about it. BYD was actually an electric vehicle manufacturer and had 
only two months earlier started making masks in Shenzhen. An LA 
Times investigation had found the company’s buses had “mechanical 
and performance issues” among other quality problems. The City of 
Albuquerque sued BYD because its $133 million in buses were “riddled 
with defects,” including “batteries that could go up in flames ‘with little 
possibility of putting out the fire.’”
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Congress had banned BYD from receiving federal contracts 
because of national security concerns that the company would spy 
on Americans. When Democrat Congressman John Garamendi, who 
drafted the federal ban, learned BYD was making masks he exclaimed, 
“What the hell? What is our government doing? They may very well 
flood the market with substandard devices.” He added, “We believe 
BYD is controlled by the Chinese government and quite probably by 
the People’s Liberation Army.”

An exposé by Vice News, published four days after Newsom’s 
Maddow appearance, highlighted not only the company’s control 
by the Chinese government and history of defective products, but 
also “ties to forced labor” and fines for not paying minimum wage to 
Chinese workers at its California electronics plant. In explaining how 
BYD had “no history of making personal protective equipment, and 
yet days after the FDA approval, it secured a $1 billion deal to supply 
masks to California,” Vice cited an LA Times investigation describing 
BYD as a “skilled political operator.” That investigation found that the 
“company’s business model involves hiring lobbyists and grant writers 
to secure no-bid purchases by public agencies, and it has invited public 
officials on foreign junkets and employed their close associates.” The 
company’s Sacramento lobbyist, Mark Weideman, also represented 
two other companies to which Newsom had awarded COVID-related 
contracts. After the Vice exposé, BYD filed a defamation lawsuit but 
only took issue with two specific claims.

In light of all of this, I along with many lawmakers on both sides of 
the aisle raised urgent questions about quality, timely delivery, and other 
concerns. We repeatedly asked to see the contract and were rebuffed. 
“I care about producing a big result,” Newsom condescendingly said. 
“Others again are going to consume themselves around process. We’re 
going to consume ourselves around saving lives.” The Los Angeles 
Times—apparently also consumed by “process” and not “saving lives” 
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and other “big results” like Newsom was—submitted a public records 
request to obtain the contract. Newsom absurdly denied it on the 
basis of “attorney-client privilege.” A Senate hearing lasted four hours 
yet “yielded only generalities and evasive responses from Newsom 
administration officials.” Newsom’s only given reason for continuing 
to hide the contract—that disclosure would “imperil delivery”—
implied he was afraid BYD would break the deal even though he’d 
already paid the company $495 million. Observing that Newsom had 
“blatantly stonewalled,” the Sacramento Bee editorialized that “the 
administration’s shifting excuses for hiding the contract don’t add up.” 
It was a month before Newsom finally relented and released it.

The revelations kept getting worse. We learned Newsom had paid 
BYD $3.30 per mask, while Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti paid 
Honeywell $0.79 per mask. An expert with Raymond Associates told 
the LA Times that at the time Newsom made the deal, California could 
have made large quantities of masks for “easily under a dollar,” adding 
that the state “could have propped up its own factories and employed 
Californians out of work.” While Newsom had confidently said on 
Maddow that the PPE would be in California in “a few weeks,” a month 
went by without any sign of the promised N-95 masks.

The deal appeared to be falling apart, and Newsom even suggested 
we could live without it. On May 4, our doubts were confirmed: BYD’s 
masks had failed the required safety test by the National Institute for 
Occupational Safety and Health. Newsom claimed the masks had only 
“been delayed a little bit,” so the agency clarified: “certification of the 
masks was denied, not delayed, contradicting comments Gov. Gavin 
Newsom made last week,” reported the Bee. An on-site assessment 
found the masks “not acceptable,” and a review of “the design, 
manufacturing and quality inspection of the device was concerning.”

BYD was forced to give California a partial refund, having missed 
the April 30 deadline. Then, a month later on May 31, the deal officially 
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collapsed when BYD’s masks were failed for a second time by the 
federal regulator. At this point, the contract was null and void; the 
silver lining was California had gotten out of paying an inflated price 
and could instead pay much less to an American manufacturer. Yet 
inexplicably, Newsom interceded to resurrect the voided contract. 
While he’d acknowledged that California was overpaying—blaming 
the “Wild West” PPE market of early April—he declined the chance to 
nix the deal and put out a new bid. By the time BYD finally received 
approval on the third try and masks began arriving, it had been three 
months, not a “few weeks,” since Newsom had wired the company 
$495 million and taken to the Rachel Maddow Show to tell the world 
of his heroics on behalf of the Nation State of California.

If a recall were modeled after an impeachment, the BYD affair might 
be the first article. On a matter of vital importance, personal protective 
equipment for our frontline healthcare workers, Newsom leveraged 
their safety to land a segment on primetime cable news. He threw 
around hundreds of millions of dollars without the slightest vetting so 
that he’d have the “confidence” to produce a moment of high-stakes 
political theater. He acted behind the back of the Legislature and 
for weeks denied any attempt at oversight of this vast expenditure 
of questionable legality. He misled if not outright lied to lawmakers 
and the public repeatedly. His overall handling of the matter showed a 
governor at best in over his head, and at worst unfit to lead.

* * *

It’s no secret why Newsom tried so hard to use COVID-19 to build 
his national profile. It’s the same reason he put out the inane Mario 
Kart video intended for national consumption. It’s the same reason 
he spends his time trolling United States Senators and Supreme Court 
Justices on matters that have nothing to do with California. In an April 
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1 interview on CNN, Newsom said, unprompted, “I don’t care who’s up 
and down, who’s polls are looking better than someone else’s, or who 
wants to run for president or who doesn’t.” No one believed it. Even in 
the early stages of the crisis, lawmakers told me privately they could 
see every decision Newsom made was based on what would play best 
with future Iowa caucusgoers. Noting that Newsom was “touted as a 
future presidential candidate at the start of his term,” Politico quoted 
veteran state political analyst David McCuan as saying he revealed a 
“fatal personality flaw” in trying to use the pandemic to build “sizzle.”

After Kamala Harris was selected to be Joe Biden’s running 
mate, I posted what became Politico’s Tweet of the Day: “Now 
that Kamala Harris has elbowed Gavin Newsom out of running for 
president any time soon, perhaps he can give his full attention to the 
parochial matter of governing California.” Gil Duran, the former press 
secretary for Jerry Brown, made a similar point. In an August 20 op-
ed headlined “Coronavirus failures—and Kamala’s rise—thwart Gov. 
Newsom’s presidential dreams,” Duran marked Newsom’s “transition 
from a potential future president to a likely future has-been.” He said, 
“Once Newsom accepts that he will never be president, he’ll be free 
to govern California…instead of attempting to triangulate his way to 
1600 Pennsylvania Ave.”

Gavin Newsom is hardly the first politician, or first California 
Governor, to aspire to higher office. Nor is he the first to be accused of 
politically motivated decisions. But this was a moment of trauma and 
uncertainty like we had never seen. All of our lives had been upended. 
With so many people sacrificing so much, our Governor was cashing 
in that shared sacrifice for self-promotion, as California began a slow-
motion descent towards the worst outcomes of the COVID era. The 
most troubling consequence, however, was felt almost immediately: 
one-man rule.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Lawless

“I think Mr. Kiley’s ideas work well in theory, but they don’t work 
in practice.” – Attorney for Governor Newsom, on the “idea” of 
checks and balances

On April 1, Gavin Newsom said he saw the coronavirus public health 
crisis as an “opportunity” to impose a political and ideological agenda. 
It wasn’t a case of April Fools.

Reporter: “Do you see the potential, as some others in the party do, 
for a new progressive era, the opportunity for additional progressive 
steps because of this crisis?”

Newsom: “Yes, absolutely, we see this as an opportunity to reshape 
the way we do business and how we govern. There is opportunity for 
reimagining a progressive era as it pertains to capitalism. The answer 
is yes.”

I was watching this press conference live and could not believe 
what I’d heard. What might have come across as a conspiracy theory 
if someone floated it on the Internet was readily acknowledged by the 
Governor to be his actual plan: using the State of Emergency and the 
emergency powers it conferred to attain political ends that could not 
be realized with ordinary powers in ordinary times. In the weeks and 
months that followed, this project of political transformation was of 
a piece with Newsom’s overriding desire to use COVID-19 to muscle 
his way into the national spotlight. Both meant casting aside any legal 
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barriers that stood in the way: checks and balances, separation of 
powers, and the Constitution itself.

Granted, these foundational institutions were not in good shape to 
start with. For years, politicians and Special Interests in Sacramento 
had been dismantling the architecture of self-government, brick by 
brick. But in 2020, the entire edifice came crashing down.

the PAth of rome

On May 8, 2020, Governor Newsom announced his 38th Executive 
Order of the State of Emergency, mandating universal absentee voting 
for the November Election. This was a brand-new policy, yet the only 
statutory authority the Governor cited for its promulgation—as with 
almost all of his other Orders to date—was a 50-year-old law known 
as the California Emergency Services Act. Overhauling an election six 
months away, Newsom claimed, was within the scope of the emergency 
powers conferred by the Act

A bill then making its way through the Assembly, authored by the 
Democrat Chair of the Elections Committee, already proposed the all-
absentee policy. The reason the Governor couldn’t wait for the bill 
became clear when he issued a press release crowing that California 
was the “first state in the nation” to go all-absentee. With the election 
still six months away, this was the real “urgency” for which emergency 
powers were being invoked: the race for headlines. And Newsom got 
what he wanted, with headlines like “California becomes first state 
to switch November election to all-mail voting” (Politico), “Joe Biden 
praises Gov. Gavin Newsom’s mail-in voting order” (Deadline), and 
“Gov. Gavin Newsom makes California the first state to enact automatic 
vote-by-mail for the November 2020 election” (Vox). Other states, of 
course, were still functioning democracies where new laws needed to 
be enacted by a legislature.
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At the time, I said publicly that exercising emergency powers 
to address a public health crisis may be necessary and appropriate, 
but exploiting those powers to advance a political agenda is illegal 
and dangerous. Indeed, by claiming a public health justification for 
Executive Orders that plainly lacked one, the Governor was weakening 
our ability to build trust for policies that were genuinely needed in 
relation to COVID-19 or future health threats. Yet three weeks later, 
the Governor issued another unilateral Executive Order making further 
sweeping changes to the upcoming election.

My colleague James Gallagher and I had had enough. On June 11, 
we walked into a nearby courthouse, and so began the case of Gallagher 
and Kiley v. Newsom.

* * *

At this point in time, we were all well-acquainted with the Newsom 
dictatorship. Putting aside that word’s 20th-century connotations, its 
Roman origins relate specifically to emergencies and the absolute 
power the appointed individual could assume for their duration. As we 
would later tell the California Court of Appeal, Newsom “is no Caesar, 
but his legal theory in this case and ruling philosophy this year are 
that of dictatorlegibus faciendis. The Executive can make laws at will, 
and the participation of the Legislature is at his discretion.”

On May 8, I released the first version of a document that produced 
a greater reaction than I was anticipating. It was a no-frills testament 
to the collapse of constitutional government in California, listing in a 
single compendium every Newsom Executive Order (then 37, now 57), 
along with every law he had unilaterally changed (then over 175, now 
over 400). In short, it laid bare the anatomy of one-man rule. While 
people were living every day in this world of rule-by-decree, seeing 
in one place the extent to which life in California had been single-
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handedly remade seemed to strike a chord.
All of these laws that Newsom had amended, suspended, or 

overhauled since declaring the State of Emergency were duly enacted 
through the legislative process set out in the Constitution. And each 
one was undone by Newsom with the stroke of a pen. But what’s 
worse is he was also creating laws out of whole cloth, something 
the “Constitution expressly prohibits.” While it was a public health 
emergency that Newsom declared, he was not sticking to the Public 
Health Code. The tentacles of his rule reached into 16 other codes, 
touching nearly every facet of our lives: Businesses & Professions, 
Civil Procedure, Corporations, Education, Elections, Family, Financial, 
Government, Harbors & Navigation, Health & Safety, Labor, Public 
Resources, Revenue & Taxation, Unemployment Insurance, Vehicle, 
and Welfare & Institutions.

Newsom had taken over the job of the Legislature—and did not 
deny it. To the contrary, he strenuously maintained that a State of 
Emergency, no matter how long it lasts, “centralizes the State’s powers 
in the hands of the Governor.” His words eerily echoed what James 
Madison said the U.S. Constitution was designed to prevent: “The 
accumulation of all powers, legislative, executive, and judiciary, in the 
same hands…may justly be pronounced the very definition of tyranny.”

the “secoNd BrANch”

At an April 21 press conference, Newsom was asked whether he 
was usurping legislative authority. In answering, he referred to the 
Legislature as “a second of three branches.” He quickly added that we 
are a “co-equal branch,” but that didn’t rewind the Freudian slip, which 
was inaccurate in any case. Our State Constitution lists the Legislature 
first among the three branches.

After one far-reaching Executive Order, the Governor made a 
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comment reflecting his view of the Legislature as an essentially 
decorative body—akin to what the Roman Senate became in the 
Imperial Era or what the Duma is in present day Russia. Newsom 
allowed that we could, if we wanted, pass a law on the topic of the 
Order, but only if it was exactly the same as his edict. “We appreciate 
their work and, to the extent they want to codify it, I think that could 
help as well,” Newsom said. “Why not?”

Eventually, more Members of the Legislature came to realize 
that by centralizing the State’s powers in his hands, Newsom had 
not only assumed control in some general sense, but had taken over 
their jobs in particular. Legislators in both parties expressed alarm at 
the Governor’s consolidation of power and he became increasingly 
isolated at the Capitol. The ides of May produced headlines like 
“Lawmakers deliver their harshest criticism of Newsom yet” (Politico), 
“Bipartisan lawmakers criticize Newsom’s COVID-19 spending, warn 
of ‘overreach’” (Sacramento Bee), “Time to cut off Newsom’s blank 
check” (LA Times), and “Capitol distress over Newsom’s emergency 
powers” (KCRA). The Associated Press would report, “Lawmakers of 
both political parties have criticized Newsom, a Democrat, for not 
sufficiently including them in his sweeping declarations and budget 
decisions since the pandemic began.”

Kevin Mullin, who was the second highest-ranking Member of the 
Assembly as its Speaker pro Tempore, said in a speech on the Assembly 
Floor that “the Governor of this State has seemingly unlimited power 
to issue Executive Orders with zero warning to the legislative branch 
whereby the elected representatives of the people have very little 
oversight.” Mullin noted that over a seven-week period the “Governor 
issued 30 Executive Orders,” and “very few of those Orders with wide-
ranging policy implications had any meaningful impact from this 
lawmaking body.” Democratic Phil Ting of San Francisco, who chaired 
the Assembly Budget Committee, described the Governor’s “huge 
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overreach of authority” and his “disdain to properly communicate 
with the Legislature,” observing that “[t]he governor does not have 
complete authority to do whatever he wants.” Ting added, “What’s 
the point of a Legislature if we’re, like the public, watching TV to get 
information?” Senator Holly Mitchell, a Democrat from Los Angeles, 
would later say, “The Legislature has repeatedly called for the Executive 
Branch to collaborate on COVID-19 response. But time and again, the 
Legislature has been put in the position of simply giving a yes or no 
answer to the Governor’s priorities.” Expressing frustration over many 
things the Governor had not handled well with his unilateral orders, 
one leading Democrat Legislator said to me, “He’s not a monarch!” 
David McCuan, a veteran California political analyst, noted Newsom 
had “very few friends in the legislature.”

Newsom also tried to use the farcically compressed budget 
process to slip in a massive consolidation of executive authority that 
would outlive the State of Emergency. But the Legislative Analyst’s 
Office’s caught on to what he was trying to do, warning that his 
proposals “raise serious concerns about the Legislature’s role in future 
decisions.” Not known for its rhetorical excess, the LAO said it was 
“very troubled by the degree of authority that the administration is 
requesting that the Legislature delegate” and urged the Legislature 
to “resolutely guard its constitutional role and authority.”  The LAO 
even wrote a letter to legislators identifying 12 separate attempts by 
Newsom to expand his own power and “sideline legislative authority.” 
This well-regarded nonpartisan office later rebuked the Governor for 
“unilaterally appropriating” $200 million for homelessness, saying it 
set a “concerning precedent” when “the State Constitution entrusts the 
legislative branch with [this] power.”

On May 21, I introduced Assembly Concurrent Resolution 196 to 
restore a balance of power between our branches. I pointed out that 
with a vaccine timeline of 12 to 18 months, allowing one-man rule to 
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continue without limit would do grievous damage to our democratic 
institutions. I also argued that we could advance public health and 
economic recovery by making use of the Legislature’s distinctive and 
complementary institutional strengths. The Los Angeles Times, in 
an editorial headlined “Time to cut off Gov. Newsom’s blank check,” 
stopped just short of endorsing the measure, saying “the governor 
needs to start sharing power again with the Legislature, as the state’s 
constitution intends.” Against the backdrop of this emerging consensus, 
James Gallagher (joint author of the Resolution) and I tried to begin a 
dialogue with the Governor.

Newsom would not engage at all, refusing to discuss any limits on 
his authority. Instead, he deputized his Legislative Affairs Secretary to 
accuse us of attempting “to prematurely declare an end to this ongoing 
crisis that has killed nearly 100,000 Americans, including more than 
3,700 Californians.” We were told condescendingly that Newsom 
hoped we too “will return [our] focus to this important work,” even as 
he insisted all powers of the state were in his own hands.

the third BrANch

It’s often said that in our legal system, the wheels of justice grind 
slowly. But in our case against the Governor we got an immediate 
result. On June 12, the day after filing the lawsuit, we obtained a 
Temporary Restraining Order enjoining the enforcement of Newsom’s 
latest Executive Order, N-67-20. The Honorable Perry Parker, a State 
Superior Court Judge, also restrained the Governor from further 
usurpations of legislative authority.

I was not prepared for the sheer force of the public reaction. While 
we received criticism in some quarters, there was a widespread sense 
of elation, even from people who didn’t know exactly what the case 
was about. For the first time in months, the voice of someone other 
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than Gavin Newsom mattered. The reported death of the other two 
branches of government, to paraphrase Mark Twain, had perhaps been 
exaggerated. A semblance of our cherished American institutions had 
returned. It was like driving all night through a remote stretch of 
highway where the radio is all static, and then suddenly you’re almost 
within range and can hear the faint rhythm of music.

This was Newsom’s first loss in court, and the import of the ruling 
was clear: The era of one-man rule was over. Rather than accept the 
judgment, however, he rushed to the Court of Appeal. That prompted a 
sharp rebuke from the Orange County Register. Its editorial headlined 
“Court right to nix Gov. Newsom’s executive order on voting” advised 
Newsom to “stop trying to defend the indefensible.” It continued, 
“Instead of doubling down on executive orders that exceed his 
authority, he should focus on gaining approval for those legislative 
approaches.” While the appeals court would eventually set aside the 
immediate relief on an obscure and curious technical basis, our case 
was soon thereafter set for a full-blown trial on the merits: the first real 
test of Newsom’s emergency powers.

James Gallagher and I had been representing ourselves in pro per—
that is, acting as our own attorneys. We are both lawyers by trade, 
although I hadn’t practiced since joining the Legislature. (I’ve joked 
that my career trajectory just keeps getting worse: from teacher to 
lawyer to politician.) With a couple months until the trial, we decided 
we’d continue to handle the case on our own. At that point, there 
had only been a few filings; by now, several months later, James and 
I have together written hundreds of pages of briefs in addition to 
oral arguments, the trial, and all of the other mechanics of litigation. 
Sometimes, this has meant working at a frenetic pace, emailing the 
same document back and forth to each other dozens of times, adding 
material up until seconds before the filing deadline. If we were billing 
someone by the hour, we’d probably be millionaires several times over.
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To be honest, this has been challenging on top of our other 
responsibilities. But it’s vital to what we’re trying to accomplish. 
This case is about standing up for our branch of government, and 
more importantly, for the people of California we were elected to 
serve, who have been denied the representative government that is 
every American’s birthright. By representing ourselves in court, we 
are really representing our constituents in the only way we now 
can. As Newsom’s legal team has strained to distort the law into an 
authoritarian mold, we’ve tried to infuse it with the voices of millions 
of Californians who have been disenfranchised and dispossessed. 
That’s a task that could not be outsourced to an attorney-for-hire.

* * *

With the October 21 trial date approaching, the case was reassigned 
to a new judge. Governor Newsom had ousted the judge who ruled 
against him, filing a section 170.6 motion to “disqualify” Judge Parker 
on the ground that he was “prejudiced against defendant’s interest 
in this action.” As the only evidence for this extreme allegation, the 
Governor cited Parker’s prior ruling. Apparently, having the nerve to 
restrain Gavin Newsom’s power was itself enough for a Superior Court 
Judge who had served honorably for 30 years to suddenly become unfit 
to preside over the case. While the motion was a standard one available 
to litigants, it nevertheless felt like an attack on the independence of 
the judiciary, especially as Newsom argued (to the new judge) that the 
State of Emergency “centralizes the State’s powers” in his hands.

This was the type of argument he had to make to defend orders that 
contradicted the plain terms of the Constitution and were obviously 
not urgent measures. As another example, Newsom asserted that “no 
evidence at all” was needed to justify his actions because the threat of 
the pandemic was “readily apparent.” That premise, if accepted, would 
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entirely sideline the courts as well as the Legislature for the duration 
of the State of Emergency. Citizens would lose any opportunity to 
vindicate their rights either through an elected representative or 
before a neutral adjudicator.

The Emergency Services Act does indeed give broad powers to a 
California Governor. It’s a remarkable statute. But what’s even more 
remarkable is that Newsom had still far exceeded what the Act allows. 
He was trying to turn it into a bottomless well of authority in a way 
no Governor had ever dreamed of. For instance, in some circumstances 
the Act allows a Governor to suspend a law’s enforcement. But 
Newsom was using it to create entirely new laws, laying claim to 
unrestricted “police powers” and a “plenary authority to govern.” This 
is the very definition of rule by fiat, a dictatorship in the Roman mold. 
It’s something our system of government has never contemplated. Yet 
it’s how Newsom, by his own account, conceived of his ubiquitous role 
in California life during the preceding months and into the indefinite 
future.

The polite way we framed this in our brief for the trial was that 
Newsom had “fallen into the habit of acting unilaterally” even for 
non-emergency purposes. We told the Superior Court he had used the 
State of Emergency to normalize one-man rule, issuing decrees “as a 
default mode of operation.” Shortly after we wrote this, as if to prove 
the point, Newsom issued an Executive Order banning gas-powered 
vehicles by 2035. With wildfires out of control, the Governor wanted a 
positive headline, so he simply pronounced the ban. “California will be 
leading the nation in this effort,” he declared, echoing the press release 
for his vote-by-mail order. Newsom imposed the ban unilaterally even 
though the Legislature had considered and declined to pass similar 
legislation earlier in the year—perhaps recognizing that the future of 
clean energy is advancing rapidly through the work of entrepreneurs 
an innovators, not vainglorious politicians—and even though it was a 
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clear violation of federal law.
Newsom also used the catastrophic fires to try to get an upper hand 

in our case, claiming any limits on his emergency powers would “throw 
into chaos current efforts to combat the wildfires now burning across 
the State.” It was a cynical, thinly veiled attempt to strike a chord with 
a Northern California court at a time of untold suffering in the region. 
And it had no merit at all: Governors had been fighting wildfires for 
years without transforming the state into an autocracy.

* * *

When I arrived at the Sutter County courthouse on October 21, 
the morning of the trial, I was met by a large crowd that had come 
from all around the state. There were only a few seats available in the 
courtroom so the court lotteried them off. Everyone else was able to 
watch a livestream, and the court, to its great credit, took the unusual 
step of streaming the trial on Facebook. By the Sacramento Bee’s 
count, over 200,000 people tuned in.

This public interest reflected the amazing support James and I 
had gotten from countless Californians who sent their well-wishes 
and prayers. As we toiled with the unglamorous work of seemingly 
endless brief-writing and trial preparation, it was a tremendous source 
of inspiration. People from all walks of life and political persuasions 
were asking me about the case all the time. Many said they voted for 
Newsom but were horrified by what was happening to our state. It 
affirmed my belief that the case could be a unifying moment where we 
renewed our commitment to shared principles.

This idea, of bringing together our divided state, was so important 
to me that it’s how I began my opening statement: “I believe that 
these foundational principles—separation of powers, the rule of law, 
republican government—ought to be unifying, ought to cut through 
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the cacophony and the dissension and the vitriol that characterizes 
our politics now more than ever. It is my hope that having this public 
debate, resolving this issue in a public forum, can commit us anew to 
these principles and will have a salutary effect on the state of politics 
in society in the California of 2020.”

But ultimately, the case was about the specific actions of Gavin 
Newsom. If the executive branch could openly assume the powers of 
another branch of government without correction by the third, then 
our Constitution would be reduced to parchment. I told the Court that 
“the laws of the State of California do not countenance an autocracy 
under any circumstances; they do not allow for one-person rule; they 
do not empower a Governor to legislate. Not for one day, and certainly 
not for eight months with no end in sight.” I asked the Judge to reject 
a form of power that exalts the will of one man above all—“above 
our sacrosanct founding documents, above our carefully nurtured 
institutions, above the rule of law itself.”

In his closing argument, Newsom’s attorney remarked that these 
principles work well “in theory.” I responded that over two centuries of 
American history show they work pretty well in practice too.

* * *

On November 2, 2020, Judge Sarah Heckman issued her ruling. 
She held that Governor Newsom had violated the State Constitution 
with Executive Order N-67-20. She noted that several other orders also 
violated the Constitution. Most importantly, she issued a permanent 
injunction restraining the Governor from further unconstitutional 
orders.

While Newsom argued that the Emergency Services Act transforms 
California into an autocracy and places all powers of the State in his 
hands, Judge Heckman held that its “plain meaning” does not “give 
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the Governor the power to legislate.” While Newsom argued against 
any restraints on his future conduct, Judge Heckman found it was 
“reasonably probable the Governor will continue issuing executive 
orders…violating the California Constitution.” While Newsom had 
ousted Judge Parker for ruling he acted unlawfully, Judge Heckman 
reached the same conclusion. James and I released a joint statement, 
saying that “nobody disputes that there are actions that should be taken 
to keep people safe during an emergency. But that doesn’t mean that 
we put our Constitution and free society on hold by centralizing all 
power in the hands of one man.” Newsom’s office offered a statement 
of its own: “We strongly disagree with specific limitations the ruling 
places on the exercise of the Governor’s emergency authority.”

Before our trial no California court had ever ruled a governor abused 
his emergency powers. The reason for that, of course, is that never 
before had we had a governor literally declare himself an autocrat. 
At the time of this writing, the case is on appeal, and the stakes are 
now higher than before. The decision will be binding on any Superior 
Court in any of California’s 58 counties and will be the key precedent 
for direct challenges to any of Newsom’s other emergency orders. As 
Phil Willon of the LA Times wrote, “I expect this case to wind up 
at the California Supreme Court. If so it would be one of the biggest 
checks on the California governor’s executive authority in times of 
state emergencies.”

* * *

Gavin Newsom is not the only governor to receive criticism for 
overstepping his powers in the COVID era. But he has clearly set 
himself apart through the brazenness of his actions and their avowedly 
political purpose. In late December, the Los Angeles Daily News 
published an editorial headlined “A needed challenge to Newsom’s 
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one-man rule.” Calling our case a “high-stakes legal battle” testing 
“the limits of a governor’s powers during an emergency, if there are 
any limits,” the editorial described what is unique about Newsom’s 
abuses: “Newsom has made statements that indicate his willingness to 
use the emergency to make permanent changes in California. He has 
suggested that COVID-19 is an ‘opportunity to reshape the way we do 
business and how we govern’ and spoken of using it to bring in a ‘new 
progressive era.’”

“That suggests,” the editorial concludes, “that the concentration of 
unlimited power in the hands of one individual is an emergency in 
itself.”
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CHAPTER SIX

Corrupt

“Almost every single major intractable problem, at the back of it 
you see a big money interest for whom stopping progress, stopping 
justice is really important to their bottom line.” – Tom Steyer

Most Californians were first introduced to Tom Steyer by his plaid ties 
and offbeat debate performances in a vanity campaign for the 2020 
Democrat presidential nomination. Although a genuine billionaire, he 
only had a net worth of a billion or two, making him an underdog even 
in the billionaires’ bracket of a contest that included Mike Bloomberg. 
As it happened, neither tycoon did well, and Steyer, a former hedge 
fund manager, dropped out of the race in February. He managed to 
spend $250 million of his own money and get in a shouting match 
with Joe Biden in South Carolina while never presenting much of a 
rationale for being our next president.

If you are someone closely involved in politics, however, you were 
familiar with Tom Steyer long before this. He had been throwing huge 
sums of money around—exclusively to one side—for many years. 
Even before spending $75 million on a “Need to Impeach” campaign 
he launched within nine months of the President’s inauguration, he 
was the single largest Democrat political donor of all time. As of July 
8, 2019, he had contributed $247,950,992 to candidates, PACs, and 
other political groups. Most of it went to the kind of independent 
expenditures that the infamous Citizens United Supreme Court 
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decision legalized, although he also wrote checks directly to dozens of 
California politicians.

After dropping out of the presidential race, Steyer kept a low 
profile in the early months of 2020. So it was quite a surprise to see 
him standing next to Gavin Newsom at the Governor’s April 17 press 
conference. The reason for his presence was even more baffling: 
Newsom had tapped Steyer, described as a “civic leader,” to chair a 
newly assembled 80-member “Task Force on Business and Jobs 
Recovery.” The commission was charged with helping “Californians 
recover as fast as safely possible from the COVID-19 induced recession 
and to shape a fair, green, and prosperous future.”

It appeared Newsom was treating one of the most important tasks 
ever to face any state—bringing the world’s fifth largest economy back 
to life—as the mother of all patronage opportunities. As someone who 
had done everything I could to work towards a cohesive and bipartisan 
COVID response, I was mortified. “We needed a unifying nonpartisan 
figure to lead our economic recovery,” I said in a statement. “By 
anointing the nation’s biggest partisan political donor, it’s hard to 
imagine Gov. Newsom more wildly missing the mark.”

Given Steyer’s funding of initiatives like the Green New Deal, 
his selection struck many as a move towards the “new progressive 
era” Newsom had promised he would use the coronavirus crisis to 
deliver. The “torrent of progressive words and phrases” from Newsom, 
Steyer, and other task force members at the press conference did not 
discourage that impression. One commentator suggested “the task 
force is not there to reopen the California economy as much as it is to 
remake it.” Dan Walters observed that if the goal were truly economic 
recovery, “Steyer, with his penchant for ideological confrontation, in 
the driver’s seat is probably more an impediment than a lubricant.” In 
this respect, the selection solidified Newsom’s standing as the nation’s 
most partisan governor, to be discussed in Chapter 9. But above all 
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what it highlighted, given Steyer’s unrivaled mega-donor status, was 
Newsom’s readiness to give access and influence to the highest bidder.

Steyer was actually an atypical example of this tendency. As 
much as billionaires are villainized for their political activities, they 
don’t have enormous influence at the California Capitol, at least not 
in a systemic way. Wealthy individuals on the whole, in fact, are a 
relatively minor source of funding. The real influence lies not with 
individuals like the Steyer Commission’s chair, but with entities like 
its members: major companies, industry associations, and most of 
all, massive union conglomerates. This latter Special Interest, which 
got 14 of the 80 spots on the commission, has the unique luxury of 
being able to conscript people into its ranks and take a cut of every 
paycheck. That’s the mechanism by which these sprawling entities 
dominate our state’s politics, outspending everyone else by a mile. 
One report showed the California Teachers Association spent twice as 
much electing California politicians as the next biggest spender—also 
a union conglomerate.

While Jerry Brown had a mixed relationship with “labor,” as it is 
euphemistically called, with Gavin Newsom there was no ambiguity. 
This Special Interest was even more responsible than PG&E for his rise 
to power. In the 2018 campaign, the CTA spent millions supporting 
Newsom, and a large assortment of other labor associations wrote 
him checks for the $29,200 maximum. In his first year as Governor, 
Newsom returned the favor by going to war against charter schools 
and signing AB 5, among other rewards.

This dynamic was not disrupted by COVID-19. If anything, it was 
intensified by an escalation of the stakes. For the remainder of 2020, 
Newsom’s solicitude for his biggest funders would drive pandemic-
related policy in crucial ways. This, combined with the Governor’s 
assumption of unprecedented power, would produce hardships in 
California without equal in the COVID era.
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A douBle WhAmmy

Governor Newsom issued his original stay-at-home order 
on March 19. Even before that, it was apparent that AB 5—the 
independent contracting ban written by the AFL-CIO and other union 
conglomerates—was compounding the public health and economic 
crises of COVID-19 to the point of absurdity. It was impossible for most 
people to work outside the home, yet the new law made it impossible 
for many people to work inside the home. If you were to try to invent 
a policy that was maximally incompatible with a statewide lockdown, 
AB 5 would be hard to beat.

Beyond that, there were soon reports that the law was “keeping 
needed health care personnel from working.” On March 12, I wrote a 
letter to Governor Newsom asking that the law at least be suspended. 
“Recently enacted limitations on independent contracting—the likes of 
which exist in no other state—are causing a loss of flexibility over the 
time and place of work and a reduction in economic opportunity for as 
many as a million Californians,” the letter said. In addition, AB 5 was 
making “the provision of care more difficult for physician assistants, 
nurse practitioners, respiratory therapists, radiology technicians, 
medical translators, home health providers, elder aides, and other 
professionals.”

In a single day, I received hundreds more testimonials from 
Californians who said freedom from the scourge of AB 5 would 
allow them to cope with the emergency conditions, contribute to 
economy activity, and perform vital public health services. A woman 
named Kirstin said, “No online companies are hiring Californians 
right now. I’m losing my ten-year old business and can’t make ends’ 
meet. The health crisis + AB 5 is a double whammy. I won’t survive 
in this state.” An association representing tens of thousands of writers 
and photographers reported that “the financial devastation that our 
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California members have experienced in the wake of AB 5 has been 
compounded exponentially by the economic strife surrounding the 
COVID-19 crisis.” I shared all of these testimonials with Governor 
Newsom, along with a letter from 200 Ph.D. economists urging him to 
suspend the law’s enforcement.

It was all for naught. Newsom ignored these cries for help and 
insisted on keeping AB 5 in place. If that were the end of the story, it 
would be bad enough.  But the Governor then exploited this moment 
of unique vulnerability for California workers to ruthlessly hammer 
the law in and advance its corrupt purposes.

While his EDD unemployment office has become the national 
poster child for government failure (as we will see in Chapter 8), the 
office’s incompetence may have been exceeded by its malevolence. 
A website called The People v. AB 5 (run by four self-described 
“Democrats who support unions” but were ardent opponents of the 
law) explained how the EDD “attempted to weaponize the COVID-19 
crisis by leading out-of-work Californians into [a] trap.” Instead of 
giving them access to benefits Congress included for independent 
contractors in the CARES Act, Newsom’s EDD try to shoehorn them 
into the regular unemployment system where they would have to 
name names of their business partners. Once it had that list, EDD 
would pounce, launching audits of the named businesses for allegedly 
violating AB 5 and hitting them with fines ranging from $5,000 to 
$25,000 per “misclassification”—applied retroactively to before the law 
even existed. The site gave an example of a small “princess-for-your-
little-girl’s-birthday-party business” whose owner was audited and 
fined $60,000 dating back several years.

Incredibly, as small businesses were on their last legs, the EDD 
plowed ahead with these harassing audits using personnel that could 
have been processing unemployment claims. I wrote a letter to the 
Director and the Governor asking them to cut it out. The EDD Director, 
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Sharon Hilliard, wrote me back that the audits “must continue” even 
during the shutdown. The worst consequence of all of this was that 
countless freelancers—forced out of work by AB 5, COVID, or some 
combination of the two—had to wait weeks or months for benefits 
as the EDD played its political games to cater to Newsom’s Special 
Interest backers. I heard from several people who couldn’t put food on 
the table for their families.

But it got worse. On May 14, 2020, Newsom released his revised 
budget. The state was facing a $54 billion shortfall. Every dollar was 
precious. Yet in a budget that included basically nothing to support 
small businesses or job creation—and with California, throughout the 
COVID era, having about the worst unemployment in the country—the 
Governor found $21 million to specifically fund the enforcement of AB 
5 so that more independent contractors would lose their livelihoods. 
He put three separate agencies on the job: the EDD, the Department of 
Industrial Relations, and the Department of Justice. It was the single 
most indecent act I had ever seen during my time in politics.

On the one occasion that the Assembly convened to consider the 
budget, I spoke directly to Newsom’s $21 million AB 5 line-item. “Let’s 
be very clear about what this is,” I said. “This is $21 million to take aim 
at small businesses—to audit and prosecute them, to fine and penalize 
them, to harass and bully them—when they are struggling to survive 
like never before. It’s $21 million to finish the job of decimating a 
community of independent professionals as diverse as California itself: 
spanning hundreds of professions—many of the most talented people 
in our state, many of the most vulnerable people in our state. It’s $21 
million to shut down gainful work and destroy livelihoods when we 
have more unemployed Californians than the total population of half 
the states in the country.”

I then read to my colleagues the story of Monica from Chapter 2, 
the cancer survivor who sometimes felt like she wanted to die because 
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of how AB 5 had ruined her life. “Governor Newsom doesn’t care about 
Monica,” I continued. “Governor Newsom has denied that people like 
Monica even exist. Governor Newsom is all too willing to create many 
more Monicas as a rich reward for the Special Interests with the most 
juice at this Capitol.”

“Twenty-one million dollars—it’s one line-item, one line-item in a 
sprawling budget. Yet there is so much dishonor packed into that one 
line, coiled more tightly than a strand of DNA, it tells you everything 
about what’s become of California government.”

it’s Not ABout the Kids

The CTA has long been California’s top political spender, and the 
UTLA, short for United Teachers of Los Angeles, is its largest affiliate. 
I used to be a UTLA member, when I taught 10th-grade English at a 
school in inner-city LA. Nowadays, thanks to the United States Supreme 
Court’s decision in Janus v. AFSCME, I would have the right to opt out 
of the union, although California politicians have done everything in 
their power to make this difficult. The legal issue in Janus, incidentally, 
first came before the Supreme Court in a lawsuit against the CTA itself, 
but the Court deadlocked 4-4 after Justice Scalia’s death.

On July 9, 2020, the UTLA published a 17-page “Research Paper” 
that was something between a manifesto and a hostage note. The 
debate over when to reopen schools was raging across the state, 
and the union set forth a list of demands before it would let that 
happen, including Medicare for All, defunding the police, overturning 
Proposition 13, imposing a wealth tax, and killing off charter schools. 
Borrowing Newsom’s language, UTLA said the coronavirus was “an 
opportunity to create a new normal.” The CTA as a whole had already 
demanded a new tax on billionaires as one prerequisite to reopening.

The game plan was clear. The unions would keep schools closed as 
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long as possible and extract a heavy price for reopening. The first stage 
of this plan, getting the Governor in line, was easy enough. While he 
said on July 14 that a statewide order would not work because each 
district is “unique and distinctive,” that statement proved no obstacle. 
Just three days later, Newsom did a complete 180, shutting down 
schools for over 90 percent of the state’s students and overriding local 
decisions. To be fair, he did have one of his education advisors call me, 
as Vice Chair of the Education Committee, for “input” the day before 
the announcement—after the decision had clearly been made.

* * *

At this point, four months into COVID, Newsom had already more 
than gone to bat for the CTA. At the 11th hour of the budget process 
in June, he was party to a surprise “trailer bill” that eviscerated the one 
meaningful driver of school quality in California. A long-time equity 
advocate put it this way: “In my 30 years of close involvement in the 
state budget process, I’ve never witnessed such an egregious abuse.” The 
bill stopped schools that enroll new students from receiving funding 
for them, which was unprecedented: funding has always followed 
the student in our public-school system. That’s why it’s called “per 
pupil.” This was obviously harmful for growing communities, and it 
hurt school districts that attract families to the community by serving 
students well. But it was most devastating for charter schools—and 
that was the point.

Contrary to commonly peddled propaganda, charters are public 
schools. What’s different about them is they aren’t automatically 
assigned students in the surrounding neighborhood, as traditional 
schools are. They aren’t assigned any students. They have to attract 
families to opt-in with a desirable product. And many were doing that 
more successfully than ever during COVID after pioneering distance 
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learning models. Some charters had enrolled hundreds of new students 
for the coming school year. The Newsom-CTA trailer bill was designed 
to send those kids back to their neighborhood school, which in many 
underserved communities meant returning to the failing school they 
were trying to escape from. For good measure, the bill also barred non-
classroom-based charters from billions in federal coronavirus relief.

To try to head off this attack on the very foundation of the charter 
school community, I gave perhaps my most impassioned speech ever 
on the Assembly Floor. “Again and again, time after time, we’ve had 
bills that target this community,” I said. “This legislation only make 
sense in light of that invidious pattern of discrimination. The parents, 
and families, and school leaders, and teachers and everyone else who 
are part of this community, they look upon our state government with 
nothing but fear. They just wonder, what next? What harm is going 
to be done to me and my school and my way of life from the rarefied 
proceedings of this chamber. That’s a dynamic that should never exist 
in a modern liberal democracy, yet this bill intensifies it like never 
before.”

Unbothered, Newsom signed the bill. Soon thereafter he was sued 
in what was called “the most important civil rights education case 
since Brown v. Board of Education,” the case that had overturned the 
doctrine of separate but equal. “I opened a network of schools to close 
the African American achievement gap by preparing kids for college in 
a different way,” said Margaret Fortune, one of the plaintiffs. “We enter 
into this lawsuit, not lightly. But we will use every resource within our 
grasp to protect our children and our students.”

Facing this lawsuit, Newsom was forced to backtrack on some of 
the bill’s harmful provisions. But as my speech alluded to, it was just 
another front in the war on charters he had started his first year. In a 
move condemned by civil rights groups, he had signed a package of bills 
specifically designed to stop them from opening. The Urban Leagues 
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of Greater Sacramento, San Diego, and Los Angeles described the bills 
as “a direct attack to the ability of African American parents to choose 
the best education possible for their children,” adding: “It is not fair 
to African American families to take away public charter schools and 
force them back into failing district-run schools.” Three chapters of the 
NAACP passed a resolution stating that “African American families 
are more likely to choose public charter schools” and that “African 
American students enrolled in public charter schools achieve academic 
outcomes exceeding their peers in district-run schools.”

The reason Newsom has it out for charter schools is because 
unionization is voluntary, not automatic. The CTA and related 
associations have become behemoths by taking a cut of every public-
school teacher’s paycheck, and then funneling a large part of that 
revenue to Newsom and other politicians. Charters are a direct threat 
to that business model, no matter that they have proven to be the best 
hope for many underprivileged kids.

* * *

That the school shutdown fight would be drawn upon the same 
battle lines as the charter wars became clear just a few weeks into 
the COVID era. On March 26, UTLA wrote a letter to the district’s 
superintendent to “demand a moratorium on the approval of any 
new charter schools.” While “incoherently stoking coronavirus fears,” 
Larry Sand of the Teachers Empowerment Network pointed out, the 
union was advancing the same demand for which it had orchestrated 
a district-wide strike the previous year. UTLA’s letter nonsensically 
“labeled charter students, families, and staff as unique hazards to 
public health, stoking perverse and unfounded division,” one equity 
advocate wrote.

Yet as the prospect of a long-term school shutdown came into focus, 
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CTA and its affiliates and enablers came to realize the stakes were even 
higher. This was their Super Bowl. In early July, with Step 1 complete 
(instruct Newsom to close schools), the CTA moved to Step 2, “calling 
on lawmakers to adopt additional revenues,” including “suspension of 
corporate tax credits, capturing unrealized capital gains or imposing 
a tax on the wealthiest billionaires and millionaires.” The CTA and 
other union conglomerates are always the main proponents for tax 
increases, because that puts more money on the table to negotiate for—
and through their campaign activities, they’ve selected who sits on the 
“other side” of the table.

At the same time, the CTA saw to it that even the tiny fraction of 
districts that could, in theory, proceed with some form of reopening 
under the Governor’s order would not do so, lest it start a trend. The 
union parachuted in to even the smallest districts. I spoke with one 
district official, whose district was so small CTA had never bothered 
much with it, that was suddenly dealing with a top state-level 
negotiator. Local school board members were being vilified for trying 
to offer any classroom-based option.

Yet the desire of parents, students, and teachers was clear: I 
surveyed my district, and of the 6,028 people who responded, 80 
percent wanted an in-person learning option to start the school year. 
To try to deflate this public pressure, the CTA drew an absolute line 
and deemed any deviation from a total shutdown to be intolerable. 
After LA public health authorities cleared students with special needs 
and English language learners to return to school, UTLA still tried to 
stop it. Meanwhile, private elementary schools were reopening in large 
numbers, as they were able to serve local families without interference 
by Sacramento Special Interests.

But pressure to open schools kept growing. On October 14, the 
mayors of California’s 13 largest cities urged the state to act “quickly 
and intentionally” to open schools. In San Francisco, where the district 
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was spending its time on a “blue ribbon commission” to take the 
names of insufficiently woke figures like Abraham Lincoln and Dianne 
Feinstein off of schools sites, Mayor London Breed issued a blistering 
statement saying the district needed to “focus on reopening our public 
schools, not renaming them.”

Faced with this emerging consensus—along with the pellucidly 
clear science, to be discussed in the next chapter—Newsom, the CTA, 
and their allies dug in, inventing new reasons keep schools closed. 
A trio of Sacramento unions previewed the new strategy in a letter 
declaring that even schools that could safely open must remain closed 
until at least 2021 so that no one gets “a head start.” At an October 14 
hearing, I asked the State Superintendent of Public Instruction Tony 
Thurmond, a close Newsom ally whom the CTA had groomed for 
the post, to disavow keeping schools closed for reasons unrelated to 
COVID. He would not. To the contrary, Thurmond tipped his hand that 
the plan was to keep many schools closed the entire academic year or 
longer, breathlessly citing “new data” that “COVID could be with us 
well beyond 2021.”

As 2020 drew to a close, the CTA launched a statewide disinformation 
campaign to keep schools closed. Teachers throughout the state were 
blasted with text messages urging them to “call Governor Newsom” 
and “tell him that no school in counties with COVID-19 rates in the 
Purple tier should be open for in-person instruction.” The text ticked 
off a laundry list of preconditions for reopening: “accountability, 
transparency, and enforceability of all state safety guidelines,” the 
ability to “monitor, investigate, and enforce all safety standards,” 
and “accurate and transparent data on COVID transmission rates in 
schools.” The union’s leadership also put out a cryptic letter declaring 
that “[s]afety and transparency should not be the minimum standard. 
They should be our maximum goals.” Ominously, the letter continued, 
“Safety is not just a today issue. Safety protocols will need to be in place 
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while we wait for, through and even after widespread distribution of 
the COVID-19 vaccine.”

Newsom got the message. On December 30, 2020 he called a special 
press conference to roll out a new “Safe Schools for All” plan. In fact, 
the plan did not open schools for anyone, instead simply promising 
$2 billion in eventual funding for elementary schools. It also added 
new barriers and costs for school districts, proposed new penalties 
that would quickly become a weapon in the hands of school closure 
interests, and failed to mention middle and high schools at all. It was a 
classic Gavin Newsom announcement: aimed at getting a big headline 
while doing next to nothing and keeping Special Interests happy.

* * *

Letting our state’s top campaign contributor dictate school 
closures was the very definition of politics over science. And for me, 
it was personal. I taught high school in inner-city LA and ran for the 
Legislature to fight for quality public schools. But as Vice Chair of 
the Assembly Education Committee, every attempt I’d made to expand 
opportunity had been thwarted by the CTA and its enablers at the 
Capitol. The school closure debate put in sharp relief the central reality 
of California’s soulless education politics. It’s not—it’s never—about 
the kids.

the room Where it hAPPeNs

The source of power for the CTA, other union conglomerates, and 
the broader constellation of Sacramento Special Interests is political 
contributions. But their instrument for translating these contributions 
into tangible policy outcomes is a corps of lobbyists whose offices 
encircle the Capitol—known collectively as the “Third House” because 
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of the control they exert over the first two houses, the Assembly and 
the Senate. Every legislator gets hundreds of thousands of dollars from 
the Third House, doled out at regular “events” that Legislators hold 
at restaurants around the Capitol, usually costing at least $2,000 per 
ticket with alcohol flowing freely.

Gavin Newsom’s infamous dinner at the French Laundry restaurant 
put this aspect of Sacramento’s political culture on shocking display. 
As the Sacramento Bee Editorial Board wrote, “Newsom paid hundreds 
of dollars—and knowingly risked political scandal—to attend a feast 
with lobbyists. The French Laundry photos provided a glimpse of the 
behind-the-scenes world in which powerful interests can privately 
cajole California’s chief executive over wine and nosh.” In a story 
headlined “Newsom’s French Laundry dinner shows how lobbyists 
get access to power in Sacramento,” the San Francisco Chronicle 
noted that the dinner “highlighted the close ties and revolving door of 
government that make Sacramento turn, frustrating those who can’t 
be in the room where it happens.” Jessica Levinson, former president 
of the Los Angeles Ethics Commission, described the event as “the 
equivalent of a big sign to the public that says, ‘You’re not welcome at 
this table.’”

The “French Laundry crew,” as the Bee described those around 
the table, was a cast of Third House notables. Photos from the dinner 
showed Newsom “in deep conversation with top lobbyists from the 
California Medical Association.” The lobbyist whose birthday was 
being celebrated, Jason Kinney, was considered “a poster boy for the 
type of shadow influence that pervades Sacramento.” He had earned 
$220,000 from PG&E’s creditors to lobby Newsom on the creation of 
a $21 billion fund to help the utility emerge from bankruptcy. Emily 
Rusch of the California Public Interest Research Group said “it certainly 
can cause the public to question whether any advice the governor is 
getting is in the public interest or in the interest of the companies that 
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have paid Kinney’s firm to lobby.”
Meanwhile, even beyond the enforcement of AB 5 and the closure 

of schools, the fingerprints of lobbyists seemed to be all over Newsom’s 
COVID response. Kinney, the French Laundry honoree, succeeded in 
securing an exemption from Newsom’s lockdowns for his Hollywood 
clients. In connection with the BYD affair, the prominent Sacramento 
lobbyist who represented the checkered company also represented 
“Bloom Energy, which the state [was] paying $2 million to refurbish 
ventilators; Blue Shield, the health care behemoth that dominates 
the task force Newsom assembled to increase testing for COVID-19; 
and NextGen America, the progressive advocacy group headed by 
Tom Steyer.” In November, Newsom appointed a new Chief of Staff, 
Jim DeBoo, who was plucked from the upper echelons of the Third 
House. Jamie Court of Consumer Watchdog blasted the Governor for 
turning “over the keys to the castle to this big bucks lobbyist.” The 
San Francisco Chronicle reported that many of Newsom’s other staff 
members were also former lobbyists, including his legislative affairs 
secretary, his chief deputy legislative affairs secretary, and his chief 
deputy appointments secretary.

The French Laundry dinner presented such a disturbing image of 
Newsom as a stooge for lobbyists that he was forced to appoint a “Chief 
Ethics Advisor” to monitor his relationship with them. For the state’s 
most powerful special interests and their well-heeled “advocates,” the 
era of one-man rule was working out quite well.

* * *

When Tom Steyer announced he was running for President 
in August of 2019, he said that with “[a]lmost every single major 
intractable problem, at the back of it you see a big money interest for 
whom stopping progress, stopping justice is really important to their 
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bottom line.” Steyer was talking about Washington, D.C., but it was in 
his own backyard, at California’s Capitol, where this corruption of our 
political life had reached a level beyond comparison—and where it was 
embodied by a Governor under whom Steyer would soon serve.

Steyer’s commission, as it turned out, was as much of a bust as 
his presidential campaign. At the April press conference announcing 
its formation, Newsom had set high expectations. “We want to make 
this meaningful,” he said. “This is not something where, in six months, 
I’m looking forward to giving you a draft or putting out a long, thick 
report.” It was actually seven months, and what he gave us was a fairly 
thin report. On November 20, 2020, the commission was disbanded, 
quietly issuing a 27-page document titled “Recovery for All” with a 
series of anodyne recommendations.

This one and only report, Politico noted, contained “no specific new 
initiatives to protect California businesses in the pandemic,” and it “was 
not immediately clear why Newsom was shutting down his task force 
just as California enters a new round of business closures.” Over its 
“short life,” the article continued, the “task force faced criticism from 
some business leaders who said that it appeared to be rudderless and 
provided little substance in terms of detailed planning.” In August, the 
Los Angeles Times had reported that “months after the governor called 
together the task force…few details about its work have been made 
public,” noting that the “task force has operated almost entirely behind 
closed doors” with Consumer Watchdog likening it to a “star chamber.” 
Steve Maviglio, a Democratic strategist who was the press secretary 
for Gray Davis, remarked that the “idea was to bring California’s best 
minds and brainpower. What’s there to account for that?” The most 
memorable thing about the commission turned out to be Bob Iger of 
Disney’s resignation from it in October.

The Steyer episode, while of little ultimate consequence, starkly 
illustrates the leadership failures of Gavin Newsom that have caused 
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so much to go haywire with COVID in California: a tendency for 
splashy announcements that lead nowhere, a subservience to moneyed 
interests, a willingness to use crisis for political purposes, an excessive 
partisan zeal, a denial of public access, and, as we will now see, an 
ignorance of data and science on questions of monumental importance 
to 40 million Californians.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

Unscientific

“Not that I had a particularly high opinion of it before, but the 
irrational and not-very-science-driven regime of COVID policies in 
California, coupled with the hypocrisy of so many elected officials 
there, has really lowered my opinion of the quality of governance 
in that state.” – Nate Silver, 538

“When it comes to re-opening, SCIENCE – not politics – must be 
California’s guide,” Governor Gavin Newsom tweeted on April 14, 
2020. Two weeks later, in an apparent shot at Andrew Cuomo, Newsom 
tweeted, “The West Coast is – and will continue to be – guided by 
SCIENCE.” On May 4 came: “CA is led by data and SCIENCE.” On 
June 24: “This isn’t about politics. It’s about SCIENCE.” The next day 
Newsom added, “Dr. Fauci is right – this isn’t about politics. It’s about 
SCIENCE.” The tweet was not clear as to whether Dr. Fauci had himself 
screamed the word.

These were just the times the Governor gave science the all-caps 
treatment. Twenty-six other tweets made similar pronouncements at a 
conversational volume. While a purported adherence to science is not 
usually the stuff of social media chest-beating, the layers of irony ran 
deeper than that. With every edict from Sacramento—every new order, 
regulation, or guidance document; every reinvented taxonomy of tiers, 
phases, or colors; every addition or deletion of criteria, metrics, or 
indicators; every introduction of novel vocabulary, like attestation or 
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emergency brake—California’s COVID experience grew more surreal. 
Absent in all of this was the key feature of the scientific method: an 
“unwillingness to take unverified and untheorized claims about the 
world as truth, simply because someone states that they are true.”

In Gavin Newsom’s California, science was reduced to an 
incantation, an elixir, a shibboleth. It became a device for easy 
virtue signaling, a muzzle for silencing debate, a weapon for beating 
opponents over the head. It was a code serving to keep government 
secret and centralize authority; an all-purpose justifier for any policy 
no matter how political or self-serving; a trump card against any other 
human good, legal nicety, or even non-preferred scientific theory. It 
was made into a dog whistle for the unassailable orthodoxy—wall-to-
wall lockdowns—rather than an invitation to inquiry and discovery. 
It stood as a barricade denying access, input, and democratic self-
determination to the untutored masses who couldn’t possibly have 
anything to contribute.

What resulted was not only a COVID-19 response with the nation’s 
worst outcomes, but a diminishment of each enterprise, science and 
politics, along with their capacity for collaboration in a world fraught 
with uncertainty and peril.

A dAy Not At the BeAch

At the 28 minute and 29 second mark of his April 30 press 
conference, Governor Newsom told Orange County to pound sand. 
“We’re going to do a hard close in that part of the state,” Newsom said 
as he shut down the county’s beaches. “They’ve done a wonderful job 
down there. I just think we can tighten that up a little bit.”

Apparently forgetting the dictum that “the plural of anecdote is 
not data,” Newsom cited a few “disturbing” images of OC beachgoers 
he had seen. He added that anyone who did not find the images 
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concerning was not “paying attention to this pandemic and how it is 
spread.” Asked for evidence of a “health impact of those crowds on the 
beaches,” Newsom could not cite any. Nate Silver of 538 said that given 
“what we seem to be learning about outdoor transmission” Newsom’s 
order would produce a public backlash “while not necessarily getting 
a huge amount of mileage in terms of public health.” Local officials 
were “livid,” with Michelle Steel, chairwoman of the Orange County 
Board of Supervisors, saying the order was based on a “few misleading 
pictures” and lacked any “rational basis.” The Mayor of Newport Beach 
agreed the closure was not “grounded in data” as there was no showing 
that beaches were a “direct threat to health and safety.” He added that 
Newsom did not speak “to a single local official” and “substituted his 
will for our judgment from 428 miles away in Sacramento.”

The Associated Press described the beach closure announcement as 
a “clumsy rollout.” The night before, word had gotten out via a memo 
from the California Highway Patrol that all beaches in the whole 
state would be closed. After receiving pushback from other coastal 
lawmakers, Newsom decided to single out Orange County. Yet at the 
press conference, he flatly denied he had considered the statewide order 
at all. This was a lie, as Politico reported in a story headlined “Newsom 
considered statewide beach closure despite publicly dismissing idea.” 
Other states, meanwhile, were not closing beaches at all. Thus began 
a pattern: Newsom failing to justify a uniquely restrictive action 
while misleading the public and ignoring data-based input from local 
communities even as he claimed the mantle of scientific veracity—
yielding disastrous consequences for public health.

* * *

California “has had the strictest regulations throughout the 
lockdown.” The state is an outlier not only in the overall extent and 
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duration of restrictions, but also with respect to a number of specific 
activities. For instance, California has been one of only a few states 
not to allow bowling, with its inherent social distancing. We were one 
of three states to forbid youth sports. We had one of the only state-
imposed curfews and one of the only statewide school closure orders. 
Newsom had little company in banning outdoor dining and closing 
playgrounds, though he quickly reversed himself on the latter after 
some lawmakers protested.

The head of the state restaurant association reported that 
California’s “most restrictive” lockdown was “inflicting the most 
devastation” anywhere in the country “on small businesses and 
the most economically vulnerable service workers.” The state’s 
economy was in extended freefall as a result, with nearly the worst 
unemployment rate in the country throughout the pandemic. In the 
last week of August, for instance, California accounted for 25 percent 
of the nation’s unemployment claims while having only 12 percent of 
its population. As one of countless examples, Garth Gilmour, owner 
of a home wireless and security small business, said he had to “lay off 
all of my employees after having exhausted PPP and SBA loans but at 
least I will have tried to achieve the no-longer-achievable American 
dream.” Yet perversely, by December California was also the leading 
COVID-19 hotspot, with by far the worst case rate in the country. In 
fact, cases would have been declining nationwide if not for California 
overwhelming that trend. “By any calculation, California’s outbreak 
numbers are stunning,” Politico reported.

But there had been no reason to expect Newsom’s approach 
would work, since he refused to provide evidence for it. Nate Silver, 
considered by many the high priest of data science, criticized the 
“irrational and not-very-science-driven regime of COVID policies in 
California,” adding, as a New Yorker, “Don’t mistake us for California.” 
The California Business Roundtable repeatedly asked Newsom for data 
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“that would show how business openings have affected COVID rates 
and transmission.” He would not provide it. A judge in Los Angeles 
County struck down an outdoor dining ban as “not grounded in 
science, evidence, or logic,” yet Newsom thought it was such a good 
idea he applied it statewide. A San Diego Court then came to the same 
conclusion: “Given every opportunity, the State has provided the Court 
with no evidence” to justify outdoor dining restrictions. Underscoring 
this arbitrariness, a video posted by a sobbing Los Angeles restaurant 
owner showed that the filmset for NBC Universal’s “Good Girls,” 
complete with outdoor dining, was operating free and clear within feet 
of her shuttered location. “Everything I own is being taken away from 
me and they set up a movie company right next to my outdoor patio,” 
she said. Her video received 9.6 million views on Twitter.

It became increasingly clear that Newsom’s restrictions were not 
just inflicting needless harm but backfiring and contributing to spread 
of the virus. From the earliest days, he offered guidance that turned out 
to be off base. In a March 30 Daily Show appearance, he confidently 
implored millions of viewers to start “making better decisions” by 
avoiding four specific activities, all of an outdoors variety: “not going 
to the beach, or playgrounds, or parks” and “not going on a jog” when 
there were people around. As the distinction between indoor and 
outdoor transmission risks became even clearer, the state failed to 
take heed. Julia Marcus, an infectious-disease researcher at Harvard 
University, said while moving activities outdoors is crucial, many 
policies in California “actually do the opposite.” Brown University 
health economist Emily Oster observed that “[s]ome of the things 
they’re telling you not to do are incredibly low-risk. When you are so 
strict about what people can do, they stop listening.”

“It’s not because the public is irresponsible; it’s because they are 
losing trust in public health officials who put out arbitrary restrictions,” 
said Dr. Monica Gandhi, an infectious-disease specialist at UC San 
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Francisco. “California is unique because this particular lockdown 
came off as arbitrary and not data driven. Californians have listened 
to the news. They have seen the data on the virus, they know that 
being outside is safer, they know the impact the lockdown will have 
on businesses that could die forever, and they just don’t buy it.” Dr. 
Gandhi noted that opposition to the lockdown came from “medical 
professionals, lawmakers, parents and those with nuanced thinking 
who believe it’s too restrictive, and didn’t incorporate the biology of 
the virus.”

In another counterproductive policy, Newsom deputized his 
Health and Human Services Secretary to announce a curfew. Yet the 
“virus doesn’t care—day or night,” said Mark Cullen, an infectious 
disease expert and former professor at Stanford University, calling 
the restriction “an odd one that doesn’t in and of itself address the 
problem.” Another infectious disease professor, Lee Riley, pointed out 
that curfews could drive more people indoors, especially younger 
people. Ellie Murray, an epidemiologist at Boston University’s School 
of Public Health, said, “I’ve spoken with a lot of other epidemiologists 
and public health specialists, and we’re not really sure at all where the 
justification in terms of the science for these curfews is.” She added the 
effect of the curfew could just be to cram more people into a shorter 
time window.

To make matters worse, the rules kept changing in major ways 
without any coherent justification. On April 14, Newsom announced 
six “indicators” for modifying the stay-at-home order—testing, 
protection of high-risk populations, hospital surge capacity, therapeutic 
development, ability to support physical distancing, and ability to 
determine when to re-impose restrictions—which became the basis for 
a “Resilience Roadmap” consisting of four reopening “stages.” On May 
18, counties were given a “new attestation opportunity” where they 
could move to a new stage more quickly. Several did so, with local 
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governments, businesses, and citizens putting a great deal of effort into 
adapting community life to the requirements for attestation. But on 
June 28, amid an uptick in cases, the Governor started closing whole 
categories of establishments statewide. Then, on August 28, came a 
lightning bolt from Mount Olympus: the Resilience Roadmap was out, 
supplanted by a totally new “Blueprint for a Safe Economy.” The six 
“indicators” were replaced by two entirely different metrics: case rates 
and positivity rate, which would be used to assign counties to one of 
four color-coded “tiers.” Counties were shuffled across these tiers for 
a few months until, on November 16, a new “emergency brake” was 
applied moving most of the state to the most restrictive “purple” tier. 
On November 21 came the curfew and then on December 3 a state-at-
home order linked to yet another new metric: ICU capacity.

The whole point of setting criteria is to have a stable yardstick for 
evaluating variable data. I urged Governor Newsom to be transparent 
and work with the Legislature and local communities to get everyone 
on the same page and get things right. But instead, he resorted to 
unilateral, insular, haphazard decision-making, with the criteria in 
constant flux. The result was chaos, distrust, and needless suffering. The 
people of California, who had heroically risen to the occasion in March 
and April, were treated like clay in his hands, subject to zig-zagging, 
life-altering edicts lacking any basis in science. “It feels like during this 
whole pandemic, the people in charge have been acting like this is an 
experiment in a lab at Stanford,” one advocate said.

But at least Newsom learned one thing. On December 10, 2020, with 
California going through the nation’s worst COVID surge, he released 
some suggestions for safe activities. First on the list: “Go to a beach.”

KilliNg our Kids

One reason Newsom’s COVID response was so unscientific is 
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that science was getting in the way of other political priorities. In the 
last chapter, we saw how a preternatural subservience to powerful 
Special Interests was the cause of his school closure policy. As much 
of an indictment as that is, even more damning is the effect: a tragedy 
for millions of California kids that mountains of scientific evidence 
warned against.

California schools were ordered closed statewide on April 1 
and remained so through the summer. By the time the question of 
reopening for the new school year presented itself, the evidence was 
clear on three counts: the minimal risks to children from COVID-19, the 
enormous harms of extended school closures, and the negligible impact 
of school openings on community transmission. The day of Newsom’s 
July school closure order, I released a statement citing evidence that 
“school closures do little to flatten the epidemic curve, while they are 
a calamity for kids.” That evidence only became more rock solid in the 
latter half of 2020. Yet by the end of the year, Headmaster Newsom had 
still expelled the vast majority of students from the classroom.

* * *

A deadly virus is not always less deadly for kids. One of the 
few things to be grateful for in 2020 was that this particular virus 
turned out to be not very dangerous for them at all. The Journal of 
the American Medical Association reported in May that “the overall 
burden of COVID-19 infection in children remains relatively low” and 
that “children are at far greater risk of critical illness from influenza 
than from COVID-19.”

By the time of Newsom’s July 17 closure order, these limited risks 
from the virus were well-understood. Equally well-established were 
the wide-ranging and inequitably felt harms of keeping kids home 
from school. On June 29, the American Academy of Pediatrics “strongly 
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advocate[d] that all policy considerations for the coming school year 
should start with a goal of having students physically present in school.” 
In a 125-page report released on July 15, the National Academies of 
Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine concluded after weighing risks 
that “school districts should prioritize reopening schools full time.” On 
July 24, the CDC joined the chorus with a statement on “the importance 
of reopening America’s schools this fall.” Even the New York Times 
published an editorial calling for schools to open, leaving Newsom 
torn between his two main constituencies: California special interests 
and the national news media.

As we saw in Chapter 6, Newsom stuck with the former. The most 
direct consequence has been substantial learning loss, with students 
losing between 50 and 100 percent of a whole year’s worth of math 
in the Spring, according to the Brookings Institute. This was not 
experienced equally by all students: McKinsey found that “learning loss 
will exacerbate existing achievement gaps by 15 to 20 percent.” Many 
kids in low-income areas never logged in for remote learning and were 
completely unaccounted for. Richard Rothstein, author of The Color 
of Law: A Forgotten History of How Our Government Segregated, 
wrote that closing schools would “take existing academic achievement 
differences between middle-class and low-income students and 
explode them,” as kids with attentive parents would outpace those 
with a challenging home life. Dan Walters called it “nothing short of 
educational apartheid.”

Yet the harms did not end there. The American Academy of 
Pediatrics cited other risks from school closures, including “child and 
adolescent physical or sexual abuse, substance use, depression, and 
suicidal ideation,” placing kids “at considerable risk of morbidity and, 
in some cases, mortality.” The depression and suicide fears have been 
tragically borne out, with mental-health related Emergency Room visits 
for minors increasing between 24 and 31 percent. I’ve personally heard 
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from counties where utilization of youth mental health services went 
up 60 percent—a humanitarian crisis of the government’s creation.

Most jarring, a November study by the Journal of the American 
Medical Association found that because learning loss diminishes life 
success, elementary school students across America had already lost 
5.5 million years of life expectancy. It takes a fairly simple calculation 
to show what that finding would mean for California: Newsom’s school 
closures have caused even greater loss of life than COVID-19. That’s 
why Dan Walters wrote that school closures are “killing our kids.”

* * *

Still, Newsom argued, keeping schools closed was necessary to stop 
the spread of COVID-19. It should first be recognized that even if this 
were true, we would be sacrificing our kids’ education, development, 
health, and years of life to some other social objective—a morally 
uncomfortable proposition, to say the least.

But it’s not true. Newsom’s own Health and Human Services 
Secretary acknowledged this on October 6: “We have not seen a 
connection between increased transmission and school reopening,” 
he said. That was certainly the experience of schools in the district I 
represent, and it’s what the evidence had shown for months. As early 
as March, an Imperial College research team found school closures 
“hardly impact the epidemic curve.” In April, another study found that 
“school closures alone had little effect on the speed and burden of the 
epidemic.” A report out Finland and Sweden found “closure or not of 
schools had no measurable direct impact on the number of laboratory 
confirmed cases in school-aged children.”

Fearmongering claims were repeatedly shot down. A study in 
the New England Journal of Medicine reported, “We have not found 
a single instance of a child infecting parents.” Mark Woolhouse, an 
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epidemiologist at the University of Edinburgh, said it is extremely 
difficult to find any instance anywhere in the world of a child 
transmitting to a teacher in school.” On the strength of this evidence, 
Dr. Anthony Fauci recommended keeping schools open even as the 
country experienced a surge in the fall.

Governors across the country followed the evidence. On August 7, 
Andrew Cuomo cleared all 749 New York school districts to open. On 
October 27, the Secretary of Education in Massachusetts observed “it 
is increasingly clear that schools are not a source of transmission” and 
told even high-risk communities to keep schools open. Meanwhile, 
kids withered at home in California, in what Nate Silver, in a dramatic 
understatement, called a “not particularly science-driven” policy.

the equity metric

As Newsom widened inequities in our schools and throughout our 
state, on September 30 he made a startling announcement. Suddenly, 
he cared so much about “equity” that it became the name of an 
additional third metric for the Blueprint for a Safe Economy, which 
counties would have to satisfy before they could move up a tier. This 
new Equity Metric was possibly the most unscientific policy adopted 
anywhere in the COVID era.

No other state had anything resembling it. But that’s not because 
other states don’t care about equity. Based on their policies, they 
seem to care about it much more than California. We have the highest 
poverty rate in the country and the second worst income inequality (as 
measured by Gini coefficient), largely as a result of laws like AB 5 and 
other Special Interest payouts that limit opportunity and raise costs 
for ordinary California. Likewise, we have among the nation’s worst 
educational achievement gaps because keeping kids trapped in failing 
schools supports the business model of our state’s biggest political 
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spender. As discussed in the previous two sections, these inequities 
have been radically amplified by Newsom’s corrupt and unscientific 
COVID shutdown policies.

So on September 30, we had the setup for a typical Gavin Newsom 
announcement: seeking to grab a headline by making California the 
“first” to do something while sabotaging the purported goals of the 
initiative by letting Special Interests drive the policies that matter. 
But this day marked a new level of absurdity. Newsom was going to 
keep counties locked down if areas with marginally higher infection 
rates had lower voter turnout, fewer tree canopies, or less alcohol 
flowing than the rest of the county. Characteristics like these, among 
25 “socioeconomic” factors in a so-called Healthy Places Index, would 
be used to score a county’s dozens of census tracts. The lowest scoring 
fourth of these tracts would get cherry-picked from across the county 
and lumped together into one group. Then, the average COVID case 
rates for this purely invented subgroup could keep the county in a 
lower tier, even if the countywide averages merited advancement.

Under this scheme, two counties with identical case positivity rates 
could be subject to different restrictions based not on how cases were 
distributed physically—a plausible public health consideration—but 
on how that distribution lined up with voter turnout, environmental 
quality, proximity to bars, and other supposed socioeconomic factors. 
The freedom of whole counties would depend on minor differences 
between fabricated subdivisions in a grab bag of dubious characteristics.

Even if this scheme were measuring equity in some real sense, 
it would not have been the right way to combat some of the 
disproportionate impacts of COVID-19. The way to do that was 
what dozens of other states (as well as California to some extent) 
were already doing: targeting investments where they were needed 
to increase access to PPE or needed services. But Newsom took this 
idea in a chilling direction. Restricting the basic liberties of citizens to 
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impose a notion of “equity” defined by the government is a move with 
some very bad precedents in world history.

Writing for CATO, Walter Olsen suspected the point of the new 
metric was to obtain “leverage with which to push counties into 
‘equity’ initiatives that go beyond criteria of sound disease control.” 
Such initiatives would surely wind up being the not-so-equitable kind 
that usually prevail at our Capitol. The long and short of it was that the 
most authoritarian “emergency power” claimed by Gavin Newsom—
to shut down communities, shutter businesses, close schools, separate 
friends and family, and imprison citizens in their homes—was being 
used in service of political goals with no relation to public health.

* * *

When Gavin Newsom threw out the Resilience Roadmap in favor of 
the Blueprint, what angered many people most was that one color was 
missing. “We don’t believe there’s a green light that says go back to the 
way things were,” the Governor said. Nothing could have been further 
from the truth. Coronavirus was a temporary problem; it was not the 
end of history. The Governor’s fatalism was the height of hubris. Our 
collective future is never up to a single person, and certainly not a 
person who’d been so wrong at such a high cost to so many.

As it happened, Newsom was also taking steps to get in the way 
of the one thing scientists were saying was a green light: the vaccine. 
At an October 19 press conference, Newsom announced he was 
setting up a separate approval process that any FDA-approved COVID 
vaccine would have to pass before anyone could get it in California. 
“We’re not going to take anyone’s word for it,” Newsom said, though 
we’d keep taking the FDA’s word for every other drug. U.S. Senator 
Lamar Alexander, Chair of the Senate Health Committee, admonished 
Newsom to “stop second guessing” the “career scientists” at the FDA, 
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which Alexander said would “delay approval, discourage Americans 
from taking the vaccine, and cost lives.”

Newsom’s disregard for science had made the COVID era as 
insufferable in California as anywhere. Now, his disrespect for 
scientists was going to keep the era from drawing to a merciful close.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

Incompetent

“California has certainly not escaped this national crisis unscathed.” 
– Gavin Newsom, Dec. 30, 2020

On August 3, 2020, California Governor Gavin Newsom disappeared.
A figure who had been omnipresent in the lives of his people since 

March was not to be seen for an entire week. While there were shades of 
South Carolina Governor Mark Sanford’s mysterious disappearance in 
2009, the explanation turned out to be less salacious than a rendezvous 
with an Argentinian mistress. Newsom was simply hiding. Following 
a disastrous COVID “data glitch,” he was apparently ensconced in his 
Fair Oaks estate as his Health and Human Services Secretary publicly 
apologized and his Public Health Director resigned.

Unfortunately for Newsom, the sudden disappearance card is one 
you can really only play once. He might have saved it for November 
23. That’s when county prosecutors—not state officials—uncovered 
“the most significant fraud of taxpayer funds in California history.” It 
was something out of the Onion: while law-abiding Californians were 
waiting months for urgently needed unemployment benefits, checks 
were flying out the door to murderers and child molesters using names 
like Dianne Feinstein, Scott Peterson, and Poopy Britches to perpetrate 
their fraud.

These two events, both chapters in larger horror stories, 
encapsulated the COVID-19 experience for many Californians. Our 
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Governor was doing a great many things they could have done without, 
while neglecting the core functions that were now a matter of survival. 
He was draining the life out of our communities and then withholding 
life support, unraveling the structure of society and failing to pick 
up the pieces. Between talk show appearances and powwows with 
lobbyists, Newsom couldn’t be bothered to get the state bureaucracy 
to competently serve the public. If anything, he interfered with its 
performance by politicizing agency operations.

What resulted was frustration, deprivation, despair—certainly a loss 
of faith in government—on a scale that even a contagious virus should 
not be able to inflict upon a modern democratic society, especially one 
with the technology, wealth, and human capital that ours had at its 
disposal. Rarely in history has a ball been so momentously dropped.

the edd trAiN WrecK

“We’re doing everything to try get those unemployment insurance 
checks out as quickly as possible,” Gavin Newsom told Ellen DeGeneres 
during an April 17, 2020 appearance on her show.

In the months that followed, it was not clear what, if anything, 
the Governor had done. And on August 5, a bipartisan group of 61 
California Legislators called him on it. In a scathing letter, the five 
dozen lawmakers—mostly of his own party—took Newsom to task for 
this “failure of our state government.” They said they had “seen little 
progress over the last four months.”

“In our fifth month of the pandemic, with so many constituents 
yet to receive a single unemployment payment, it’s clear that EDD is 
failing California. Millions of our constituents have had no income for 
months,” the letter read. “As Californians wait for answers from EDD, 
they have depleted their life savings, have gone into extreme debt, 
and are in deep panic as they figure out how to put food on the table 
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and a roof over their heads.” The lawmakers had “been met with long-
winded excuses, fumbling non-answers, or unclear and inconsistent 
data,” along with a “[l]ack of transparency and accountability,” even 
“obfuscation and dishonesty” in their dealings with the agency. “We 
have exhausted all avenues at our disposal,” they said.

For months many legislators had lashed out at the EDD while 
tiptoeing around putting blame directly on the Governor. This letter 
dispensed with any such pretense, pointing out the absurdity of 
Newsom’s recent announcement where he committed to “focus on 
immediately processing claims.” The lawmakers bluntly noted that 
this “begg[ed] the question of what EDD was doing before your 
announcement—if not ‘focusing on immediately processing claims.’” 
They further accused the Governor of only addressing “a few of the 
many issues we have highlighted for months” and “only scratch[ing] 
the surface of the disaster that is EDD.” The frustrated legislators said 
that given “how little has improved at EDD over the course of the 
pandemic,” they were writing Newsom “out of a spirit of partnership, 
asking you take further action.”

Newsom agreed to put together a “strike team.” At 8:52 PM on 
September 19, a Saturday, the team produced an overdue report that—
beyond the sky-is-blue conclusion that the EDD needed a complete 
overhaul—contained stunning revelations about pending claims. While 
the agency had said in July that its claims backlog would be cleared by 
September, the report found 1.5 million claims remained unresolved 
and the backlog was increasing by 10,000 each week. Now, new claims 
would not even be accepted for two weeks so EDD would be able to 
catch up by January.

It did not catch up. At the time of this writing in early January, 
the claims backlog was growing again and EDD had just suddenly 
suspended 1.4 million accounts. Newsom had presided over this train 
wreck for 10 months without improvement.
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* * *

In late April, my office received a call from a woman named Emily 
who was inconsolable, saying she was on the brink of giving up hope. 
She was out of work and her EDD claim had been pending for a month. 
She had no money, no way to pay her bills or put food on the table. “I 
just can’t do this anymore,” she said, adding she couldn’t “hang on the 
Governor’s promises anymore.” We would later learn the agency had 
made a basic processing error, denying her claim and not even telling 
her.

I could provide hundreds of other stories just like this. At times 
during 2020, my office would open dozens of new cases every day 
from constituents who couldn’t get their benefits. Doing justice to 
their stories would take a book in itself. We heard from constituents 
who would call EDD hundreds of times with no answer; who received 
notices with someone else’s social security number, employer, or 
earnings; who would wait weeks, months, or forever for their benefits. 
By one estimate, only one in a thousand people would reach a live 
person when they tried to call EDD. Sometimes, after finally getting 
through, the caller would be abruptly hung up on. The callback option 
routinely failed, with people requesting a callback and not getting one. 
No reason was given for benefit denials, and when one was given it 
often didn’t make sense. One claimant had an electronic application 
denied as “illegible.” Every legislative office was having the same 
experience; San Francisco Assemblyman David Chiu, a Democrat, 
started a #EDDFailoftheDay hashtag featuring the worst incidents.

Part of the problem was EDD’s obsolete technology. There were 
system crashes, delays, and innumerable glitches in what the LA Times 
called “a perfect storm of failures for a state government with a long 
history of technology problems.” For years, the nonpartisan Legislative 
Analyst’s Office had reported on EDD’s “aging and inflexible” IT 
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system. As of 2020, the agency was four years into an 11-year, $30 
million “modernization” of its software and was still in the planning 
stages. Other states had made immediate improvements by partnering 
with the private sector on cloud-based solutions, but our government, 
a stone’s throw from Silicon Valley, couldn’t muster the technology 
for basic service. Millions of Californians were paying the price: come 
Christmas, food banks throughout the state were still overwhelmed.

With California having nearly the highest unemployment in the 
country combined with the slowest delivery of benefits, many people 
were wondering: What good is an unemployment office if it can’t help 
you when you lose your job, especially when you’ve lost it on the 
government’s orders? All the while, EDD was patting itself on the 
back. The agency put out regular press releases trumpeting how many 
claims it had processed (more than New York and Texas combined, one 
release boasted) and how many billions had been distributed—as if the 
agency were dispensing these funds in charity rather than returning 
them to the taxpayers who underwrite the system.

Newsom was also categorically excluding people from benefits in 
arbitrary ways. Californians who had mixed income, part W-2 and 
part 1099, were ineligible for benefits under the CARES Act because of 
an oversight. I asked the Governor to fill in this gap, in the same way 
he’d set aside $75 million for undocumented immigrants, who were 
also ineligible. He refused. The EDD also forced thousands of people 
who had made a mistake on their application to serve “penalty weeks,” 
a kind of government-imposed timeout with no benefits. I wrote a 
letter signed by a bipartisan group of Legislators, and EDD actually 
agreed to change the policy, but in a roundabout way designed to 
deceive the federal government. Worst of all, as discussed in Chapter 
6, independent contractors suffered long delays as Newsom, the EDD, 
and the Special Interests behind AB 5 plotted how best to exploit their 
sudden need to interface with the agency. Congressman Adam Schiff 
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had to admonish his own Governor to stop holding back these benefits.

* * *

There was one group of claimants for whom the delivery of benefits 
was swift and seamless: California prisoners who were not entitled to 
them. On November 23, a group of nine local district attorneys, led by 
Sacramento County District Attorney Anne Marie Schubert, uncovered 
“the most significant fraud of taxpayer funds in California history.” It 
might have been the most sensational story of government failure in 
recent memory, if our state had not provided so much competition 
already in 2020.

The district attorneys found that 35,000 fraudulent claims had been 
filed in the names of inmates, with 20,000 of them already paid. Bank of 
America would report that the fraud spanned 345,000 of its accounts. 
While other states had detected some fraud, the bank said “the scale 
of program fraud in California is unique.” Stolen funds were already 
thought to be around $1 billion, though some estimates suggested the 
ultimate loss could be closer to $8.5 billion. “The practical reality is the 
vast majority of this money will never be repaid,” El Dorado County 
District Attorney Vern Pierson said. The names used in the scheme 
included rapists, child molesters, and 133 Death Row inmates, including 
Scott Peterson and multiple serial killers. Among other “claimants” 
were Dianne Feinstein, John Doe, and Poopy Britches. The more we 
learned about this scandal, the worse it got: Tens of thousands of debit 
cards landed in states nowhere near California. Hundreds of cards 
would be sent to the same address, and some went directly to prisons. 
Benefits were issued to “infants or children as well as centenarians.” 
Some fraudsters “even flout[ed] their illegal windfalls” in YouTube 
videos. “Undoubtedly, this money has been utilized to fund further 
criminal conduct,” the prosecutors noted.
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Assemblyman David Chiu, a Democrat from San Francisco, 
summed up the intolerable irony: “It’s egregious that my constituents 
make a single typo that holds up their EDD benefits for months, while 
an inmate on death row can use a fake name and still get benefits 
paid out.” The district attorneys also advised Newsom of the zero-sum 
reality: “Fraudulent unemployment claims deny those who have lost 
their employment, many due to COVID-19, who are legally eligible 
for benefits and are truly in need from getting the financial assistance 
they need.”

The prosecutors did not hold back in identifying how this scheme 
was allowed to happen. According to the Sacramento Bee, “The district 
attorneys said neither the Employment Development Department nor 
Gov. Gavin Newsom have done enough to try to stop the fraudulent 
payments,” which were ongoing. “We have asked and implored the 
governor to turn the spigot off,” said Sacramento District Attorney 
Schubert, a registered Independent. EDD was not cross-checking 
claims with prison rolls as the vast majority of states were and as 
the federal government had advised, making the scheme “relatively 
easy” in Schubert’s assessment. Schubert called EDD’s response “slow 
and nonexistent,” and advised Newsom to “look to other states for 
solutions.” Fresno County District Attorney Lisa A. Smittcamp said 
Newsom “did nothing until the elected district attorneys brought it 
to the media,” adding she did not think the state “has a handle on it.” 
Riverside County District Attorney Michael Hestrin had a similar 
takeaway: “I don’t know who was at the wheel.”

Yet Newsom responded to the largest taxpayer fraud in history—
which had occurred on his watch and was keeping benefits out of the 
hands of Californians who were jobless because of his own orders—by 
trying to defend himself. In a letter to the district attorneys, “Newsom 
pushed back on suggestions that he dragged his feet, saying the state 
took steps as early as September to ‘deter and eliminate fraudulent 
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claims.’” Reported the Bee: “He didn’t elaborate on those steps.” 
Newsom also floated the creation of another task force, prompting 
a barbed response from Democrat Assemblywoman Cottie Petrie-
Norris. “We do not need a task force to implement simple and obvious 
steps that are implemented across the country,” she said. “It’s absurd. 
This is outrageous.”

the “dAtA glitch”

Government performance failures were not limited to the EDD. 
They were repeatedly compromising California’s pandemic response 
and reopening plans.

On Monday, August 3, Newsom admitted the state’s COVID 
case data had been wrong for weeks because of a major “glitch.” The 
Governor, who had been holding press conferences almost every day, 
then disappeared from public view for a week. The Associated Press 
reported, “Newsom’s office did not respond Friday to questions about 
why he was not personally holding one of his frequent daily briefings 
to explain and account for problems with the CalREDIE data.” In 
Newsom’s absence, Health and Human Services Secretary Mark Ghaly 
was charged with addressing the matter: “We apologize. You deserve 
better,” he said.

According to Ghaly, the problem began with a “computer server 
outage” but was “compounded by the state’s failure to renew a 2-year-
old certificate for one of the nation’s largest commercial labs, meaning 
the state did not receive updates for five days from Quest Diagnostics.” 
The result, per the AP, was that “county health officials say they’ve 
been flying blind, unable to conduct robust contact tracing or monitor 
health factors without timely information, especially at a time when 
parents are on edge about school plans.” The upshot was that while 
Californians had been told to put their lives on hold in deference 
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to “data,” we were learning that because of the Administration’s 
negligence, the data was wrong. The LA Times also reported the 
Administration became aware of the issue “days before” Newsom cited 
the erroneous data to the public.

Six days after the revelation we still had not heard from the 
Governor. But late that Sunday night, his Director of Public Health, Dr. 
Sonia Angell, abruptly resigned. No reason was given. When Newsom 
finally emerged the next day, it was perhaps the worst display of 
obfuscation and accountability dodging of any press conference in the 
COVID era. When asked about Dr. Angell’s departure, Newsom flatly 
refused to say whether she had resigned at his request or to explain 
it at all, calling it a “personnel matter” as though he were referring 
to an employee of his PlumpJack winery. Several reporters were not 
satisfied with this. A reporter for the Associated Press pointed out that 
Angell was “a State top public health officer” so there was a “public 
interest in why she left.” Newsom still refused to answer, saying “the 
decision was made.”

I called for an investigation and oversight hearing, but Newsom 
had another idea: a self-investigation. This became a favorite trick, to 
consume the entire field of inquiry with an internal investigation so 
there was no room for the Legislature, Auditor or any independent 
authority to seek out real answers. Later in the month when rolling 
blackouts by PG&E affected large parts of the state, Newsom assured 
the public: “We’ve got an investigation moving forward, and in real 
time, we’ll let you and others know what we determine. I am not 
pleased with what’s happened. We’ll get to the bottom of it.” In a letter 
to his own hand-picked political appointees directing the investigation, 
he claimed he was “not informed until moments before the blackouts 
started.” As noted in Chapter 2, Newsom had actually approved the 
blackout plan and, while lambasting PG&E’s “corporate greed,” was 
the utility’s single largest beneficiary of political funding.
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As to the data glitch, the Legislature eventually got around to 
holding a limited hearing several weeks later. Newsom officials testified 
they failed to anticipate the COVID data “glitch” because they didn’t 
expect a ten-fold increase in case data. I asked the Chief Information 
Officer how this could be when Newsom famously projected 26 million 
California cases. His response: “I’m not sure, I can’t really answer it.” 
I also asked the Chief Deputy Public Health Director why Newsom 
himself presented false COVID data to the public even after the 
Administration knew about the data glitch. “That is one of the quality 
control issues we have put back in place,” I was told.

* * *

Any Californian who had ever been to the DMV was aware, well 
before COVID-19, of the infuriating gap between what we pay for as 
taxpayers and the quality of service we get in return. Likewise, anyone 
in the field will tell you that California’s unemployment system has 
long been the worst in the country. Gavin Newsom cannot be blamed 
for inheriting a massive bureaucracy that was archaic, rigid, and in the 
thrall of Special Interests.

But in 2020, we needed to do better. We needed our government 
to become more modern, performance-based, and at the service of 
Californians. That required leadership, which Newsom had every 
opportunity and extraordinary power to provide. Instead, he reinforced 
the bureaucracy’s worst qualities: using state agencies not just to 
respond to the pandemic but to advance his political priorities, dodging 
accountability in every way he could, failing to guide the machinery 
of government through the storm. The executive branch was left 
rudderless, with awesome power but limited capability—woefully ill-
equipped to meet the challenges of the COVID era. It was a political 
failure of astonishing proportions.
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On December 30, 2020, as he appointed a new Director of the 
EDD, Newsom vaguely alluded to the debacle of the preceding year: 
“California has certainly not escaped this national crisis unscathed,” he 
said. After all of the harm caused by his government’s incompetence, 
he could only acknowledge it as some minor by-product of a “national 
crisis” outside his control. With the new year a day away, Newsom 
demonstrated one final time, as he had throughout 2020, that he’s 
simply unwilling to accept responsibility. In 2021, Californians can see 
to it that he never has to take responsibility for anything again.
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CHAPTER NINE

Partisan

“Good morning. The GOP have now lost the popular vote in 7 of 
the last 8 presidential elections.” – Gavin Newsom, Nov. 5, 2020

The deaths of Iranian terrorist Qasem Soleimani and Supreme Court 
Justice Ruther Bader Ginsburg were among the most notable of 2020. 
Naturally, they evoked very different reactions from the American 
public. But one American, Gavin Newsom, responded to the two 
events in exactly the same way.

As we woke to the news of Soleimani’s killing on January 3, Newsom 
tweeted, “Today is a good day to remind ourselves that elections matter. 
Vote.” Shortly after news broke of Ginsburg’s passing, Newsom posted 
a brief tribute, then a mere four minutes later followed up with a one-
word tweet: “VOTE.” Such commands from Newsom were a steady 
drumbeat throughout the year. On October 24, he tweeted:

“VOTE. VOTE. VOTE. VOTE. VOTE. VOTE. VOTE. VOTE. VOTE. 
VOTE. VOTE. VOTE. VOTE. VOTE. VOTE. VOTE. VOTE. VOTE. 
VOTE. VOTE. VOTE. VOTE. VOTE. VOTE. VOTE. VOTE. VOTE. 
VOTE. VOTE. VOTE. VOTE. VOTE. VOTE. VOTE. VOTE. VOTE. 
VOTE. VOTE. VOTE. VOTE. VOTE. VOTE. VOTE. VOTE. VOTE.”

Often, of course, Newsom had thoughts on who to vote for. His 
tweets were sprinkled with phrases like, “It’s time to vote them out.” 
On November 1, California’s Governor even had a recommendation 
for the voters of South Carolina as their Senator Lindsay Graham faced 
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reelection. “Vote this deranged man OUT of office,” Newsom tweeted.
As his Mario Kart animation had made clear with its red and blue 

characters, Newsom’s approach to politics was one rooted in division. 
He used social media to engage in partisan warfare and mirrored 
that modus operandi in his words and deeds as a first-year Governor. 
At times it seemed his main constituency was not the Californians 
of diverse political views he was entrusted to lead, but the national 
activists and opinion leaders who held his ticket onto a bigger stage.

These were exactly the wrong qualities for a governor in the 
COVID era. In responding to the pandemic, Newsom’s partisan zeal 
was not merely a distraction but an ever-present obstacle. He exploited 
the crisis for political ends, seeded public health guidance with fodder 
for partisan appetites, and tribally divided Californians at a time when 
unity was more needed than ever.

AmericA’s most PArtisAN goVerNor

Newsom had a particular obsession with Mitch McConnell. 
In the second half of 2019, he had tweeted about the U.S. Senate 
Majority Leader 27 times, with statements like “@senatemajldr and 
@realDonaldTrump—you sicken me,” “@senatemajldr should be 
ashamed of himself,” “The cowardice of @senatemajldr will have a 
lasting impact on generations to come,” and “Hey, @senatemajldr: 
Kentucky has a Democratic Governor. Look out.”

This obsession did not abate in the COVID era, with nine 
McConnell-related tweets in the last few months of 2020, including: 
“Mitch McConnell once again puts his own self interests and desire for 
power above the needs of the American people,” “Mitch McConnell’s 
soulless inaction and willingness to put the lives and livelihoods of 
millions of Americans on the line for his own political gain is simply 
disgusting,” and “Let’s put Mitch McConnell out of a job.” One Newsom 
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tweet even gave a definition of invertebrates as including “well known 
animals such as jellyfish, corals, slugs, snails, octopuses, and Mitch 
McConnell.”

Newsom’s unrestrained partisanship went a step further on 
October 12, 2020 when he declared: “Nothing reeks of desperation 
quite like the Republican Party organization these days – willing to lie, 
cheat, and threaten our democracy all for the sake of gaining power.” 
This was a reference to ballot collection boxes made available to the 
public by the state Republican Party, which Newsom called illegal; a 
Sacramento judge would rule to the contrary in what the LA Times 
called “a significant victory for GOP officials who have insisted their 
ballot collection campaign is following state election law.” At the same 
time, California’s Secretary of State, Alex Padilla, had awarded a $35 
million COVID-related “voter education” contract to a partisan PR 
firm that worked for the Biden Campaign and California congressional 
candidates. State Controller Betty Yee, a Democrat, found the no-bid 
contract to be illegal and stopped payment, yet the ads were still 
made and aired. A Sacramento Bee editorial called it a “questionable 
politicization of the voting process,” concluding that the “partisan-
tinged scandal” had “tarnish[ed] our election system.” But Newsom 
did not accuse Padilla of scheming to “lie, cheat, and threaten our 
democracy.” He appointed him to the United States Senate.

As was to be expected, given his “VOTE” tweet launched moments 
after Justice Ginsburg’s death, Newsom threw himself into the Supreme 
Court confirmation battle with gusto—even though it had nothing to 
do with his job and there was plenty to attend to in California. He 
quickly started trolling the likes of Lindsay Graham, Mitch McConnell, 
and Amy Coney Barrett herself. Newsom posted a “gotcha” video of 
Barrett supposedly supporting his view of whether an appointment 
was appropriate so close to an election. In fact, the video was fake 
news, having been manipulated to remove the context making it clear 
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that was not the point she was making at all. Newsom was eventually 
forced to delete the tweet, though he never apologized to Barrett or 
corrected the record for the millions of people who saw it, and he 
would continue to demean Barrett with misleading attacks during the 
confirmation hearings.

PArtisANshiP goNe VirAl

In March 2020, Newsom raised eyebrows with some borderline 
complimentary statements about the President. But the reality was he 
was using partisanship to dismiss criticism of his policies from the 
beginning. In an April 3 appearance on the View, Newsom was asked 
about Congressman Devin Nunes’s suggestion that schools did not 
need to close indefinitely. Newsom retorted: “I don’t want to give him 
much air. I have not sourced him for advice on pretty much any issue 
and I say that as respectfully as I can.” Newsom said he would “try to 
avoid some elected officials who frankly may not have the benefit of 
some of the insight that many of us do here.” Shortly thereafter, as 
we have seen, Newsom tapped the nation’s all-time biggest partisan 
mega-donor, fresh off the presidential campaign trail, not only for 
advice but to head California’s economic recovery.

As the COVID era wore on, Newsom would link partisanship and 
the virus unlike any other Governor. On October 24 he released a 
spurious chart ranking “red” and “blue” states by COVID cases. Taken 
as a screenshot from a website called “Dan’s COVID Charts,” there were 
many problems with the chart’s presentation: it ignored confounding 
variables, it cut cases off at June and cut the states off after 25, and it 
ignored data for deaths and hospitalizations. Even taking the measure 
at face value, however, the trend was ironically the exact opposite 
for counties within California at the time. And now, in early January, 
California has itself been leading the nation in new cases. So much 
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for Newsom’s football-spiking comment when he released the chart: 
“We’re keeping Californians alive and healthy.”

Even if the chart did convey something meaningful, it is hard to see 
what purpose could possibly be served by posting it. If the Governor 
wanted to make some point about the efficacy of particular COVID 
interventions, he could have done so without adding partisanship 
to the mix. That would certainly have been a better way to persuade 
people than condemning an entire party with which millions of his 
constituents affiliated. In truth, there was a diversity of approaches 
among states, irrespective of party, as there was a great diversity of 
opinion among the population that did not neatly break down along 
partisan lines. While the chart revealed nothing useful about the virus, 
it did illustrate priorities of the Governor’s that were far removed from 
the health of Californians and of our body politic.

Adding further clarity to those priorities was Newsom’s stated 
intention to use COVID-19 to “reshape the way we do business and 
how we govern” as part of “reimagining a new progressive era as it 
relates to capitalism.” He reiterated this sentiment on CNBC on May 
19, saying COVID would require everyone to become “more capable 
of meeting a regulatory mindset.” Public opinion polls were clear 
that Californians believed the state’s priority needed to be defeating 
the virus—not undertaking a project of political transformation—yet 
Newsom was consistently sending signals about the latter to a national 
audience.

In California, those signals were being translated into policy by 
diktat. At our October trial, we pointed out that 24 of Newsom’s 
Executive Orders relied on unrestricted “police powers” purportedly 
granted by Section 8627 of the Emergency Services Act. Newsom’s 
lawyers could not identify a single Executive Order any other 
Governor in 50 years of the Act’s history had ever issued pursuant to 
that provision. Yet Newsom used it to create new policy without limit, 
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issuing orders that touched on many “progressive” goals—an eviction 
moratorium, price controls, workplace liability rules, vote-by-mail, 
paid sick leave, debt collection, prisoner re-entry, and others. Some of 
these would have been unobjectionable as properly enacted temporary 
measures. But there was an unavoidable suspicion that their unlawful 
COVID-era adoption would be used to propel permanent policy 
changes—which in some cases has already come to pass.

Newsom’s partisanship affected not just the content of his 
“emergency” policies and the lawless means of their enactment, but 
also the way he carried them out. The vote-by-mail order, for example, 
was steeped in grandiose statements about not having to choose 
between one’s life and one’s vote, with other states chided for forcing 
that choice upon their unsuspecting citizens. The Steyer Commission 
was billed not just as an economic recovery task force but as a vehicle 
for far-reaching political objectives. As will be discussed in the next 
chapter, Newsom communicated public health measures like wearing 
a mask in the most divisive and condescending of ways, seemingly 
designed more for consumption by the Twitter-verse than observance 
by Californians. Even where this was not the case, Newsom’s continual 
partisan warfare had undercut his credibility: If he was willing to post 
fake news about Amy Coney Barret for a few retweets, how could he 
be a trusted source of authority for all Californians?

On November 7, Joe Biden did what leaders often do after an 
election and tried to bring the country together. “I will be a President 
for all Americans—whether you voted for me or not,” he said. Gavin 
Newsom had a different reaction: “Good morning. The @GOP have 
now lost the popular vote in 7 of the last 8 presidential elections.”

* * *

In my March 16 speech to the Assembly, I said “the partisan rituals 
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of ordinary politics have no place in these extraordinary times.” Gavin 
Newsom did not get the message. Instead, he made the politicization 
of COVID a ritual in itself, using the crisis to bolster his bona fides as 
a partisan warrior.

Now that he faces a recall, Newsom has already made it clear that 
partisan warfare will be his defense. His campaign has repeatedly 
described the Recall as driven by “Trump supporters,” saying “the 
Trump train doesn’t want to leave the station.” Newsom’s political 
mentor, Willie Brown, previewed this strategy in a December 19 
column (which was back up and running after Newsom created the 
exception to AB 5 for him). “He has to paint the recall effort as an 
attack by disgruntled supporters of President Trump,” Brown wrote. “If 
Newsom can make it about Trump, Newsom wins.”

In truth, Californians of all parties are supporting the Recall, 
because the betrayals of public trust outlined in this book are not of 
a partisan nature. A recall is an inherently confrontational event. But 
by breaking free of America’s most divisive Governor, I believe we can 
come together again as a state. 
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CHAPTER TEN

Hypocritical

“Don’t be selfish.” – Gavin Newsom

When Utah Governor Gary Herbert announced a statewide mask 
mandate, he explained the policy to Utahns in a televised address. 
“Masks do not negatively affect our economy, and wearing them is 
the easiest way to slow the spread of the virus,” he said. “Individual 
freedom is certainly important, and it is our rule of law that protects 
that freedom. Laws are put in places to protect all of us. That’s why we 
have traffic lights, speed limits and seatbelts, and that’s why we now 
have a mask mandate.”

One might quibble with Governor Herbert’s analogies, and the 
new policy was certainly met with opposition. But it was a very 
different tone than California’s Governor took when he announced a 
similar mandate in June of 2020. “Simply put, we are seeing too many 
people with faces uncovered,” Newsom reproached the public. He then 
tweeted, “Don’t be selfish. Wear a mask.” Seeing this get traction on 
the social media platform, he tweeted it again: “Don’t be selfish – Wear 
a mask.”

Newsom had not mentioned mask-wearing in a single tweet before 
announcing the mandate—even though some states, like Rhode Island, 
had been requiring them for over a month. But as soon as his first tweet 
on the subject did well, it became fodder for relentless sloganeering 
along the lines of his VOTE series. “WEAR A MASK” and “WEAR 
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YOUR MASK” and “WEAR. A. MASK” were tweeted 17 different times. 
Lowercase versions appeared in several dozen more tweets, along with 
variations like “Be kind. Wear a mask,” “Be smart. Wear a mask,” and a 
dithyramb about masking-wearing as “a sign of toughness…a sign of 
someone who gives a damn,” which Newsom called “a beautiful thing.” 
Finally, there was, “Me again: You really really really really really really 
really really really really really really really really really really need to 
wear a mask,” with the reallys arrayed vertically.

Then came the French Laundry.

do As i sAy

If Newsom’s only sin were disobeying his own orders, then the 
restaurant’s name probably would not have so quickly entered the 
global lexicon as synonymous with lockdown hypocrisy. The Governor 
had not just issued edicts from on high, but in pursuit of COVID 
superstardom, had turned them into a character test—then failed the 
test himself in the most spectacular of ways.

The French Laundry is “one of the world’s most exclusive 
restaurants.” Its building in Napa Valley dates to 1900 and is on the 
National Registry of Historic Places. It is routinely on the list of the 
Top 50 Restaurants of the World put out by Restaurant Magazine and 
is one of only 14 three-Michelin-star restaurants in the United States. 
The owner, Thomas Keller, won the award for Best California Chef in 
1996 and the Best Chef in America in 1997. Guests can pick between 
two nine-course tasting menus, neither of which uses the same 
ingredient twice. The food is French with “contemporary American 
influences.” After Newsom’s infamous dinner, the Onion ran a satirical 
article about how he was criticized “for eating at The French Laundry 
when Atelier Crenn offers a clearly superior take on contemporary 
cuisine.”
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The November 6 gathering that attracted the Governor was a 50th 
birthday celebration for one of the Capitol’s most powerful lobbyists. 
Several other lobbyists were in attendance, including two from the 
California Medical Association. Photographs would show that the 
guests sat closely together and did not wear masks. The table appeared 
to be indoors. The wine bill alone was reported at $12,000, and there 
was a “careless, Gatsby-esque vibe” with other patrons complaining 
about the noise. The event took place just as the Governor was about to 
impose new “emergency brake” restrictions across California, followed 
shortly by a curfew and then a new stay-at-home order.

When the story broke a week later, the reaction was immediate. 
It took off on social media, and before long just about the whole state 
knew what had happened. The New York Times, whose coverage 
Newsom coveted, ran a story headlined “For California Governor the 
Coronavirus Message Is Do as I Say, Not as I Dine.” The Sacramento 
Bee editorialized the next day that nothing could “launder the stain of 
stupidity from” Newsom’s “reputation after this ill-conceived outing.”

The Bee editorial unpacked the “layers of bad judgment,” noting 
first that “it’s no secret that the Newsoms have tons of money, but it’s 
très gauche of them to flaunt it at a time like this.” Next the editorial 
highlighted the terrible optics of feting a “Newsom insider and 
lobbying firm partner with a knack for getting his way in the corridors 
of power.” Finally, it pointed to the “stunning hypocrisy,” as Newsom 
“eschewed state public health guidelines to dine with friends at a time 
when the governor has asked families to scale back Thanksgiving 
plans.” The Bee Editorial Board, which had endorsed Newsom in his 
run for governor, concluded: “Two years into his first term, and nine 
months into the COVID-19 pandemic, Newsom still can’t get his act 
together. If Newsom can’t get his head into the game, perhaps he 
should make this governor thing a one-term affair and leave the job 
open for someone with a desire to lead.”
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Newsom compounded his problems with dishonesty. At his next 
press conference, he “told reporters the party was outside where the 
coronavirus is less likely to spread,” but within days photos surfaced 
showing “a private dining room that looked mostly inside.” While 
Newsom claimed he “took safety precautions,” the photos showed 
otherwise; there was no social distancing and no masks, even when 
guests were standing up mingling away from the table. In any case, 
according to a guidance put out by the Governor’s Office earlier in 
the year, masks should have been worn between bites even during the 
nine-course meal.

At this time, millions of Californians remained unemployed. Their 
lives had been upended by orders of the Governor that he refused to 
justify with evidence. Many were struggling desperately to provide 
for their families as they’d waited months for checks owed to them 
by Newsom’s EDD office; they’d soon learn those checks were often 
going to hardened prisoners able to exploit the Governor’s negligent 
management. All the while, Newsom presumed to control almost every 
facet of their lives and called them selfish for not doing as he said. 
Now, here he was enjoying a world-class dining experience beyond 
their wildest imaginings. As he reveled in the company of the lobbyists 
who funded his campaigns, controlled our Capitol, and made it so hard 
for many people to get by even in good times, Newsom flouted his own 
diktats in precisely the way he’d denounced as “not giving a damn.”

In truth, Newsom had never seemed to appreciate the impact of 
his actions on people’s lives, or perhaps just hadn’t cared. This was 
the case with AB 5, when he notoriously said, “I’m not sure those jobs 
were killed,” and it had been the case throughout the COVID-19 era. 
Even in March, when he first issued the stay-at-home order, Newsom 
released an animation showing which establishments had to close. 
After depicting open supermarkets and other “essential” businesses, it 
showed several small businesses like salons and restaurants operating 
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as normal until suddenly the people inside literally just go up in smoke. 
This was not an opponent of the policy dramatizing its effect; it was 
the Governor’s own public service announcement.

Several months before the French Laundry dinner, cases were 
beginning to rise. Tom Steyer, for his part, said it was not the “people’s 
fault.” He explained that “if there was a mistake made, it was in not 
preparing people to understand that opening up with protocols was 
possible, but that those protocols were critical to the state working.” For 
Newsom, on the other hand, the blame lay squarely with Californians. 
“We cannot continue to do what we have done over the last number 
of weeks,” he warned. “It is our behaviors that are leading to these 
numbers.” The Governor went on to say that “some have developed 
a little amnesia. Others have just, frankly, taken down their guard,” 
adding that “the reality is people are mixing, and that is increasing 
the spread of this virus.” Newsom even asked, “If you cannot practice 
physical distancing, then are you practicing love?”

Lashing out at the people of California not only betrayed a 
misanthropic bent, but ignored their heroic efforts for weeks on end 
to successfully “flatten the curve.” Californians were willing to make 
sacrifices for the common good—cell phone data showed they stayed 
home when it was asked of them—but they were not willing to make 
pointless sacrifices that the Governor failed to justify and refused to 
make himself.

cAPitol hyPocrisy

In the words of Rob Stutzman, a veteran political strategist who 
frequently supplies sound bites to the media, the French Laundry 
scandal “plays on all the things people imagine are the worst things 
about politics—and it turns out to be true.” This is half-right. The reality 
of politics in California is actually even worse than most people imagine.
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It is certainly worse than I imagined when I first became a legislator. 
Aside from internships growing up, I had never worked in politics. But 
I had seen the disastrous consequences of our state’s misgovernance on 
education, economic opportunity, public safety, and our overall quality 
of life. I ran for office precisely because I believed our government was 
failing—but still, it was worse than I imagined. I discovered our state’s 
political class had perfected a sham legislative process that is designed 
to maximize value for the Special Interests who control entry into that 
class. I saw how richly those interests had flourished while California 
became a state with more poverty, inequality, and homelessness than 
anywhere—a state that is literally deteriorating, a state where over 
half the population wants out, a state where two-thirds believe the 
American Dream is dead.

Politicians, by and large, did not feel the effects of this decline. 
They had a reliable paycheck and a generous per diem. They created 
a special DMV only for themselves. They attended plush fundraisers 
and receptions every night of the week in Sacramento. They went on 
all-expenses-paid junkets at the most alluring destinations around the 
world. They put their kids in private school to escape the failed public 
education system they were responsible for—just as Newsom sent 
his kids to in-person private school while his lockdown orders kept 
millions of less fortunate families struggling with remote learning.

Newsom’s French Laundry outing put this disconnect on vivid 
display. In a New York Times column subtitled, “A lavish dinner 
helped reinforce the idea that California’s government is a mess of 
bureaucratic dysfunction and aristocratic indifference,” Miriam Pawel 
described California government as the “bastion of an out-of-touch elite 
oblivious to people’s needs.” Newsom’s dinner, she wrote, “dramatized 
the chasm that divides California—more severely than North versus 
South or inland versus the coast…It is hard to say which was more 
astounding, the hypocrisy or the hubris.”
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Both the hypocrisy and the hubris ran even deeper. California 
politicians not only let powerful interests run our state into the 
ground while escaping the consequences themselves, but at the same 
time claimed they were advancing “liberal” and “progressive” ideals 
in the name of “social justice.” The leader of the State Assembly even 
claimed California was building a “utopia.” This farce was what Edwin 
Lombard, CEO of the Black Chamber of Commerce, identified with 
clarity as Newsom and the Legislature stood by AB 5 in the thick of 
the COVID shutdown and even connived to reinforce it. He responded 
directly to the author of the bill, who had tried to prop up the corrupt 
law not only by claiming it was about “worker protection” but also by 
somehow connecting it to ongoing demonstrations around the use of 
force by police.

“Black lives, Black families and Black businesses have been 
devastated by the triple catastrophes of AB5, COVID-19, and the violent 
racism that permeates the very institutions we rely on to protect our 
freedom as Americans,” he wrote. “How dare you use the shooting 
of civilians by police as a political weapon to defend your misguided 
and disastrous law that has robbed thousands of Californians of their 
right to earn a living with dignity, respect, and independence. The 
Black men and women who have chosen to work for themselves are 
not asking for your ‘protection’ from self-employment. We are not 
asking for your permission to earn a living as we choose, by starting 
a business for ourselves or control our own future as an independent 
contractor. We’re tired of paternalistic institutions that purport to 
‘protect’ us while enabling, defending, and propagating the systemic 
racism that has cost so many Black lives. AB 5 has already crushed 
thousands of Black businesses and will keep more from operating 
in the Gig Economy. Nearly a million Californians would lose jobs, 
opportunities, and independence if the future of AB 5 were up to you…
We’re not asking for your help or misguided protection. Just open the 
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door and let us help ourselves.”

* * *

After reading that statement on the Floor of the Assembly in June 
2020, I addressed my colleagues: “I see California’s political leadership, 
including the Governor and Members of this Assembly, speak in high 
tones about issues of social justice,” I said. “But all it takes is a phone 
call from a big enough Special Interest and you’ll turn your back on 
any community.”

In a break from decorum, the author of the bill and the Chair of the 
Labor Committee had just attacked me personally on the Assembly 
Floor for trying to repeal the bill, so I turned to their remarks. “When 
I hear these repeated cheap shots and personal attacks I just don’t 
engage with it at all—because I know that you guys, in particular, 
aren’t the problem. The problem is we have a Legislature that isn’t run 
by Legislators.” I paused, then concluded: “But we all have the capacity 
to change that. We all have the ability to start governing in the public 
interest. On this bill right now, we could consciously decide not just 
to award freedom in small doses but to start treating all Californians 
with the dignity and respect they deserve.” Of course, the Legislature 
did not change anything. And the Governor did not change anything, 
except to make our politics an order of magnitude worse.

So now it’s up to us, the people of California, to exercise our 
sovereign power and give full expression to that timeless phrase from 
the Declaration of Independence: “the consent of the governed.” I 
believe if this Recall succeeds, it can inaugurate not just a new Governor 
but a new paradigm for our public life, where hypocrisy gives way to 
integrity, where corruption is overcome by decency, where our state’s 
steady decline—now a freefall—is swiftly reversed and a new era for 
the California Dream begins.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

Neglectful

“We’re going to be dusting that off.” – Gavin Newsom, referring to 
his moribund Health Corps on Nov. 30, 2020

Gavin Newsom, master of the novel coronavirus, took to CNN for 
a victory lap on April 1, 2020. Ticking off the keys to his pandemic 
response, Newsom delivered the epidemiological verdict: “While we 
see things increasing, we don’t see them increasing as fast as other 
parts of the country,” he told Jake Tapper.

Having tamed the virus at home, the Governor could turn his 
attention to those less enlightened states that had yet to do everything 
California had. “My message is this, what are you waiting for? What 
more evidence do you need…Don’t dream of regretting, lean into 
the moment, take responsibility. Meet it head on. You’ll never regret 
overcompensating at the moment so that you’re preparing people for 
meeting this moment in the responsible way.”

Even at this moment, CNN’s Tapper perhaps sensed he was being 
taken on a tour of a Potemkin village. “The CDC says that your state, 
California, has a testing backlog of nearly 60,000 tests,” he noted. 
“What’s being done about that?” From Newsom’s long-winded answer, 
it was clear to anyone watching that there really was no answer. In fact, 
nearly every facet of California’s direct public health response apart 
from the one Newsom seemed to relish—restricting human activity—
was lagging behind the rest of the nation. Worst among these failures, 
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Newsom would squander the talents and goodwill of tens of thousands 
of California healthcare professionals who could have helped stave off 
the nation’s worst COVID-19 surge.

the VANishiNg cAliforNiA heAlth corPs

On March 30, Governor Newsom announced a “a major new 
initiative to staff at least an additional 50,000 hospital beds needed for 
the COVID-19 surge.” He unveiled the California Health Corps, where 
doctors, nurses, and a variety of other healthcare professionals, who 
were either recently retired, still in school, or for some other reason 
not part of the workforce, were “encouraged to step up and meet this 
moment to help California respond to the outbreak.” I thought it was a 
great idea. It was a way to bolster our healthcare capacity, prepare for 
any surge, and tap into a civic spirit brimming across the state.

Newsom estimated the Health Corps would “increase our ranks by 
another 37,000-plus” workers who would be “distributed throughout 
our healthcare delivery system.” They would “provide for the kind of 
human capital surge that we’ll need to meet the moment.” On April 7, 
Newsom revealed the initial results, which were impressive: “81,879 
people have filled out a formal application,” he said. “That will provide 
the surge capacity in terms of personnel we’ll need to appropriately 
staff” additional hospital beds. The total applications would eventually 
surpass 94,000. When Newsom announced the signups, it made me 
proud of our state. Imagine what would be possible, I thought, if we 
could find ways to come together like this for a civic purpose more 
often. The Governor was right when he said, “California’s health care 
workers are the heroes of this moment.”

On December 3, 2020 Newsom made a very different announcement. 
With cases surging in California, he announced a new stay-at-home 
order that was triggered by a single metric: ICU capacity. I heard from 
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my local hospitals that the limiting factor for them was personnel 
shortages, and KCRW radio confirmed that when hospitals “say they’re 
running out of capacity, they mean they’re running out of staff.” Thus, 
nine months into the pandemic, Californians were going to be confined 
to their homes because we did not have enough healthcare workers. 
Where was the Health Corps? It turned out that of the 94,000 people 
who signed up, 21 of them were currently deployed. Not twenty-one 
thousand. Twenty-one.

A December 8, 2020 story by KCRW radio put it this way: “Now 
seems to be the perfect time to deploy Newsom’s ‘Health Corps.’ But 
hardly any of the 90,000 who signed up are available to help. Only a 
few hundred doctors and nurses are available. So what happened?” 
What happened was typical of California’s COVID-19 experience. 
Newsom had gotten his headline when he announced the “major 
initiative” of the Health Corps and the gaudy signup numbers. After 
that, the initiative fizzled. Once again, Californians had stepped up and 
the Governor let them down.

* * *

On December 1, the Sacramento Bee published an investigative 
report headlined “Newsom asked California doctors and nurses to join 
his Health Corps. Why the plan flopped.” The Bee had made a Public 
Records Act request and received deployment documents, showing 
that “dozens of hospitals and nursing homes had requested Health 
Corps resources but received no help from the group or fewer people 
than they had requested.” Stephanie Roberson of the California Nurses 
Association, usually a stanch Newsom ally, said there had been “no 
progress whatsoever” on the Health Corps. When the Los Angeles 
Times asked why only 21 Health Corps members were deployed after 
the program “launched to great fanfare in the spring,” a public health 
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department spokesperson responded that “the agency is looking for 
ways to optimize the use of the volunteer program.”

In the early days, a few applicants were indeed hired and deployed. 
But many of them “stood by at mostly empty ‘surge’ facilities, 
including the Sleep Train Arena in Sacramento, while some hospitals 
and nursing homes went without the qualified Health Corps workers 
they had requested.” Doctors at Sleep Train clocked in for a couple 
weeks, saw barely any patients, then the facility was closed and they 
went home. When some of them reached out in December to ask if 
they were needed, they were told they would not be called back, and 
if they really wanted to help they had to submit a new application to 
join a whole different program. Some other Health Corps members 
said haphazard scheduling and training “made it difficult to stick with 
the program.” Others were never able to be of service because they 
“were at the mercy of a confusing technology system that hampered 
deployments.”

But most applicants never heard from the state at all. Assemblyman 
James Gallagher posted “CA Health Corps stories” from his constituents. 
Katrina from Corona said, “I signed up when it first came out, never 
heard a thing.” Nikki from Alta explained, “I was one of those nurses 
who volunteered. I never got deployed. It keeps saying I’m in step 3 of 
5 and to be ready to deploy. That’s as far as it will let me go. Everything 
checked out but it’s just stuck in the system.” Brian from Paradise said, 
“Still waiting on my CNA license 9 months later still waiting on the 
state.” Catherine from Stanislaus: “I was one that applied and never got 
any response. Ever.” Priscilla from Yuba City: “I applied for this and 
haven’t had anyone contact me yet at all.”

The main issue, the Governor’s Office asserted, was that most people 
who applied were ineligible. But it was Newsom who had predicted a 
37,000-person boost to the workforce. Moreover, it was the state itself 
that was setting eligibility requirements, and some barriers—like AB 5, 
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certain staffing ratios, and limits on final-semester nursing students, 
which California kept in place weeks after other states—were arbitrary 
or protectionist. There was also no apparent effort made to contact 
ineligible applicants to see if they had useful skillsets.

Yet on November 30, 2020, Newsom “renewed calls for healthcare 
workers to join Health Corps,” saying, “We’re going to be dusting 
that off.” Rather than activating, maintaining, and nurturing this 
extraordinary pool of Californians willing to serve, so that they would 
be ready if the time came, the Governor had let the program gather 
dust on the shelf. When the time did come and personnel shortages 
became pressing, it was of little use. It was on the basis of that failure 
that Newsom shut down the state.

the testiNg mess

The testing backlog identified in Jake Tapper’s interview with 
Newsom was not an anomaly. On April 20, an Associated Press analysis 
of data gathered by the COVID Tracking Project showed that California 
had the third-lowest testing rate in the country. Stephen Morrison, 
senior vice president at the Center for Strategic and International 
Studies, called this “puzzling” since California’s mayors, along with 
Newsom, had been quicker than other states to pull the trigger on 
stay-at-home orders. Apparently testing was less of a priority, even 
though this was universally recognized by public health experts as 
crucial to containment of the virus.

I tried to bring this to Newsom’s attention, saying in mid-April 
that while I had up to that point withheld criticism of him on testing, 
“We are undeniably in worse shape than almost any state.” Newsom 
offered a “task force” to address the matter, but the situation did not 
improve. On July 15 leaders of three major healthcare associations 
released a statement warning that testing materials continued “to be 
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in short supply” and urging Newsom “to commit state resources to 
immediately expand” their supply. Adding to the scarcity, Newsom 
would not allow pharmacies to conduct tests—perhaps at the behest of 
powerful medical interests—thus forgoing 6,300 testing sites spanning 
nearly every community in the state. Even when pharmacies were 
given a green light of sorts, it did little to improve overall capacity as 
it was only for swab-and-send tests, not the point-of-care tests with 
immediate results. The latter would not be authorized until late August.

Nate Silver, whose 538 website was collecting and analyzing testing 
data from every state, identified the consequences of California’s 
meager testing regime: “a 6-to-1 ratio of infections to detected cases in 
Geneva and a 30-to-1 ratio in California might actually mean basically 
the same thing, given the high rate of testing in Geneva and the low rate 
in CA.” On April 22, he noted that New York had done four times more 
tests per capita than California, adding, “California’s testing situation 
is poor…and that should probably figure into some of the narratives 
that are praising leaders over there for their response.” Silver vented 
about the reliability of California’s data, saying that “California has 
some of the worst data in the country.” He said that even if the testing 
picture were improving, “the state’s data is such a mess that I’m not 
sure we’d really know.” There were “substantial lags in reporting,” and 
California was “perhaps the worst offender” in reporting negative tests 
“erratically.”

In the view of some experts, this neglect had a considerable cost. 
While Californians had made enormous sacrifices by staying home 
for weeks, inadequate testing was one reason contact tracing was 
not sufficiently developed to keep infection rates down. Dr. Lee Riley, 
an infectious diseases professor at the University of California at 
Berkeley, said that “while the state managed to flatten the curve of 
rising cases, it never effectively bent the curve downward to the point 
infections would die out.” That was because the state “was never able 
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to do enough contact tracing to isolate infected people and those they 
may have exposed before they spread the disease.”

* * *

At the time of this writing, in early January 2021, history appears 
to be repeating itself with distribution of the vaccine. California was 
lagging behind the national average as far as the percent of its allotted 
doses that had been administered.

On January 5, Newsom acknowledged the vaccine rollout was 
“too slow,” yet “provided no clear answer during a news conference 
to questions about the cause of the lag, only promising ‘a much more 
aggressive posture’ and additional details in the coming days.” Dr. Mike 
Wasserman, the past president of the California Association for Long 
Term Care Medicine and a member of the Governor’s own vaccine 
advisory committee, said “hundreds of thousands of COVID vaccines 
across the state are sitting in warehouses with the potential of being 
wasted.” He added, “My worst nightmares have been coming true over 
the last few weeks.”

exPosiNg the VulNerABle

As of early January 2021, 9,206 of the COVID-19 deaths in California 
were at nursing homes, over a third of the state’s total. Part of the cause 
was the inadequacy of the state’s testing. “To keep the virus out of a 
nursing home, you need to be able to test staff regularly, every time 
they come in for a shift,” said Katie Smith Sloan, president and CEO of 
the nonprofit LeadingAge. In addition, nursing homes “are chronically 
short staffed,” something the Health Corps could have helped with if it 
had not been abandoned.

The Newsom Administration also provoked outrage among 
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senior and disability advocates in the early stages of the pandemic, 
when it advised hospitals “to prioritize younger people with greater 
life expectancy for care during the coronavirus outbreak.” These 
guidelines were criticized as “discriminatory,” as they communicated 
“what the medical establishment and state government think about 
disabled people and older adults,” Claudia Center, legal director for the 
Disability Rights Education & Defense Funds said. “We know what this 
means, and we remember, and it’s hurtful.” However, the LA Times 
reported that as “quietly as the guidelines were initially posted online, 
the document was removed.”

Meanwhile, one type of facility fully under state control—state 
prisons—became a hotbed for COVID-19. A November 2020 New York 
Times column reported that California had “failed another vulnerable 
population with even less recourse, and less political clout: The virus 
has spread through all the state prisons; more than 19,000 inmates have 
been infected and more than 80 have died.” In late May, the California 
Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation so badly botched the 
transfer of 121 inmates into San Quentin—with no testing, a crowded 
bus ride, and immediate intermingling—that 2,200 prisoners, over 75 
percent of the population, contracted COVID-19 and 28 died from it at 
just this one prison. Thirty employees of the prison also contracted the 
virus, with one dying.

A California Court of Appeal found “deliberate indifference” to 
the inmates’ health on the part of the state, calling the outbreak “the 
worst epidemiological disaster in California correctional history.” 
Assemblyman Marc Levine, a Democrat from Marin County whose 
district includes San Quentin, was unsparing in his criticism of the 
Administration. Noting that he “spoke with the Governor” and other 
Administration officials early in the pandemic about protecting our 
prison population and staff, he called what ensued the “worst prison 
health screw up in state history,” adding, “We did not meet this 
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moment.” In calling for accountability, Levine said, “Never has ‘too 
little too late’ been more true or cruel. Never has ‘better late than 
never’ been so morally repugnant.” The Newsom Administration, for 
its part, “respectfully disagree[d] with the court’s determination.” 
A department spokeswoman said it had “taken extensive actions to 
respond to the COVID-19 pandemic.”

While California prisoners did not deserve fraudulent 
unemployment benefits, they certainly did not deserve to get the virus 
either. Yet under Governor Newsom’s watch, both were reaching the 
state’s correctional facilities in alarming numbers.

* * *

Gavin Newsom is not sought-after on national television programs 
these days, but he continues to applaud himself for having the 
clairvoyance, in mid-March of 2020, to follow the lead of six Bay Area 
counties that had issued stay-at-home orders. Yet as he basked in 
the glow of that intervention and presumed to advise other states on 
their own policies, he was neglecting the core government tasks that 
would allow for prolonged containment of the virus and a sustainable 
economic recovery.

The result, as we ended 2020, was headlines like “California’s 
coronavirus surge is worst in nation—by a big margin.” In a sense, it’s a 
more dramatic iteration of what Californians had become accustomed 
to as we paid the nation’s highest taxes while driving over the deepest 
potholes: sacrificing the most and getting the least in return. Only a 
shock to the system will change that, and perhaps Gavin Newsom’s 
one great contribution to the life of our state will be providing an 
occasion for just that.



PART III

AFTER NEWSOM
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CHAPTER TWELVE

Back to Basics

“If the majority vote on the question is to recall, the officer is 
removed.” – California Constitution, Article 2, Section 15(c)

It’s a warm summer night, a Tuesday, in late July of 2021. Most 
Californians are in their homes, glued to their television sets or smart 
phones as they watch history unfold. Shortly after 8:00 PM, the results 
are clear. For just the third time since our nation’s founding, a governor 
has been recalled from office. What comes next?

the ANti-NeWsom roAdmAP

Removing Gavin Newsom will not solve California’s problems 
all at once. He exemplifies those problems, and he has done more to 
compound them than anyone might have thought possible in a span 
of two years. So the Recall will certainly stop further damage. But 
to have lasting meaning, the mandate from this extraordinary act of 
popular sovereignty must be channeled into fundamental changes to 
our political institutions and political culture.

This book does not endeavor to fully develop those fundamental 
reforms, nor should they be developed by any one person. But Gavin 
Newsom provides us a useful starting point. The eight qualities of 
Newson’s failed COVID response discussed in the preceding chapters 
are something of a roadmap. They put everything that has gone wrong 
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with our politics on such stark display that their repudiation can set 
us on the opposite road we need to travel, providing guideposts for the 
journey ahead.

Humility: The opposite of Newsom’s self-promotional mode of 
governance is one of humility. This means humility not only in the 
conduct of the state’s chief executive, but in the role of the government 
itself. It means remembering that every action we take has legitimacy 
only by the consent of the people we represent. Concretely, that 
means a more open and deliberative approach to governance. It means 
restoring power to local institutions that know their communities best.

Humility also means focusing earnestly on the core functions of 
government. I call this a “Back to Basics” approach. Miriam Pawel 
wrote in the New York Times that California needs “leadership more 
focused on nonglamorous but essential government functions. A 
strategy that looked to score runs by hitting single after single, rather 
than always swinging for elusive home runs. So far that leadership has 
been in short supply.” As one example, that would mean fewer projects 
like the high-speed rail, instead attending to our core infrastructure: 
roads, highways, and bridges that are uncongested and drivable; dams, 
reservoirs, and levies that are robust and reliable; power plants, grids, 
and transmission lines that are safe and affordable; forests, parks, and 
open spaces that are healthy and breathable.

The Rule of Law: The opposite of Gavin Newsom’s lawless mode of 
governance is one that respects the rule of law. That means recognizing 
that written words are binding on those in positions of power. From 
this comes the most basic form of freedom—freedom from the arbitrary 
dominion and control of another. It’s what gives life to the audacious 
premise that we as citizens are not mere subjects of state power but 
authors of our own political reality.

Respecting the rule of law means recognizing both the California 
and U.S. Constitutions as constraints on what the Governor, the 
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Legislature, or any official can do. It means restoring a proper 
separation of powers, where the Governor’s job is to implement laws 
passed by the Legislature. Churning out orders with the stroke of a pen 
is certainly easier than a legislative process. But our Founders made a 
deliberate choice that exercising the powers of government should not 
be easy. As the ultimate safeguard of liberty, they defined those powers 
as limited, distributed, checked, and balanced—precisely the opposite 
of California in 2020.

The Public Interest: The opposite of Gavin Newsom’s corrupt mode 
of governance is one dedicated to the public interest. This requires 
defusing the power of the “Third House” lobbyists who largely control 
the first two houses, the Assembly and Senate, as well as this Governor 
in particular. The Third House—consisting of lobbyists for union 
conglomerates, industry associations, and major companies—accounts 
for the vast majority of political funding in California. For many 
Legislators, how to vote on a bill comes down to nothing more than 
which interests are for or against it. With the Governor and legislators 
focused so intently on appeasing lobbyists within a few square blocks 
of the Capitol, relatively little attention is left for 40 million people 
throughout the state who have to live with legislative outcomes.

Changing this dynamic can be difficult to do through campaign 
finance laws, but it is achievable through a cultural change at the 
Capitol. That was my goal in becoming the first 100 percent citizen-
backed California Legislator by declining all contributions from the 
Third House. Ultimately, accepting Third House contributions needs 
to be stigmatized, and that can start with political leaders, like a new 
governor, refusing to support any candidate of either party who 
accepts them.

Accountability: The opposite of Gavin Newsom’s unscientific mode 
of governance is one that is informed by facts and data and accountable 
for its outcomes. Just as Newsom’s political interests led him to dismiss 
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sound science in responding to COVID-19, so it is that facts, data, and 
evidence often count for little when it comes to policy decisions at our 
Capitol. Indeed, policymaking often proceeds in a willfully ignorant 
manner.

Homelessness is an especially unfortunate example. In 2019, 1,039 
homeless people died on the streets of Los Angeles, and the state’s 
overall homeless population was growing faster than the rest of the 
country combined. At the same time, we spent $2.7 billion more to 
address the problem over a two-year period. The nonpartisan Legislative 
Analyst warned more funds would “quickly dissipate” because there 
was no strategy, yet in early 2020 Newsom wanted to add $1.4 billion 
in additional spending. I proposed a full audit of where funding was 
going and what outcomes were being achieved, so that our spending 
would be informed by data about what would best help Californians 
transition out of homelessness or avoid it altogether. I was one vote 
away from getting the audit approved when Newsom pressured three 
legislators to “abstain.” The Audit Committee Chairman actually tried 
to cancel the vote as the Governor’s aides eyed him from the witness 
table.

Citizen Service: The opposite of Gavin Newsom’s incompetent 
mode of governance is an approach based on customer service. This 
means a new paradigm for the provision of government services that is 
modern, performance-based, and geared towards helping Californians. 
Countless businesses every day carry out the sort of tasks that befuddle 
the likes of the DMV and EDD. The priorities of these agencies must be 
completely realigned.

With the human capital and technology we have available to us, 
there is no reason Californians should have to put up with substandard 
service. The Legislature and Governor can work together on a total 
overhaul of the state bureaucracy: focusing its mission, modernizing 
its technology, and bringing in new talent with clear performance 
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benchmarks for every agency of government.
Transparency: The opposite of Gavin Newsom’s hypocritical 

approach to governance is to make the actions of our elected officials 
transparent to the public. This starts with eliminating perks like the 
secret DMV office, so lawmakers have to feel the effects of their own 
policy decisions. It means rooting out the many undemocratic practices 
at our Capitol, like the denial of public access or rules where a bill can 
be killed without a vote so that legislators can claim they didn’t oppose 
it.

It also means insisting on policy to match the rhetoric of equity 
and social justice. In that regard, what is needed perhaps most of all 
is comprehensive education reform. A true commitment to equity 
would involve looking to what has worked in other states to reduce 
achievement gaps and propel student achievement. The same goes for 
the cost of living in California, especially housing, which gets worse 
every year as a result of deliberate policy choices even as lawmakers 
claim they are addressing the problem.

Unity: The opposite of Gavin Newsom’s partisan approach to 
governance is one based on bringing people together. This means 
focusing on governing California and not letting the currents of 
national politics distract us from the enormous challenges we face. It 
means an agenda that is non-ideological, rooted in principles of good 
government, and aimed at solving our state’s fundamental problems—
that’s what the Back to Basics approach is about. It means setting a 
new tone for our public life where we have spirited and robust debates 
to hash out our differences, but where that debate rests on a foundation 
of common values and shared purpose.

Responsibility: The opposite of Gavin Newsom’s neglectful 
approach to governance is one that is mindful of our responsibilities. 
That California had for years de-prioritized pandemic preparedness 
before 2020 is emblematic of a broader tendency towards myopic 
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decision-making. The long-term consequences pile up, until they 
are not long-term anymore. As one example, California’s massively 
underfunded public pension system is not just a theoretical problem; 
increased payments to CalPERS and CalSTRS are eating into the 
budgets of school districts, cities, and counties. As another example, 
no reforms were made to California’s unstable tax structure, despite 
urgent warnings from Jerry Brown and others, and it led to a historic 
deficit in 2020. Satisfying immediate political demands has been the 
way of the Capitol for too long. California needs a new model of 
political leadership based on durable stewardship of the public interest.

* * *

If the Recall is successful, the new Governor would likely be sworn 
in sometime in early September, which is just before the Legislature is 
set to recess for the year. But the Governor could call a Special Session 
dedicated to instituting the Recall’s call for fundamental change. This 
timing would be optimal, as voters would have an opportunity to 
weigh in again the following year and could affirm the new Governor’s 
approach while bringing accountability to any legislators who did not 
catch on that the era of corruption was over and a new era of public 
service had begun.

The 2022 election, with the Governor running alongside a slate of 
candidates committed to good government, could cement the Recall’s 
goals. It could assure that this extraordinary movement is not a self-
contained event, not an ephemeral moment of activism, but becomes 
imprinted into the structure of California political life. That would set 
our state on a new course, with no limit as to what we could achieve. 
And it could set the stage for restoring the greatest gift of our Founders: 
government that is truly by the people.
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN

The Revival of  Self-Government

“No sooner do you set foot upon the American soil, than you are 
stunned by a kind of tumult…Everything is in motion around you; 
here, the people of one quarter of a town are met to decide upon the 
building of a church; there, the election of a representative is going 
on; a little further, the delegates of a district are posting to the town 
in order to consult upon some local improvements; or in another 
place the labourers of a village quit their ploughs to deliberate 
upon the project of a road or a public school. Meetings are called 
for the sole purpose of declaring their disapprobation of the line 
of conduct pursued by the Government; whilst in other assemblies 
the citizens salute the authorities of the day as the fathers of their 
country.” –Alexis de Tocqueville, Democracy in America, 1835

In 2018, Silicon Valley venture capitalist Tim Draper offered a modest 
proposal: the end of California. His ballot initiative, Proposition 9, 
would have divided the state into three chunks, which was half as 
many as another fragmentation plan he’d proposed four years earlier. 
Draper, who had been involved with companies like Hotmail, Skype, 
Tesla, and, more controversially, Theranos, explained the impetus for 
his proposal: “I looked at this and thought: We really need to start 
fresh. We need a way for governments to be accountable. We need a 
way to empower the residents of the state.” Stephen Colbert called it “a 
great new plan to make California whole again by breaking it apart.”
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Draper was not the first to propose such a scheme. Since California 
was granted statehood in 1850, there have been at least 220 efforts 
to split it up one way or another. Draper’s proposal, like all of the 
others, of course went nowhere. But the recurrence of this idea across 
generations is more than a testament to the enduring popularity of pie 
in the sky. It emanates from a real and growing strain on our social 
fabric: a belief that our politics are not a match for our culture, and 
that such a vast and diverse state requires a greater diffusion of power 
and authority. California, after all, has not only more people than any 
state but a larger gross domestic product than all but four countries. 
Yet as our population and economy have grown, political control has 
become more centralized, not less—and during the COVID-19 State of 
Emergency, Gavin Newsom was able to fast-forward that trend to its 
logical endpoint: one-man rule from Sacramento.

Rejecting his one-man rule therefore presents an opportunity to 
reverse that trend. But it does not require fracturing the state. Over 170 
years, California has forged an identity of historic significance, one 
that’s been a driving force in the affairs of our nation and the world. 
Something irreplaceable would be lost if it were to vanish. So how 
do we pursue the germ of insight in Draper’s plan while maintaining 
a distinctly Californian identity? Perhaps Gavin Newsom was on to 
something in his infamous Rachel Maddow appearance after all.

* * *

On Maddow’s show, Newsom proclaimed California a “Nation State” 
as a way to puff himself up. But taking the concept seriously would 
suggest a more modest state government. Take two actual nations of 
comparable size: Canada and Spain, which both have around 40 million 
people. Each has a federalist structure, with regional governments 
known as provinces in Canada and autonomous communities in Spain. 
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These regional governments, covering populations in the millions or 
hundred thousands, are self-governing in many respects, with the 
central government handling matters of national concern.

If California had a similar regional model, the relationship between 
the state government and the different regions would resemble 
the relationship of the U.S. government to the states—that is, the 
California state government would be one of limited powers. It would 
have a discrete set of specific functions, on matters of truly statewide 
concern, with everything else devolved to smaller units of government. 
California already has something like this with our university system: 
the UCs and CSUs have a unifying brand and a central administration 
to provide some standardization and coordination of activities, but 
each campus has its own distinct identity and governance.

Proposing a new stratum of regional governments in California, 
akin to provinces or autonomous communities, probably verges on 
Draper-esque quixotism.  But the main advantage can be realized 
within California’s existing institutional structure: a state government 
with far fewer responsibilities and authority devolved to the level 
of government as close to the people as practical. The nuts and 
bolts of governing—education, roads, and the like—would no longer 
be handled by state authorities. Policy would be more aligned with 
the circumstances, interests, and values of those it affects. State 
bureaucracies could be thinned considerably and reformed in a more 
performance-based, service-oriented mold. The State Legislature could 
perhaps be part-time, and regional organizations, like the Sacramento 
Area Council of Governments, could take on a larger role.

In late 2020, I worked with other legislators in my region to form 
a faint model of something like this. We convened a Conference of 
North State Representatives, with 16 counties sending a delegate. 
The resulting “Healthy Communities Resolution,” which rejected 
Newsom’s one-man rule and his failed COVID management in favor of 
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a more localized and data-based approach, was then passed by boards 
of supervisors where the people of each county could have direct input.

This leads to the prime virtue of decentralizing political authority: 
a greater measure of representation. California has by far the least 
representative legislature in the United States, with legislative districts 
that are several times more populous than the next closest state and 
larger than some small countries. Each senator represents roughly one 
million people and each assemblymember half a million. That means 
the elected officials who wield the most power over our lives are the 
ones who we are least likely to have access to or to know. This also 
means they are the least likely to govern with a concern for the public 
good, as it’s the expense of campaigning in enormous districts that has 
allowed Special Interests to hijack the process. Reallocating power to 
elected officials who represent smaller constituencies would thus lead 
to more public-spirited representation while enhancing the political 
agency of each citizen.

* * *

So far, we’ve actually been looking at self-government through 
the wrong end of the telescope. It’s in the real places where we live 
our lives—the neighborhoods, the schools, the workplaces, the centers 
for clubs and associations—that true self-government takes place. 
For our Founding Fathers, the lifeblood of republicanism was local 
communities.

This communitarian foundation was what most impressed Alexis 
de Tocqueville about American society in 1835: “In these States, it is 
not only a portion of the people which is busied with the amelioration 
of its social condition,” he wrote in his celebrated work, Democracy 
in America, “but the whole community is engaged in the task.” This 
meant the “cares of political life engross a most prominent place in 
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the occupation of a citizen in the United States; and almost the only 
pleasure of which an American has any idea, is to take a part in the 
Government, and to discuss the part he has taken.” Tocqueville saw this 
spirit of self-government everywhere he looked: “This feeling pervades 
the most trifling habits of life…Debating clubs are to a certain extent 
a substitute for theatrical entertainments…This ceaseless agitation 
which democratic government has introduced into the political world, 
influences all social intercourse.”

Such political engagement, de Tocqueville observed, was part of 
an active, localized, and edifying understanding of citizenship. “The 
native of New England,” he wrote, “takes part in every occurrence 
in the place; he practices the art of government in the small sphere 
within his reach; he accustoms himself to those forms without which 
liberty can only advance by revolutions; he imbibes their spirit; he 
acquires a taste for order, comprehends the balance of powers, and 
collects clear practical notions on the nature of his duties and the 
extent of his rights.” And while there were still legislatures, their work 
was not a substitute for the role of each citizen: “The great political 
agitation of the American legislative bodies…is a mere episode of a 
sort of continuation of that universal movement which originates in 
the lowest classes of the people and extends successively to all the 
ranks of society.”

Beyond escaping the shadow of British imperialism, freedom for 
the Founding generation was inseparable from political participation. 
They did not want to replace one form of monarchy with a new 
division between the ruler and that the ruled. What our Founders 
set in motion was truly government by the people, with echoes of 
antiquity; in Athens, citizenship was understood as “having a share 
in the social and political community.” While the exclusion of whole 
categories of people, including women and African Americans, means 
we can never look upon these times with uncritical nostalgia, there 
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are lessons for restoring self-government today—especially in the state 
that has drifted farthest from it.

California does have many institutions of local government: 
counties, cities, school districts, and a variety of special districts 
like water or park districts. But these usually fail to actualize self-
government in any meaningful way. One reason we’ve already noted: 
as appendages of the state, their responsibilities, procedures, scope of 
authority, mandates, and other functions are limited and imposed from 
afar. What that often means in practice is they become bureaucratic 
entities controlled by compliance-driven staffs, with the public-facing 
elements of governance essentially pro forma. That’s why moving 
away from a model of governance where power is centralized in 
Sacramento would give existing local institutions a greater capacity to 
serve as vehicles of self-government.

The other problem is a deeper one. Our public-school system is 
not preparing young people for the responsibilities of citizenship. 
Complaints about inadequate civics education often focus on a failure 
to recite basic facts, like a 2018 study showing only a small fraction 
of respondents could answer questions like “Why did the colonists 
fight the British?” But the real deficiency doesn’t mainly relate to hard 
knowledge. It goes to the very meaning of citizenship, which has been 
steadily reduced since Tocqueville’s day. A student today generally 
does not learn “clear practical notions on the nature of his duties” or 
how to “practice[] the art of government in the small sphere within his 
reach”—nor, all too often, does he or she gain the capacity for critical 
thinking and habits of service needed for meaningful engagement in 
community life.

Increasingly our education system produces just the opposite, 
with an accepted orthodoxy imposed on students as normatively 
unchallengeable. We see one consequence of this in the growing 
intolerance for freedom of speech. Especially on college campuses, the 
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tendency is to shut down opposing ideas rather than engage with them 
in spirited debate. I tried to take a small step to address this, partnering 
with the University of California on bipartisan legislation to teach the 
history and value of the First Amendment and help students develop 
habits of thoughtful discussion and an openness to new ideas. But 
a true civics education isn’t just an add-on to the curriculum, or a 
Cliff Notes guide to the Constitution. It’s integrated into all facets of 
schooling so that preparation for citizenship is an underlying purpose 
of one’s education.

One model of this approach is John Adams Academy, a public 
charter school in Roseville that explicitly teaches the “responsibilities 
that require all to be participatory citizens in this democratic 
republic of self-government.” Students not only learn the principles 
from America’s founding documents but are taught “to understand 
how they developed throughout history” and to “incorporate core 
American principles in their own lives and to promote them in their 
communities.” There is an emphasis on virtue as “a voluntary outward 
obedience to principles of truth and moral law” and “the voluntary 
sacrifice or subjugation of personal wants for the greater good of the 
community.” These virtues are “developed and expressed” through each 
student’s membership in the school community itself.  John Adams 
aims to produce “entrepreneurs, who by their very nature are thinkers, 
leaders, and statesmen, who know how to solve problems and improve 
the world around them.”

What most young people today get, by contrast, is essentially a 
constant stream of tweets from Gavin Newsom: VOTE VOTE VOTE. 
This is as much a do-not-enter sign as it is a welcome mat. With voting 
inculcated as the end all and be all of civic participation, the implicit 
message is: vote, and I’ll see you again in two years. Just as Newsom 
implored people to vote dozens of times without once inviting them 
to participate in government in any other way, our larger political 
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culture has reduced each citizen’s role to the single self-contained act 
of casting a ballot. While the franchise is the lynchpin of democracy, 
and its expansion has marked the most important form of progress 
in our history, it wasn’t itself the great American innovation. Self-
government was. And in California, that’s slipped away.

* * *

This Recall can be a moment of restoration, reanimating our 
stale political institutions with traces of Tocqueville’s America and 
renewing the meaning of We the People. Our state has veered far from 
the vision of the Founders, and we are coming off a year where it was 
lost altogether. But 2021 is a chance for a course correction.

A new year, a new decade, offers hope of a new beginning. In a way, 
the story of our state is a story of new beginnings. It’s a story unlike 
any other. And the people of California can now write an imaginative 
next chapter.
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HOW YOU CAN HELP

The official petition for the Recall is collecting signatures now. It takes 
1.5 million by March 17, 2021 to place a recall election on the ballot, 
and close to two thirds of that total have been gathered.

A messAge from leAd ProPoNeNt orriN heAtlie:

The RecallGavin2020 team has made it as easy as possible for 
anyone to participate. It’s as simple as one, two, three.

The official petition is available to download and print from the 
RecallGavin2020.com website. You may print as many copies as 
you like, then circulate them. People who sign the petition must be 
registered to vote in California. But, anybody over 18 may circulate the 
form. Anybody, including you.

The form is user friendly, easy to fill out and available on standard 
sized paper. The address to mail it in is printed on the bottom of the 
form. Simply grab some forms and you too can become a clipboard 
warrior in this fight!
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